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A B S T R A C T

Data management is a cornerstone for any kind of information sys-
tem – including the aerospace and aviation sector. In contrast to
conventional domains, software development in the avionics domain
must adhere to a legally binding certification process, called qualifi-
cation. The success of the process depends on compliance with in-
ternational standards, such as DO-178: Software Considerations in
Airborne Systems and Equipment Certification. From a software de-
veloper’s perspective, challenges arise in terms of methods and tools.
Techniques that have a potential impact on the deterministic and pre-
dictable execution of avionics software are prohibited.

The objective of this thesis’ research is to develop a scalable method
to realize data-management for multi-variant avionics software under
the restrictions and constraints of the domain. Since avionics software
faces very long-term life-cycles (up to 75 years), a particular focus is
being placed on maintenance and evolution. Based on the insights
gained in a semi-structured interview at Airbus Helicopters, indus-
trial established approaches to implement qualified avionics software
are assessed at first and compared with respect to strengths and weak-
nesses for data-management afterwards. As a result, a novel develop-
ment approach is proposed, combining model-based techniques and
product-line technology to derive the source code of highly specific
data-management variants, as well as the majority of assets required
for the qualification process, from a declarative system specification.

In order to demonstrate the practicability of the approach in indus-
try, a framework is presented that is deployed and applied at Airbus
Helicopters to generate qualifiable data-management components for
the variants of the NH90 helicopter. The maintainability is shown by
means of a domain-specific optimization, in which the model-based
and generative approach is used to establish safe memory overlays
at compile-time. Key findings reveal a substantially reduced memory
footprint (29,1% in case of a real-world scenario), as well as an sig-
nificantly facilitated implementation process, which would not be ac-
complishable using conventional methods for software development
in the avionics domain.

iii
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Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Datenverwaltung ist der Grundstein für jegliche Art von Informati-
onssystemen – so auch in der Luft- und Raumfahrt. Im Unterschied
zu konventionellen Domänen unterliegt die Software für Avionik-
Systeme einem gesetzlich vorgeschriebenen Zertifizierungsprozess, ge-
nannt Qualifizierung. Der Erfolg dieses Vorgangs hängt primär von
der Einhaltung internationaler Sicherheitsnormen ab. Aus der Sicht
eines Software-Entwicklers ergeben sich hier Herausforderungen hin-
sichtlich erlaubter Methoden und Werkzeuge, denn Techniken, die
den deterministischen Ablauf eines Programms gefährden können,
sind verboten.

Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, ein skalierbares Verfahren zu ent-
wickeln, um eine Datenmanagement-Komponente unter Einhaltung
der Sicherheitsnormen für Avionik-Systeme in mehreren Varianten
nicht nur zu realisieren, sondern auch langfristig warten zu können
(bis zu 75 Jahre). Basierend auf den Erkenntnissen, die durch ein
semi-strukturiertes Entwickler-Interview bei Airbus Helicopters ge-
wonnen wurden, werden industriell etablierte Methoden zur Imple-
mentierung und Qualifizierung von Avionik-Software zunächst ana-
lysiert und an-schließend hinsichtlich ihrer Stärken und Schwächen
für Datenmanagement bewertet. Als Resultat wird ein neuartiger An-
satz vorgestellt, der durch eine Kombination aus modellbasierten Me-
thoden und Produktlinien-Technologie, sowohl den Quellcode einer
spezifischen Datenmanagement-Variante, als auch weitere Erzeugnis-
se, die für die Qualifizierung zu erbringen sind, aus einer deklarati-
ven Systemspezifikation ableitet.

Als Beispiel für die Praktikabilität des Verfahrens wird die Archi-
tektur einer Werkzeugkette vorgestellt, die bei Airbus eingesetzt wird,
um qualifizierbare Datenmanagement-Varianten für die eingebettete
Software des NH90 Helikopters zu generieren. Die Wartbarkeit wird
durch eine domänenspezifische Optimierung demonstriert, die durch
den modellbasierten und generativen Ansatz eine sichere Überlap-
pung von Speicherbereichen zur Compile-Zeit ermöglicht. Zu den
Ergebnissen zählen nicht nur verringerter Speicherverbrauch (29,1%
in einem realen Szenario), sondern auch eine effiziente Umsetzung,
die mit den etablierten Methoden zur Software-Entwicklung in der
Avionik-Domäne nicht zu erreichen wäre.

iv
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Part I

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

1.1 the context

Engineering in the avionics domain is driven by various legally man-
dated regulations, dedicated to safety and reliability. Prior to the first
official flight in a commercial aircraft, a national certification author-
ity has to inspect the airworthiness of all components, including air-
borne computers and software. This process is called avionics quali-
fication. The acceptance is strictly related to compliance with interna-
tional aerospace standards, such as DO-178: Software Considerations
in Airborne Systems and Equipment Certification [11a]. In addition
to white papers1 from the Certification Authorities Software Team,
these documents define process completion and functionality verifi-
cation with software life-cycle objectives. Depending on the (safety)
criticality of the target system, applicants for qualification have to
meet a specific set of life-cycle objectives, determined by different De-
sign Assurance Levels2.

In industry, compliance with DO-178 adds about 75%–150% to the
total development time [Tho09], caused by additional effort for devel-
oping or extending code and documentation for life-cycle objectives,
called qualification assets. By over two third, the majority of these arti-
facts relates to software verification and validation (e.g., establishing
bidirectional traceability evidence from system requirements to unit
tests) [11a]. Developing qualification assets also complicates program-
ming of the software itself, because many assets must adhere to strict
coding constraints, such as the prohibition of late binding or dynamic
dispatch. The impact is most significant between Design Assurance
Level D and C. Level C is assigned to mission-critical software and de-
mands about 30% more budget and schedule than software at Level
D [Hil09].

Aircraft manufacturers accept customer wishes in terms of avion-
ics equipment as part of their business model. Thus, avionics are de-
signed and built in the form of multi-variant systems. However, con-
sidering the embedded software, qualification obligations arise for
each individual variant. This implies an increasing need for efficient
methods in software engineering that can cope with a growing num-
ber of variants regarding implementation and qualification on the one
hand, and maintenance and evolution on the other hand. This thesis
addresses this research topic and proposes a novel and innovative de-
velopment approach regarding implementation and qualification of
multi-variant avionics systems.

1 https://www.faa.gov/aircraft/air_cert/design_approvals/air_software/cast/

cast_papers/, last checked May 30, 2018

2 Scale with five criticality levels, ranging from level A (most critical) to level E (least
critical), assigned by the national certification authority.

3
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4 introduction

1.2 evolution and variability in the avionics domain

The scope and extent of software evolution and variability in the
avionics domain is evident regarding the example of the federated
avionics system of the NH90 helicopter. The NH90 is a medium
sized multi-role helicopter, manufactured by the NHIndustries con-
sortium. The software division at Airbus Helicopters develops the
on-board software of the NH90. Its operating system consists of an
application framework, called NH90 System Software, and several ap-
plication components, called Operational Processing Functions. The pro-
gramming language of the NH90 System Software is Ada3, which has
been specifically designed for the application in safety-critical embed-
ded and real-time systems.

The first qualified version of the NH90 System Software was re-
leased in 1995, the year of the maiden flight of the NH90. From then
on, more and more variants were manufactured and delivered. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates the chronological course of the number of physical
NH90 helicopter variants.
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Figure 1: Evolution of the NH90 helicopter variants

From the first 2 variants for field- and maritime missions, econom-
ical success raised this number to 6 variants in the early 2000s. From
here, obsolescence led to the introduction of additional hardware ar-
chitectures, causing further variation in the software. Today, 45 vari-
ants are deployed on 3 different hardware platforms, shipped to cus-
tomers in 14 nations [Bri07]. The trend is towards even more variants
in the future.

The helicopter variants differ in their integral equipment configu-
ration. Complex equipment provides optional features, from which
customers can select arbitrary combinations. It is also possible that
the integrated equipment of an already delivered helicopter is re-
placed by a functional equivalent, manufactured by another company.

3 http://www.adacore.com, last checked May 30, 2018
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1.3 data management in the nh90 system software 5

The impact on the associated avionics software is significant. In case
of the NH90 System Software, the most frequently changed area is
the source code of Operational Processing Functions, which are soft-
ware units to control and monitor the avionic equipment. However,
some functions rely on the same data or services. Therefore, the pres-
ence or absence of Operational Processing Functions may cause in-
teractions between individual components, which, in particular, af-
fects data management and data-bus scheduling. Consequently, each
change in the Operational Processing Functions requires adjustments
in the technical realization of data management.

The constantly growing number of variants and the resulting com-
plexity requires a re-development of major parts of the NH90 System
Software. The primary goal of my endeavor was to improve extensi-
bility and maintainability of the data-management component, while
providing sufficient performance and resource consumption to de-
ploy the software even on legacy hardware platforms. As part of this
re-development endeavor, Airbus Helicopters initiated the coopera-
tion with the University of Passau.

1.3 data management in the nh90 system software

A central component that posed problems regarding the evolution
of variability in the NH90 System Software is the data-management
component. A single avionics computer contains about 10–15 Oper-
ational Processing Functions that use the data-management compo-
nent to store and process various data, structured by about 30 en-
tity types4. When we started the cooperation, data management was
implemented as list-based storage, henceforth called List Manage-
ment (LSTM). All data were kept as plain lists of data records. Com-
plex data-management functionality was left to the individual Opera-
tional Processing Functions. For illustration, the following paragraph
presents a real-world scenario learned from a developer interview at
Airbus Helicopters (see Section 8.1). It describes a real-world data
schema in context of airborne navigation, as well as an exemplary
query profile. It is used as running example over the extent of the
thesis.

a running example In 2008, a requirement arose with the goal
to handle the data of the helicopter’s guidance subsystem using the
List Management. It allows an aircraft to choose a course within a
ordered set of coordinates. In this context, consider the following
simplified extract from the functional requirements towards the data
schema:

• Routes shall be identified by a number. One route consists of
multiple route points.

4 The complex data types to handle records in the data-management component (e.g.,
Waypoint).
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6 introduction

• Route points shall be identified by an alphanumeric identifier.
In addition, they shall own a position in a route and a caption
mode. One route point may refer to one route. One route point
always refers to a navigation point.

• Geo points shall be identified by an alphanumeric identifier. In
addition, they shall own geographical coordinates such as lati-
tude and longitude.

• Navigation points shall have the same attributes as geo points in
addition to a geo datum. One navigation point may be used as
route point.

• Navigation point shall be distinguishable between waypoints and
beacons.

• Waypoints shall own an elevation in addition to the attributes
owned by a navigation point.

• Beacons shall own a frequency in addition to the attributes
owned by a navigation point.

For a better explanation, entity types and attributes that are not
required to grasp the matters of concern are omitted. The scenario in
Figure 2 shows a corresponding entity-relationship diagram in Chen
Notation [Che76].

Route

Longitude

used asRoutepoint

Waypoint Beacon
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Point
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Latitude
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Position
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Identifier
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Geo Point

Identifier

Capture
Mode

Figure 2: Data schema of the Guidance subsystem

Furthermore, consider the following representative examples for
functional requirements regarding the data retrieval capabilities of
the data-management component:

• It shall be possible to search for beacons having a frequency in a
given range.
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1.4 contributions 7

• It shall be possible to search for waypoints having an elevation
that exceeds a given threshold.

• It shall be possible to retrieve a route by its number.

After realizing the scenario in context of the List Management and
the increase of variability over time, the developers faced three major
problems in terms of maintenance and evolution: first, relationships
between entity types were only implicitly present in the source code
of the Operational Processing Functions. Second, there was no guar-
antee that referential integrity of the data is maintained consistently.
Third, attributes of related entity types had to be stored redundantly.

The re-development group at Airbus Helicopters concluded that
the current data-management solution List Management should be
replaced by a data- and function-centric component. Since there is
no commercial-of-the-shelf product available that can be qualified ac-
cording to the Plan for Software Aspects of Certification5 of the NH90,
Airbus Helicopters decided to pursue an in-house development in co-
operation with the University of Passau. The research described in
this thesis was conducted in this scope.

1.4 contributions

In this thesis, I focus on methods for qualified data-management sys-
tems, intended for integration in real-time avionics systems. Analo-
gous to other industry branches [LSR07], customers in the aviation
domain can choose among a large number of features and configura-
tion options for the airborne equipment, which requires variability of
the avionics software, including the data-management component.

In a first step, I investigate state-of-the-art development methods
used in industry. There are two basic approaches to handle variabil-
ity in qualified avionics software: The first approach is to consider
a software variant as separate unit, such that for each variant, the
source code must be implemented and qualified manually. The sec-
ond approach is to apply specifically qualified development tools to
automatically generate variant-specific software artifacts. Based on
the findings of a semi-structured interview with two senior develop-
ers at Airbus Helicopters, I found that these approaches are economi-
cally suboptimal for implementing data management in the avionics
domain. While an approach of separately implementing and quali-
fying software variants does not scale with an increasing number of
new requirements, introducing a qualified development tool causes
huge initial costs for either purchasing a commercial tool or imple-
menting and qualifying a suitable tool in-house.

Based on this analysis, I propose a novel generative development
approach that addresses the challenges of variability and software
evolution in the context of qualification demands in the avionics do-
main. Essentially, I combine the aforementioned approaches. In a

5 An agreement between the aircraft manufacturer and the certification authority con-
cerning certification activities.
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8 introduction

nutshell, using model-based and product-line technology, I generate
tailor-made system variants based on a declarative specification writ-
ten in a domain-specific language. Furthermore, I ease software verifi-
cation and validation by automatically generating qualification assets
in this process. This way, the approach is scaleable in terms of the
number of variants and the initial effort is kept feasible by support-
ing the qualification of the generated code instead of qualifying the
tool itself. I integrated my approach into the tool chain of the NH90

development environment. The implementation is fully operational.
The resulting software variants are executable on the target avionics
hardware and currently prepared for qualification at Design Assur-
ance Level C as part of the next release of the NH90 System Software.

The contributions of this thesis are the following:

• Development approaches applied in the avionics domain re-
garding practicability and feasibility in terms of the challenges
of data-management and qualification demands in the avionics
domain are analyzed.

• A novel generative development approach based on model-dri-
ven and product-line technology is presented, aiming at the ef-
ficient realization of both implementation and qualification of
avionics software.

• The approach is implemented as part of the real-time operating
system of the NH90 avionics software at Airbus Helicopters.
Therefore, a software design for a database-management com-
ponent is proposed that addresses the constraints of avionics
software. Its feasibility is demonstrated by means of a techni-
cal realization, whose practicability is shown in the form of an
experimental evaluation.

• Findings from a developer interview at Airbus Helicopters are
reported, providing insights into the implementation, mainte-
nance, and evolution of avionics software.

• A quantitative and qualitative discussion of the approach is con-
ducted based on real-world evolution scenarios combined with
the analysis of the software repository of the NH90 System Soft-
ware related to data management.

• The approach is demonstrated by means of a domain-specific
optimization, in which the implementation for data manage-
ment is enhanced in terms of memory consumption in context
of multi-variant avionics software systems.

1.5 structure

This thesis is organized in three parts. Part I provides an introduc-
tion to the subject. Chapter 2 explains the core aspects and proce-
dures of avionics software qualification. In Chapter 3, industrial es-
tablished development approaches for qualified avionics software are
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1.5 structure 9

discussed and assessed in context of data management. Emerged
from results thus obtained, a novel development approach, called
asset-based development, is proposed. In addition, the chapter intro-
duces the core technologies that are used in asset-based development.

Part II deals with the FlyDB, an innovative framework built
by means of asset-based development to generate fully qualifiable
and highly-specific software variants for avionics data-management.
Chapter 4 outlines the components of the framework and covers the
development process, system specification, software architecture, and
data processing. Chapter 5 presents the model-transformation tech-
niques applied in context of the FlyDB framework to produce quali-
fiable avionics software. Chapter 6 demonstrates the practicability of
the framework, and therefore of asset-based development, by means
of an experimental evaluation, executed on real-world airborne hard-
ware using a real-world avionics use-case scenario.

Part III is dedicated to maintenance and evolution. Chapter 7 con-
tains a domain-specific optimization, which demonstrates the appli-
cability of asset-based development in context of typical maintenance
tasks in the avionics domain. Chapter 8 contains a case study in
context of the NH90 helicopter that reports from a developer in-
terview with senior developers at Airbus Helicopters, providing in-
sights into the implementation, maintenance, and evolution of avion-
ics software. Furthermore, it compares asset-based development with
the established methods by systematically reviewing the evolution
of data management in the NH90 System Software using real-world
scenarios. Chapter 9 lists related work in the fields component-based
databases, tool-based approaches, software product-lines, metamod-
els, model-based approaches, and overlay-based optimizations. The
thesis concludes in Chapter 10 with an outlook on future work.
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2
Q U A L I F I C AT I O N

This chapter elaborates on software qualification as main issue that
drives programming for avionics systems. It discusses the questions
of how qualification is defined, why it is important in the avionics
domain, how qualification is achieved, and to which extent it impacts
software engineering.

Section 2.1 defines the term qualification and explains the necessity
in the avionics domain. Section 2.2 introduces safety levels with re-
gard to avionics software and describes the process to achieve qual-
ification on a particular level. Section 2.3 elaborates on the life cycle
phases of avionics software in context of qualification. Section 2.4 nar-
rows down the scope to qualification tasks that have an impact on
software engineering. Section 2.5 summarizes the chapter.

2.1 definition

Prior to the first official flight in a commercial aircraft, a national certi-
fication authority has to inspect the airworthiness of all components,
including airborne computers and software. In Europe, the respon-
sible certification authority is the European Aviation Safety Agency1

(EASA). The counterpart in the USA is the Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration2 (FAA). A certification authority does not regard the software
as stand-alone product, but considers software as part of a certified
product. The term certification applies to aircrafts, engines, propellers,
or auxiliary power units. Avionics computers and equipment have to
be approved by the certification authority as part of a whole airborne
system. This includes the embedded software running on these de-
vices. The process approving the software as part of a certification is
called qualification.

Once certified, the national certification authority designates an air-
craft to be safe for commercial use. Both Europe and the USA require
certification by law. Besides, aircraft manufacturers consider safety
and reliability at high interest. Aircrafts are designed with diligence
and safety in mind. This leads to high internal safety standards that
typically exceed the legal requirements.

2.2 achieving qualification

In the avionics industry, qualification affects each aspect of software
engineering and requires continuous attention. At the beginning, the
certification authority and the aircraft manufacturer agree on a Certi-

1 http://www.easa.europa.eu, last checked May 30, 2018

2 http://www.faa.gov, last checked May 30, 2018
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12 qualification

fication Basis, which defines all the regulations and conditions for the
system to be qualified.

The acceptance is strictly related to compliance with international
aerospace standards, such as DO-178: Software Considerations in
Airborne Systems and Equipment Certification [11a]. Together with
white papers3 from the Certification Authorities Software Team, these
documents define process completion and provide guidance for the
production of qualified software for airborne systems and equipment.
DO-178 defines a set of life-cycle objectives, which the applicants for
qualification have to meet or exceed. The objectives are listed in tabu-
lar form in the annex of DO-178. Table 1 shows an example.

Objective Output

Ref DAL Description Ref Description

6.4.c A
B
C
D

•
•
◦

Executable object code
complies with low-level
requirements

11.13 Software verifi-
cation cases and
procedures.

Table 1: Life-cycle objective 6.4.c of Annex A in DO-178

For each objective (column Objective), DO-178 provides a textual
description of the subject matter (sub-column Description) and a ref-
erence to the section in the document (sub-column Ref). In addition,
DO-178 specifies the kind of evidence that has to be delivered (col-
umn Output) in the form of a textual description (sub-column De-
scription) and a reference to the section in the document (sub-column
Ref). The evidence comprises the assets that are required to satisfy the
particular objective. In the remainder, these are referred to as qualifi-
cation assets.

The sub-column DAL in Table 1 denotes the applicability of an ob-
jective according to the Design Assurance Level of the target project. It
represents the criticality on a scale of five levels, ranging from level
A (most critical) to level E (least critical). Table 2 lists all five levels,
their failure condition, and the number of software live-cycle objec-
tives that have to be met in order to accomplish a Design Assurance
Level. DO-178 defines 72 software life-cycle objectives in total.

A failure at level E has no safety-related consequences on the sys-
tem at all. At this level, all life-cycle objectives of DO-178 are con-
sidered as optional. From level C upwards, the system is classified
as mission-critical. A failure significantly increases the crew workload
and reduces the safety margin. Examples are area navigation, teleme-
try data analysis, or radio communication. At level A, the software
is classified as safety-critical. In this category, a failure may result in
multiple fatalities and loss of the aircraft. Examples are fly-by-wire
controls, jet engine control, and IFF4 systems. At this level, each of

3 https://www.faa.gov/aircraft/air_cert/design_approvals/air_software/cast/

cast_papers/, last checked May 30, 2018

4 Identification friend or foe.
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Failure Condition Software Level Number of Objectives

Catastrophic A 72 / 72

Hazardous B 69 / 72

Major C 62 / 72

Minor D 26 / 72

No Effect E 0 / 72

Table 2: Software levels and failure conditions

the 72 life-cycle objectives have to be satisfied. The impact on engi-
neering effort is most significant between Design Assurance Level D
and C. Level C software demands about 30% more budget and sched-
ule than software at Level D [Hil09].

In Table 1, the symbols "◦", respectively "•", determine the appli-
cability of the objective for a particular Design Assurance Level. The
symbol • implies that the objective requires independence. By that, DO-
178 demands that the person who develops source code must not be
the person who develops the qualification assets.

Regarding the question on how qualification is accomplished,
the answer boils down to showing compliance with DO-178. It is
achieved by gradually delivering qualification assets in order to sat-
isfy the software life-cycle objectives. Hence, qualification is not a self-
contained unit; it is meant as a continuous process accompanying the
project from start to finish.

2.3 software life cycle

Figure 3 illustrates the software life-cycle according to DO-178. It is
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Figure 3: Software life-cycle according to DO-178

divided into three phases: the Planning Processes, the Development Pro-
cesses, and the Integral Processes. Each phase covers different subjects,
affects different life-cycle objectives, and therefore requires different
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qualification assets. The type of the qualification assets is divergent. In
practice, they are produced by persons of different roles. For example,
a requirements engineer is responsible for creating the software spec-
ification in form of requirements, a software developer is tasked to
realize the requirements in code, and a quality engineer conducts the
audit to assure that the requirements and the code fit together. How-
ever, in this thesis, we focus on the software developer’s perspective.
This aspect is revisited in Section 2.4. In the following paragraphs,
the three phases of the DO-178’s life cycle are described.

planning processes The first phase is called Planning Processes.
It drives further processes by creating project-specific plans, in which
the development, verification, configuration management, quality as-
surance, and delivery of software is documented. The outcomes are
written down in five plans and three standards. For completeness, all
five plans are summarized as follows:

• The Plan for Software Aspects of Certification (PSAC) is a high-
level software plan describing the project and explaining the
approach on how the software life cycle objectives are going to
be satisfied. It serves as agreement between the aircraft manu-
facturer and the certification authority on the Certification Basis.
It is the only document that is always submitted to the certifica-
tion authority, regardless of the Design Assurance Level.

• The Software Development Plan (SDP) provides the life cycle for
software development, including requirement engineering, soft-
ware design, implementation, and system integration. It also
determines the development environment by means of tools,
for example the editor, compiler, linker and loader. This docu-
ment targets the developers who will write requirements, de-
sign, code, and perform the integration.

• The Software Verification Plan (SVP) explains the verification ac-
tivities. It is closely related to the SDP, since the verification
process evaluates the outcomes of the development process. In
particular, it provides a procedure regarding how reviews, anal-
yses, and tests are conducted. It includes details on the review
process, checklists, and participants. The latter is of importance
in cases where DO-178 objectives require independence. These
objectives must be satisfied by a person (or tool), who is not
involved in the development of the item under verification.

• The Software Configuration Management Plan (SCMP) provides
details on how modification to the software is identified, con-
trolled, and properly implemented. It includes the particulars of
establishing engineering baselines, problem reporting, change
control, change review, and status accounting. Furthermore, it
explains how the software is accurately loaded into the target
system.
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• The Software Quality Assurance Plan describes the process on
how the quality assurance department of the company exam-
ines compliance with the DO-178 objectives, as well as the other
plans and standards. It is written for software quality engineers
and elaborates on conducting reviews, performing audits, as-
sessing life cycle data, witnessing software tests, and closing
problem reports.

In addition, DO-178 prescribes three standards, which determine
rules and constraints to support developers avoiding activities that
could lead to negative impacts on safety and functionality. The stan-
dards are summarized as follows:

• The Software Requirements Standards lists the rules, constraints,
and tools for requirements engineering. It basically contains
guidelines on how to write effective and implementable require-
ments.

• Analogously, the Software Design Standards lists the rules, con-
straints and tools for software design engineering. It guides
the engineers to create effective and implementable software
designs.

• The Software Coding Standards describe the proper usage of the
specific programming language. Besides naming conventions
and advises on how to create readable and maintainable code,
it lists programming techniques that are not permitted in the
safety-critical avionics domain.

As public accessible example for these documents, consider Boniol
et. al.’s case study towards a landing gear control software [Bon+14].

development processes After finishing the plans and stan-
dards, the software life-cycle transitions from the Integral Processes to
the Development Processes. It starts with deriving the software specifi-
cation in the form of high-level requirements from system requirements.
The DO-178 glossary distinguishes between four different types of re-
quirements:

• Software requirement: "A description of what is to be produced
by the software given the inputs and constraints. Software re-
quirements include both high-level requirements and low-level
requirements."

• High-level requirements: "Software requirements developed from
an analysis of system requirements, safety-related requirements,
and system architecture."

• Low-level requirements: "Software requirements developed from
high-level requirements, derived requirements, and design con-
straints from which Source Code can be directly implemented
without further information."
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• Derived requirements: "Requirements produced by the software
development processes which (a) are not directly traceable to
higher level requirements, and/or (b) specify behavior beyond
that specifed by the system requirements or the higher level
software requirements."

Requirements engineering is a crucial part in the life-cycle of avion-
ics software. Johnson et. al. demonstrate that accuracy and complete-
ness in terms of software requirements is critical to the systems safety
and reliability in their work towards the role of requirements engi-
neering in the causes of safety-critical failures [JH06]. Another exam-
ple is the case study conducted by R. Lutz at the NASA Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, which reveals that 79% of safety-related functional soft-
ware faults on the Galileo spacecraft were caused by misunderstand-
ing requirements [Lut93].

As soon as the high-level requirements are specified, the development
proceeds to software design. It considers the software architecture
and describes how the software will be put together. For DO-178

compliance, the architecture has to be compatible with the high-level
requirements. In addition, the software design comprises low-level re-
quirements. They are refined from high-level requirements and should
explain how the software will realize the desired functionality, such
that the developers are able to write appropriate source code with-
out further knowledge. The software design is supposed to serve as
blueprint for the subsequent software coding. This way, DO-178 shifts
a major part of the engineering thought from implementation to soft-
ware design activities.

The integration step follows after coding. It comprises compiling,
linking, and binding the code, as well as loading the software into the
target computer. Although the integration process seems to be trivial,
it is an vitally important process in the development of safety-critical
software [Shi+11].

The outcomes of the Development Processes are the requirements and
the software design in the form of documents, source code, and ex-
ecutable object code for the target hardware platform(s). The design
documents are produced, reviewed, and approved in two consecu-
tive steps [13c]. In the Preliminary Design Review (PDR), the aircraft
manufacturer has to show that the current state of the design meets
all high-level requirements with acceptable risk. In the Critical Design
Review (CDR), the maturity of the software design, which includes
low-level requirements, test-cases, as well as assembly and integra-
tion instructions, needs to be demonstrated. Coding typically starts
after the PDR was satisfactorily audited by designated engineering
representatives of the national certification authority.

integral processes The final phase of the software life-cycle
comprises software verification and validation, configuration man-
agement, quality assurance, and certification liaison. The thesis fo-
cuses on software verification and validation as the most integral
part. In this context, DO-178 issues two techniques: formal methods and
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requirement-based testing. Guidance for formal methods is documented
in DO-333 "Formal Methods Supplement to DO-178C and DO-278A"
[11c], a supplement to DO-178. It recommends model checking, theo-
rem proving, and abstract interpretation as approved methods for for-
mal verification. This is an active topic of current research [Sou+09];
[Bou13]; [CKM12], but beyond the scope of this work. It is justified on
the following grounds: Although DO-333 was issued on 11th Decem-
ber 2011, it was still not approved by national certification authorities
as we started our research in cooperation with Airbus Helicopters.
The FAA5 officially accepted DO-333 by the document AC20-115C
[13b], issued on 19th of July 2013.

Requirement-based testing is the industrial established method for
software verification and validation. It aims at validating the correct-
ness, completeness, unambiguousness, and logical consistency of sys-
tem requirements by running a comprehensive set of tests. It is com-
monly described in connection with the V-shaped diagram shown in
Figure 4. The verification part is testing performed to check that the
decomposition of requirements to code has been done correctly (illus-
trated as dotted arrows in Figure 4). The validation part is the testing
of the integrated implementation to prove that it meets the software
requirements (illustrated as dashed arrows in Figure 4).

Software Architectural Design

Detailed Software Design

Software Code

Unit Tests

Integration Tests

System TestingSoftware Requirements

Validation

Verification

Figure 4: Verification and validation model

As illustrated as the second level in Figure 4 (bottom up), software
unit testing validates the detailed software design (i.e., the low-level
requirements). If no errors are found, the integrated code is tested on
host computers6 to validate the software architecture (i.e., the high-
level requirements). The last validation step is to check that the inte-
grated software operates on the target hardware platform (i.e., the
system requirements). It uses hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulations
and finally, the actual target computer.

In terms of requirement-based testing, DO-178 considers the sys-
tem as verified and validated if documented, bidirectional connec-
tions, henceforth called traces, between requirements, source code,
and associated tests are established [Won+11]. Therefore, the imple-

5 Federal Aviation Agency, certification authority of the USA.
6 Conventional personal computers
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mentation has to undergo a rigorous coverage analysis process, di-
vided into structural coverage analysis and requirement-based cov-
erage analysis. The first step determines which code structures were
exectuted after running the test procedures. The second step exam-
ines how well the test procedures verify the implementation of the
software requirements. It analyzes the test cases in relation to the soft-
ware requirements to confirm that the tests satisfy the specified cri-
teria. The depth of evidence depends on the Design Assurance Level
(see Figure 5).

System 
Requirements

Software High-
Level Requirements Test Cases

Test Procedures

Test Results

Software Low-Level 
Requirements

Source Code

Executable Object 
Code

Software 
Architecture

Software Design

Level A,B,C,D
Level A,B,C
Level A

Figure 5: Required tracing between certification artifacts

At level E, no traceability evidence is required at all. At level D,
DO-178 demands traces between system requirements, high-level re-
quirements, and the corresponding test cases, test procedures, and
test results (represented as green arrows in Figure 5). As the soft-
ware from level C is considered as mission critical, the traceability
evidence needs to be extended to the software design (i.e., software
architecture and low-level requirements), as well as to source code.
For safety-critical software (level A), traces to the executable object
with modified condition/decision coverage (MC/DC) have to be es-
tablished. DO-178 defines the MC/DC criterion as follows:

"Every point of entry and exit in the program has been
invoked at least once, every condition in a decision in the
program has taken all possible outcomes at least once, ev-
ery decision in the program has taken all possible out-
comes at least once, and each condition in a decision has
been shown to independently affect that decision’s out-
come. A condition is shown to independently affect a de-
cision’s outcome by: (1) varying just that condition while
holding fixed all other possible conditions, or (2) varying
just that condition while holding fixed all other possible
conditions that could affect the outcome."
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2.4 a developer’s perspective 19

To achieve acceptance readiness in terms of qualification, both the
structural coverage analysis and requirement-based coverage analysis
must result in 100% coverage.

2.4 a developer’s perspective

DO-178’s software life-cycle is a complex series of processes involving
contributions from various roles. The scope of this thesis is narrowed
down to qualification activities that have an impact on a software
developer’s everyday work. Although most methods are applicable
to software at higher criticality levels, the thesis assumes Design As-
surance Level C as baseline for further considerations. The following
paragraphs revisit the phases of the life-cycle and identify the tasks
that affect software developers in practise. The information provided
is based on insights and experience gathered during the cooperation
with Airbus Helicopters.

In terms of the Planning Processes, the Software Development Plan
and Software Coding Standards are particularly important for soft-
ware developers. These documents list the requirements and guide-
lines towards proper software development in the avionics domain.
Based on accumulated knowledge gathered over years, aircraft man-
ufacturers, such as Airbus Helicopters, meet high standards with re-
spect to software quality and safety, resulting in a large number of
internal non-functional requirements. A subset of these requirements
relates to qualification, showing compliance with DO-178 for civilian
or DOD-STD-2167 [85] for military aviation. Conformity to the Soft-
ware Development Plan and the Software Coding Standards makes
programming considerably more difficult and tedious. For reliabil-
ity assurance in mission- and safety-critical avionics software, there
must be proof that program execution and resource consumption are
entirely deterministic and predictable. Depending on the system criti-
cality, heavy non-functional requirements prevail. The list below pro-
vides four representative examples for coding constraints referring to
mission-critical code, qualified at Design Assurance Level C.

• Dynamic programming mechanisms, such as late binding or dy-
namic dispatch are prohibited.

• To predict the memory footprint at compile time and to guaran-
tee faultless resource consumption, memory must be allocated
statically.

• Source code that is never executed in any configuration has to
be completely removed.

• Each line of source code must traceably correspond to a low-
level system requirement.

The software developer’s first task in terms of the Development Pro-
cesses is to create a document describing the preliminary software
design. After approval by the certification authority in the form of
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the Preliminary Design Review, the developers are assigned to im-
plement the source code and integrate it into the avionics system
environment in compliance with the Software Development Plan and
Software Coding Standards. Their next task is to compile a document
containing the final software design, which also requires acceptance
by the certification authority (Critical Design Review).

Regarding the Integral Processes, the developers are responsible to
perform software verification and validation. Regarding requirement-
based testing, this boils down to producing unit tests, functional tests,
and integration tests. The former is supposed to be written from a
developer’s perspective and examine individual subprograms, pack-
ages, or procedures. By contrast, functional tests are supposed to be
written from a user’s perspective and examine the functionality of
the software as a whole [ZB09]. The purpose of the latter is to verify
the correct operation of the software in the target avionics hardware
environment. However, integration tests are not realized in software,
but performed by hand with the actual input devices.

Once the tests are finished, the software developers have to es-
tablish traceability evidence between source code, requirements, test
cases, and test results (see Figure 5). Traces are typically implemented
as procedure headers as part of the source code. They are supposed to
include a textual description of the procedure’s purpose, a reference
to the requirement that is satisfied by the procedure, and a reference
to the test cases validating the procedure. Listing 1 shows a code ex-
ample written in Ada.

1 -- Documentation:

2 -- @Purpose: Compares two strings using the lexicographical order

3 -- @Satisfies: SRS_FLYDB_503

4 -- @Test_Case: UT_FLYDB_503_DRV_1, UT_FLYDB_503_DRV_2

5 function Greater_Or_Equal

6 (S1 : in String; S2 : in String; Ignore_Case : in Boolean)

7 return Boolean;

Listing 1: Example trace in a procedure header

The listing shows the signature of a function that compares two
input strings according to the lexicographical order. The procedure
header is shown in the form of a code comment (lines 2-4). It includes
three annotations that define the purpose (line 2), an identifier refer-
encing the requirement (line 3), and a list of identifiers referencing
test cases (comma separated, line 4).

2.5 summary

This chapter discusses qualification as main issue that drives software
engineering in the avionics domain. Qualification is introduced as a
legally binding certification process, in which a national certification
authority inspects the airworthiness of the aircraft’s components, in-
cluding the airborne computers and the embedded software. Quali-
fication is a continuous process accompanying a project throughout
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the entire life cycle. It is achieved by showing compliance with inter-
national standards, such as DO-178: Software Considerations in Air-
borne Systems and Equipment Certification. This document contains
a set of software life-cycle objectives, which the applicant for quali-
fication has to meet or exceed. The number and extent of life-cycle
objectives depends on the Design Assurance Level of the project, a
criticality scale that ranges from level A (most critical) to level E (least
critical). From level C, the software is considered as mission critical.

According to DO-178, the software life-cycle is divided into three
phases: the Planning Processes, the Development Processes, and the In-
tegral Processes. From a software developer’s perspective, the Devel-
opment Processes and the Integral Processes are the most integral part.
These phases provide guidance in software engineering, but also com-
prise software verification and validation. In terms of software en-
gineering, rigour coding constraints prevail. For example, dynamic
programming mechanisms, such as late binding or dynamic dispatch
are prohibited. In addition, memory must be allocated statically to
predict the memory footprint at compile time and to guarantee fault-
less resource consumption. In terms of software verification and val-
idation, a technique called requirement-based testing is described. It
aims at validating the completeness, unambiguousness, and logical
consistency of system requirements by running a comprehensive set
of tests. DO-178 considers the system as verified and validated if doc-
umented, bidirectional traces between requirements, source code, and
associated tests are established.

In conclusion, software developers in the avionics industry face sig-
nificant additional effort related to qualification. Besides the source
code of the software itself, developers have to create design docu-
ments, unit tests, functional tests, and traceability evidence. The im-
pact on the additional effort is severe. As an example, the established
data-management component for the NH90 helicopter raised the to-
tal development time in terms of qualification activities by 45% (see
Section 8.1).
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3
S O F T WA R E D E V E L O P M E N T I N T H E AV I O N I C S
D O M A I N

In industry, two development approaches for qualified avionics soft-
ware have been established, which are referred to as code-based de-
velopment and tool-based development [Wöl+15]. This chapter explains
the processes of both development methods and identifies strengths
and weaknesses regarding data-management in the avionics domain.
Code-based development is described in Section 3.1 and tool-based
development in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, both development ap-
proaches are assessed in terms of multi-variant avionics software. It
turned out that code-based development and tool-based development
are suboptimal to realize data management in the avionics domain.
To overcome this shortcoming, asset-based development is proposed in
Section 3.4. It is a novel development approach regarding the imple-
mentation and qualification of multi-variant avionics software based
on model-based methods and product-line technology. Section 3.5
concludes the chapter with a summary.

3.1 code-based development

In code-based development, both the actual software itself, as well as the
life-cycle data for verification and validation are implemented manu-
ally (see Figure 6).

NoteNote

Qualified Variant

Manual Development

Source
Code

Verification & Validation
 Assets

+
Qualification

Figure 6: Code-based development of qualified avionics software

As requirement-based testing is the typical method for verification
and validation in industry, the life-cycle data corresponds to unit tests,
functional tests, and traceability evidence between the requirements,
the tests, and the source code. These assets are referred to as quali-
fication assets. In the scope of this thesis, documentation such as the
reports for the design reviews, as well as integration tests are not
taken into consideration.

In code-based development, qualification assets are developed
manually and submitted to the certification authority for individual
qualification. Accordingly, software developers have to implement the
unit tests, functional tests, and traceability evidence in addition to the
actual software by hand in order to obtain a qualified variant of the
software. In terms of unit- and functional tests, a structural coverage
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of 100% is required. In terms of traceability evidence, traces have to
be attached to the procedure headers in the form of machine-readable
comments as described in Section 2.4. This seperately applies for any
variant in the software family.

3.2 tool-based development

Tool-based development relies on tool-generated software artifacts (see
figure 7). This method uses a particular development tool to specify
the software. It automatically generates corresponding source code,
which can directly be integrated into the airborne system.

Source
Code

Criteria 1 
Tool

Generation

Qualified Variant

Qualification

Verification & Validation
 Assets

NoteNote

Figure 7: Tool-based development of qualified avionics software

However, this type of development tool is subject to certain regu-
lation. In section 12.2.2, DO-178 distinguishes development tools be-
tween three criteria:

• Criteria 1: A tool whose output is part of the airborne software
and thus could insert an error.

• Criteria 2: A tool that automates verification processes and thus
could fail to detect an error.

• Criteria 3: A tool that, within the scope of its intended use,
could fail to detect an error.

A tool used in tool-based development refers to Criteria 1. In conse-
quence, it must be qualified in compliance with the same software life-
cycle objectives at the same Design Assurance Level as the resulting
software itself. Details on the objectives, activities, and qualification
assets required for tool qualification are addressed in the document
DO-330, "Software Tool Qualification Considerations" [11b].

The benefit of this tool qualification is that the output is automat-
ically considered as verified and validated [11b], such that no addi-
tional approval is required for the integration of generated artifacts
into the airborne software. As a result, software developers are re-
lieved from creating further qualification assets related to software
verification and validation.

3.3 assessment of established development approaches

The practicability of a development approach depends on the com-
bination of implementation, qualification, and maintenance effort. To
decide whether to use code-based or tool-based development, their
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trade-offs regarding initial effort and effort per variant regarding
these three development activities is compared. The initial effort is
defined as the effort required for setup and development of the ini-
tial variant.

In code-based development, the initial effort boils down to the
manual implementation and qualification of the first variant. The
approach demands substantial additional budget and schedule to
develop and maintain subsequent variants by individually adapting
or re-implementing source code and qualification assets. Even if the
number of software variants is small, multi-variant software systems
based on code-based development are hard to grow, since each in-
dividual variant must be qualified and maintained. There is no au-
tomatic process to obtain certification credit for unchanged parts of
another software variant. However, some qualification assets can be
re-produced (e.g., the results of the unit tests of unmodified code).

By contrast, tool-based development relies on tool support. The un-
derlying generative approach increases the quality of the software
and facilitates the implementation by generating variants. As no fur-
ther assets are required, the costs for deriving additional variants
are reduced to the specification as input for the generator tool. The
disadvantages are huge initial expenses for either purchasing a pre-
qualified commercial tool, such as Matlab/Simulink1 from Mathworks
or Scade2 from Esterel Technologies, or developing and qualifying an
appropriate tool in-house.

In conclusion, both code-based and tool-based development are im-
practical for the technical realization of a proper data-management
component for the avionics domain. Regarding parameters such as
the number of variants, degree of variability, and potential artifact
size, the cost–benefit ratio is unsatisfactory. This implies a need for
an efficient development approach that can cope with the challenges
regarding variability and qualification in multi-variant avionics soft-
ware, while keeping the up-front costs feasible.

3.4 asset-based development

With asset-based development, I propose a novel development ap-
proach for the implementation and qualification of multi-variant
avionics software. By means of asset-based development, I aim to
satisfy the needs regarding a technical realization of a suitable data-
management component for the avionics domain. Section 3.4.1 ex-
plains the main principle. The two subsequent sections describes the
technologies applied. That is, Model Driven Software Development
introduced in Section 3.4.2 and Software Product-Lines introduced in
Section 3.4.3. The chapter closes in Section 3.4.4 with preliminary con-
siderations towards putting asset-based development into practise.

1 https://de.mathworks.com/products/do-178/supported.html, last checked May
30, 2018

2 http://www.esterel-technologies.com/industries/do-178b-and-do-178c/, last
checked May 30, 2018
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3.4.1 Main Principle

The key idea of asset-based development is to combine code-based
and tool-based development, such that the initial effort is kept feasi-
ble, while reducing the effort of maintaining and qualifying a grow-
ing number of variants (Figure 8).

Development Tool

Verification & Validation Assets

Qualified Variant

Generation Qualification

Source Code

NoteNote

Figure 8: Asset-based development of qualified avionics software

To this end, model-based and product-line techniques are applied
to generate implementation and qualification assets that are used for
the code-based qualification process. That is, instead of qualifying
the code generator, as in the tool-based approach, assets that substan-
tially reduce the effort for qualifying the generated source code are
generated. Following a model-based approach, a declarative system
specification is created, which is then automatically transformed by
a non-qualified generator tool to software artefacts and supplemen-
tary qualification assets, such that they are amenable to requirement-
based testing in terms of DO-178. This includes the automatic gener-
ation of functional tests, unit tests at 100% statement coverage, and
traceability evidence to low-level system requirements. These quali-
fication assets are intended to significantly facilitate qualification for
each variant. This way, benefits are achieved due to the generative ap-
proach, such as a reduced time-to-market and software quality, while
avoiding the high initial costs for either purchasing or developing a
fully qualified tool in-house. The asset-based approach does not vio-
late aerospace standards and is fully compliant with DO-178 (civilian
aviation) and DOD-STD-2167 (military aviation).

3.4.2 Model-Driven Software Development

Major avionics stakeholders corroborate that a model-based method
is a suitable candidate to realize industrial needs in the context of
avionics software [Sch05] [Tra+02] [Tra05].

Model-Driven Software Development (MDSD) is a software develop-
ment approach, in which abstract models of software systems are
produced and systematically transformed to concrete implementa-
tions. Models are used to simplify the view on the system in order to
ease the familiarization with its potential complex internals. Its ma-
jor goal is a separation of concerns by bridging the conceptual gap
between the engineering thought and the technical realization. While
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conventional document-based approaches are based on handcrafted
artifacts that require extensive effort to cope with the complexity of
modern avionics systems, MDSD is primarily concerned with devel-
oping methods to capture the complex matters in multiple levels of
abstraction.

Seidewitz defines a model as a set of statements about a system un-
der study [GMP06]. Accordingly, models can have an arbitrary form,
such as text-based system descriptions. In practice, however, models
are referred to as graphical visualization of the system’s characteris-
tics. In MDSD, models are not only considered as documentation, but
as substantial part of the software. From this perspective, models are
abstract and formal at the same time [Sta+06]. Instead of generating
code skeletons or frameworks, MDSD aims at assembling a holistic
implementation of the software system. Figure 9 shows the relation-
ships in software development with MDSD.

Schematic 
Repetitive Code

Individual
Code

Generic
Code

Domain Specific 
LanguageReference 

Implementation

Application ModelApplication Model

Schematic 
Repetitive CodeSchematic 

Repetitive CodeSchematic 
Repetitive Code

Application Model

Separate

Transform

Application

Toolchain

Derive

Combine

Figure 9: Model Driven Software Development

Most commonly, the MDSD process kicks off with an analysis of
an existing application or reference implementation, separating the
source code into three parts: a generic part that is shared among all
applications, an individual part that is specific for an certain applica-
tion, and a schematic repetitive part that slightly differs from applica-
tion to application, but underlies the same basic structure (e.g. same
design patterns).

The bottom line of MDSD is to represent the schematic repetitive
code in form of application models. Therefore, a high-level domain
specific language (DSL) is used. A DSL is the opposite of a general-
purpose language in a sense that it is a declarative programming
or specification language that offers expressive power focused on a
particular problem domain [DKV00]. Kelker describes a DSL as a
contract between language and domain [Kel13]. The user agrees to
disregard the inner workings of a problem, and the DSL agrees to
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disregard anything except the problem. This way, the DSL takes up
the role of the mediator between the problem and its solution.

Application models are manipulated by model transformations. They
are considered as the ”heart and soul” of MDSD [SK03]. Model trans-
formations can be performed for various purposes, such as creating
different viewpoints on the system, generating source code, or syn-
chronizing models on different levels of abstraction. Transformations
that evolve the model called are horizontal (model-to-model). By con-
trast, transformations that evolve the implementation of the system
are called vertical (model-to-code). Furthermore, a transformation is
called step-wise if it is composed of multiple separate steps, other-
wise it is referred to as monolithic. The final outcome is the generated
source code for the schematic repetitive part of the software, fully
derived from of the application model [Sta+06].

Ultimately, the generic code, the individual code, and the generated
schematic repetitive code are combined in a toolchain to derive the
implementation of the application. MDSD addresses many of the lim-
itations of the document-based approach. It captures requirements,
design, analysis, and verification informations across the system’s life-
cycle. The benefits are summarized as follows [San14]:

• Enhanced knowledge transfer by capturing the domain knowl-
edge in an efficient and standardized fashion to simplify infor-
mation access, analysis, maintenance, evolution and reuse.

• Increased productivity by fast impact analysis of requirements
and design changes, effective exploration of trade-space, auto-
mated artifact generation, and the reuse of existing models to
support design evolution.

• Improved Quality by more complete, unambiguous, and verifi-
able requirements combined with rigorous traceability capabili-
ties.

• Reduced development risk through continuous requirement
validation and design verification.

• Enhanced communications by describing the system from a
higher-level perspective that helps understanding the system
across different departments, teams or other stakeholders.

3.4.3 Software Product Line Engineering

The classic software product-line paradigm divides the development
into domain- and application engineering [PBL05]. Czarnecki and Eise-
necker define domain engineering as the process of collecting, orga-
nizing, and storing past experience in building systems for a partic-
ular domain [CE00]. The outcomes are reusable assets, as well as a
method for using them during application engineering, which Czar-
necki and Eisenecker define as the activity of implementing new
systems based on the knowledge acquired in domain engineering
[CE00].
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Thus, the purpose of domain engineering is to learn the common-
ality, the variability, and the scope of the software product line, as
well as to construct reusable software artefacts that accomplish the
commonality and the variability based on a reference architecture of
the target application. By contrast, the goal of application engineer-
ing is to efficiently derive customer tailored products that reuse as
much software artifacts as possible. Typically, domain engineering is
performed once, whereas application engineering is performed indi-
vidually for each derived product. The benefits are enhancement of
quality, reduction of time to market, reduction of development costs,
and reduction of maintenance effort in the long run [PBL05].

From a feature-oriented point of view [Ape+13], domain engineer-
ing is considered from two different perspectives: the problem space
and the solution space. The problem space covers the stakeholders
view on the target domain and the final product with its require-
ments and potential problems. On the other hand, the solution space
emphasizes the viewpoint of software developers and vendors re-
garding software design, implementation, verification and validation.
As illustrated in Figure 10, this leads to four quadrants of software
product-line engineering.
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Figure 10: The four quadrants of software product-line engineering

As part of domain engineering and the problem space, the domain
analysis is the foundation of software product line engineering. The
process defines the scope of the product line by separating common
functionality shared among all products from optional functionality,
which is specific for a subset of products. Krueger proposes three
models to perform the domain analysis [Kru01].

The proactive approach regards the development of a product line
as a large whole. It proposes organisation analyses, design, and im-
plementation on a full scope of products. Although a proactive do-
main analysis demands a significant amount of up-front effort, it
amortises quickly once the software product line is operational. The
method is appropriate if the requirements and the set of products are
well defined and stable. If the requirements are likely to change or
the high up-front costs are not feasible for the stakeholder, Krueger
recommends a reactive technique. It is an iterative approach starting
with a small scope, where the software product line is initially de-
veloped based on a minimum number of products. If a new product
cannot be realized with the current set of functionality, a delta en-
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gineering is performed, in which the missing functionality is devel-
oped and integrated in form of new features. This way, the software
product line is extended gradually. The third model is the extracive
approach. It prerequisites that an existing legacy system is available.
The method identifies commonality and variability by analysing the
existing product family. It is most effective if the products share a
significant amount of commonality, but also consistent differences.

Regardless of the approach chosen, the outcome of the domain
analysis is a set of features, representing the variability of the system
in a document called feature model. Following Apel et. al., a feature
is ”a structure that extends and modifies the structure of a given pro-
gram in order to satisfy a stakeholder’s requirement, to implement
and encapsulate a design decision, and to offer a configuration op-
tion” [Ape+08].

The insights gained in the domain analysis are then used in the
requirements analysis (problem space), in which the stakeholders re-
quirements on the product are mapped to a set of features. The tech-
niques used for eliciting requirements for software product lines are
similar to conventional software projects [Ape+13]. They range from
surveys, brainstorming, reading documents, to field observations of
established processes [Poh10]. The outcome is a refined set of features
that ultimately satisfy the needs of the stakeholder.

In domain implementation, the perspective switches from the prob-
lem space to the solution space. Its goal is to provide the implemen-
tation of a common code platform that is shared among the products,
as well as the features defined in the domain analysis. The process is
based on a general implementation strategy, known as reuse framework.
It controls the conditional inclusion or exclusion of certain features.
A suitable example is the C++ preprocessor. In the linux kernel, it
handles over 12,000 configuration options in form of 89,000 #IFDEF3

blocks [Tar+14]. However, the key aspect for the practicability of a
reuse framework in a certain use case is the technique on how feature
implementations are integrated. It prescribes the way features are de-
signed and in consequence, determines the structure on how features
have to be realized in code.

Ultimately, a new product is built during product derivation. It takes
the refined features from the requirement analysis as input and as-
sembles the product by merging the corresponding software artefacts
with the common code platform developed in domain implementa-
tion. The outcome of the product derivation is a fully operational,
customer-tailored variant of the target product.

3.4.4 Preliminary Considerations

In cooperation with Airbus Helicopters, I conducted an domain anal-
ysis concerning data management in the avionics domain. Applying
Krueger’s extractive approach, an examination of the legacy solution
for data management in the NH90 System Software (List Manage-

3 C/C++ preprocessor directives
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ment) revealed that several locations in the source code differ in in-
dividual variants. These variation points arise from various low-level
functional requirements and affect different parts of the software. The
following components summarize the core aspects of data manage-
ment which distinguish variants in the avionics domain.

data schema : The logical organization of data. As the List Man-
agement stores the data in the form of plain lists (see Subsection
1.3), this refers to the structure of list elements, as well as the
presence or absence of lists in different variants.

storage capacity : The amount of main memory reserved for
data storage. For qualification obligations, resource allocation
must be deterministic and predictable (see Section 2.4). The
impact on data-management is significant as the number of
storable elements has to be specified at compile time. However,
the lengths of the lists in the List Management vary among the
variants.

query profile : The set of queries performed in context of an ap-
plication scenario. Since dead code is prohibited in terms of
DO-178 (see Section 2.4), data processing in a List Management
variant is tailored exactly towards the functional requirements
of the corresponding helicopter variant.

From a MDSD’s perspective, the source code of the List Manage-
ment includes generic- and schematic repetitive-, but no individual
parts. The data schema, storage configuration, and the set of queries
are realized as schematic repetitive code. These components follow
the same basic structure, but differ from variant to variant. For an
appropriate application model, this implies that each individual com-
ponent must be represented in adequate detail, such that a vertical
model transformation is capable to derive a proper implementation.

From a SPL’s perspective, challenges arise from huge possibilities
to specify data-management variants. To cope with this issue, a so-
phisticated method for feature selection is necessary. The goal is to
provide a technique to define the data schema, the storage capacity
and the query profile on a high degree of abstraction, such that the
requirement analysis is easy to perform even by non domain-experts.

From a legal perspective, restrictions in terms of tooling emerge.
German law mandates that the software of an aircraft must be fully
maintainable throughout its lifecycle [13a]. Accordingly, aircraft man-
ufacturers are only permitted to deploy tools for which maintainabil-
ity is either guaranteed by the availability of source code or very long-
term contracts with software vendors.

In summary, to put asset-based development for data-management
in the avionics domain into practise, a declarative system specifica-
tion in the form of an application model is required that represents
the data schema, the storage capacity, and the query profile of a tar-
get variant. However, the modelling technique faces a crucial trade-
off. On the one hand, it needs to be designed on a high degree of
abstraction to enable simple handling. On the other hand, it has to
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include sufficient details in order to derive source code of schematic
repetitive parts, as well as corresponding qualification assets during
product derivation. Furthermore, all tools involved in a technical real-
ization need to be available as open-source software and licensed for
commercial use.

3.5 summary

With code-based development and tool-based development, this chap-
ter discusses established development approaches for qualified avion-
ics software. In code-based development, both source code and quali-
fication assets are implemented manually and submitted to the certi-
fication authority for individual qualification. By contrast, tool-based
development relies on tool-generated software artifacts. The benefit
of this development approach is that the output of the tool is auto-
matically considered as verified and validated. The drawback is that
the tool has to be qualified according to the same standards as the
software itself.

By means of an assessment of the established development ap-
proaches in terms of implementation, qualification and maintenance
effort, it turned out that both code-based development and tool-based
development are suboptimal for the technical realization of data man-
agement in the avionics domain. Therefore, a novel development ap-
proach called asset-based development is proposed. Its main princi-
ple is to use model-based techniques and product line technology
to automatically generate both the source code of the software sys-
tem, as well as substantial qualification assets that facilitate a manual
qualification process. This way, asset-based development is capable to
scale a growing number of variants while keeping the initial efforts
feasible. In addition, an introduction to the technologies used in asset-
based development, specifically Model Driven Software Development
and Software-Product Lines, is provided.

By a domain analysis conducted in cooperation with Airbus Heli-
copters, the core aspects that distinguish data-management variants
in the avionics domain are identified. That is, the data schema, the
storage capacity, and the query profile. Finally, based on the outcomes
of the domain analysis, the chapter elaborates on preliminary consid-
erations to put asset-based development into practise by discussing
the requirements in regard to the development approach from differ-
ent perspectives.
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4
F LY D B F R A M E W O R K

This chapter explains how asset-based development can be efficiently
applied in industrial practise. To this end, a realization called the
FlyDB — a novel, practical, and fully qualifiable solution for avionics
data-management — is proposed.

Rigorous non-functional requirements in combination with strict
coding constraints impose a challenge for a single qualifiable imple-
mentation. These requirements state that the source code of a vari-
ant must be tailored to correspond exactly to the specific equipment
configuration and the accessory hardware–software co-design of the
target system. For that reason, the FlyDB is not designed as single
piece of software that is universally applicable. Instead, it is a gener-
ative framework based on asset-based development that uses model-
based techniques and product-line technology to automatically de-
rive highly specific variants of a database management system from
a declarative system specification.

Section 4.1 provides an high-level outline over the components of
the FlyDB framework and development processes. Section 4.2 focuses
on the method to create an application model, which is supposed to
serve as declarative system specification for data-management vari-
ants. Section 4.3 describes the software design and data-processing
algorithms used in a FlyDB variant. In particular, it explains how the
data schema, storage capacity, and query profile are realized in con-
text of asset-based development. Section 4.4 concludes the chapter
with a summary.

4.1 development process

As illustrated in Figure 11, the FlyDB framework follows the classic
product-line process [PBL05], dividing the development into domain
and application engineering.
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Figure 11: Overview of the FlyDB framework

Since data management is used by developers from various back-
grounds and divisions, I decided to use a specification and configu-

35
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ration mechanism that is expressive and easy to learn. To this end, I
introduce the FlyDSL, a domain-specific language in the form of a set
of SysML metamodels (domain engineering) [12b]. It is used to define
a descriptive system specification of a family of data-management
variants, henceforth referred to as FlyDB variants, consisting of a
type model to define custom data types, a data model to determine
the storage structure, a requirements model to integrate functional
requirements, and a variability model to define equipment-specific
variations, such as storage capacities. During application engineer-
ing, the stakeholder creates appropriate SysML models according to
his requirements (i.e., equipment and hardware specifications). There-
upon, a corresponding model transformation is invoked, and a code
generator instantiates the model-transformation rules (FlyMT), based
on source-code templates, with information extracted from the given
SysML models. To compose the source code of the target FlyDB vari-
ant, the code generator supplements prefabricated database parts
with glue code and the resulting code components of the model trans-
formation.

To facilitate qualification, unit tests, functional tests, and traceabil-
ity evidence are derived from the declarative system specification on
the basis of generic test cases, also implemented as source-code tem-
plates. The tests require a consistent and integral database instance of
the target FlyDB variant to operate on. Therefore, the code generator
is connected to a data generator, which receives a normalized rela-
tional database schema from the FlyDB data model as input. Then,
the data generator instantiates the schema with randomly generated
values according to a predefined distribution with respect to foreign-
key integrity and type-specific value ranges (e.g., -90.0 to +90.0 for the
type Latitude). The resulting tuples are passed to the code generator,
which is now aware of a consistent and integral database instance.
Finally, the source code to fill a test instance as well as associated
functional tests, unit tests, and traceability evidence are generated.

4.2 declarative system specification

This section deals with the declarative system specification of a FlyDB
variant. In this context, I propose the FlyDSL, a domain-specific lan-
guage in the form of a SysML metamodel [12b]. In Subsection 4.2.1,
SysML is introduced as modelling language with a focus on the ex-
tension mechanisms. The following subsections consecutively explain
the components of the declarative system specification. These are the
type model in Subsection 4.2.2, the data model in Subsection 4.2.3, the
requirements model in Subsection 4.2.4, and the variability model in
Subsection 4.2.5. Each of these Subsection describes the extent to what
SysML is extended in context of the FlyDSL, the chosen SysML dia-
gram type, the concepts how to map model elements, and ultimately,
a representative example showing how to realize new instances.
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4.2.1 SysML

The OMG System Modeling Language1 [12b] (SysML) is a general-
purpose modeling language. It has a focus on the design, specifi-
cation, analysis, verification and validation of complex systems, in-
cluding hardware equipment and software [San14]. SysML provides
a mean to create consistent and cohesive models and therefore is a
suitable candidate to realize the declarative system specification of
FlyDB variants in context of asset-based development.

SysML is an extension of a subset of the Unified Modeling Lan-
guage2 [11d] (UML). As visualized in Figure 12, SysML reuses lan-
guage constructs from UML, but also extends UML by new ones. In

Figure 12: Relationship between UML and SysML

order implement UML extensions, customizations need to be defined
in a specific structure diagram, called UML profile. It allows an adap-
tation of the existing metamodel with constructs that are specific for a
particular domain or platform. With tags, constraints and stereotypes,
UML offers three mechanisms to extend its vocabulary: Stereotypes
provide a means to derive new custom model elements from exist-
ing model elements. Tagged values extend the properties of a model
element by attaching new attributes. Finally, constraints are used to
apply conditions, restrictions, or assertions to model elements.

Figure 13 demonstrates how stereotypes are declared in context
of UML profiles. The diagram shows an exemplary instance named

<<Metaclass>>
Device Vendor : String

CPU : String
Memory : Integer

<<Stereotype>>
Computer<<extends>>

Figure 13: UML profile example

Computer, which extends the UML metaclass UML::Device. By means
of the extension, the stereotype gets applicable to corresponding
model elements in UML diagrams, such as in an UML class diagram.
Since a stereotype by itself is an instance of UML::Class, it may have
properties, which are referred to as tag definitions. Values of tag defi-
nitions are referred to as tagged value. In the example, the stereotype

1 http://www.omgsysml.org, last checked May 30, 2018

2 http://www.uml.org, last checked May 30, 2018
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Computer comprises three tag definitions that represent exemplary
properties of a computer.

When applied to a model element, an instance of the stereotype
is created and linked to the model element. This way, the stereotype
adds a secondary classification in addition to the one from the meta-
class. Figure 14 provides an example.

<<Computer>>
[Vendor=Dell, CPU=i7 3540k, Memory=8192]

Office Desktop

Figure 14: UML stereotype application

It shows a model element of type UML::Device, to which the stereo-
type from Figure 13 is applied. The stereotype’s name is put within
guillemets at the top of the model element. The tag definitions and
tagged values are listed in square brackets beneath. As a result, the
model element changed its representation from a general device into
a specific computer that has a i7 CPU, 8GB of RAM, and is manufac-
tured by Dell.

In this manner, SysML is defined as an UML profile. It is
lightweight in the sense that it does not significantly impact how mod-
els are developed in comparison to UML. The number of stereotypes,
tagged values, and constraints added by SysML is modest. SysML
compasses the nine diagrams, which are illustrated in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: SysML diagram taxonomy

Blocks having a white background represent diagrams that have a
counterpart in UML. Blocks having a grey background represent di-
agrams that are newly introduced in SysML, such as the Requirement
Diagram. In context of the FlyDB framework, instances of the Block
Definition Diagram, as well as the Requirements Diagram, are used to
define the declarative system specification for a FlyDB variant.

4.2.2 Type Model

The FlyDB type model constitutes a SysML representation of the data
types that are part of the data schema in a FlyDB variant. The goal
is to specify the type composition in an adequate accuracy, such that
a code generator is capable of reproducing all type declarations dur-
ing a model transformation. This includes amongst others: properties,
components, value ranges and type relationships (e.g., subtypes).
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However, the instruments offered by SysML are insufficient to ex-
press this complexity. The type profile, a part of the FlyDSL, addresses
this shortcoming. It extends SysML and provides the necessary tools
to properly define data types in an ample depth. To this end, it
provides SysML stereotypes to express the target programming lan-
guage’s type hierarchy. In context of the FlyDB framework, the pro-
gramming language is Ada. The corresponding type profile is shown
in Figure 17.

In order to develop a FlyDB type model, a new SysML Block Def-
inition Diagram is created with the type profile imported. Primitive
types are mapped to instances of UML::PrimitiveType, complex types
are mapped to instances of UML::DataType, and enumerations are
mapped to instances of UML::Enumeration. For each model element
thus created, an appropriate stereotype from the type profile is ap-
plied. Furthermore, tagged values matching to the data type’s prop-
erties in the target programming language are set. As an example,
consider Ada’s declaration of String shown in Listing 2 (see Ada
Rationale Manual, Section 4.5 [83]).

1 type String is array (Positive range <>) of Character;

Listing 2: Delcaration of the data type String in Ada

Ada defines String as an array of characters. Therefore, the data
type is modelled as instance of UML::DataType. As the value range of
the index type is not constrained in any way, the appropriate stereo-
type according to the type profile is «Array_Unknown_Subrange» (see
Figure 17). Figure 16 illustrates the model element.

<<Data Type>>
<<Array_With_Unknown_Subrange>>

[Element_Type = Character, Index_Type = Positive]
String

Figure 16: SysML representation of String in a FlyDB type model

Furthermore, data types may have subtypes or derived types. The
difference is that a subtype is compatible with its parent type, such
that operators of the parent type are applicable to the subtype. By
contrast, a derived type is a new type created from the parent type.
It is incompatible with the parent type and treated as a separate data
type with respect to the type system.

In a FlyDB type model, subtype relationships are realized as an
instance of UML::Generalization between the parent type and the
subtype. Analogously, type derivation is modelled as an instance of
UML::Association between the parent type and the derived type. For
each such created relationship, an appropriate stereotype from the
type profile is applied and tagged values matching to the properties
of the relationship in the target programming language are set. To
demonstrate the technique, Listing 3 extends the example from List-
ing 2 by data types having type relationships.

The data type declared in line 1 is a subtype of String, which is
limited to 14 characters. The remaining two data types are derived
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1 subtype String_14 is String (1 .. 14);

2 type Note is String_14;

3 type Class_Identifier is String_14;

Listing 3: Delcaration of subtypes and derived types in Ada

from String_14. Figure 18 visualizes the code of Listing 3 in the form
of a FlyDB type model.

<<Signed Subtype>>
[Lower Bound = 1, 
Upper Bound = 14]

<<Derived Type>> <<Derived Type>>

<<Datatype>>
Class_Identifier

<<Datatype>>
String_14

<<Datatype>>
Note

<<Datatype>><<Array_Unknown_Subrange>>
[Element_Type = Character, Index_Type = Positive]

String

Figure 18: SysML representation of type relations in a FlyDB type model

The data types in Listing 3 constitute complex types and thus are
represented by instances of UML::DataType. The subtype relationship
between String and String_14 is modelled with an instance of UML::-
Generalization. As the subtype declaration restricts the range of the
parent type’s index type, it is applied with the stereotype «Signed

Subtype», whose tagged values define the lower- and the upper
bound. The type derivation between String_14 and Note, respectively
Class_Identifier, is realized using instances of UML::Association.
As the derived types are not constrained in any way, the appropriate
stereotype from the type profile is «Derived Type».

4.2.3 Data Model

The FlyDB data model constitutes a SysML representation of the data
schema and the query profile of a FlyDB variant. In terms of the data
schema, the Entity-Relationship technique proposed by Chen [Den02]
is applied, using a SysML Block Definition Diagram. Entity types are
mapped to instances of SysML::Block, and attributes are mapped
to instances of UML::Property. To the type field of each instance of
UML::Property, an appropriate data type in the form of a model
element from the FlyDB type model is applied. Regarding relation-
ships, instances of UML::Association are used to link two instances
of SysML::Block. In addition, inheritance is realized by instances of
UML::Generalization. The cardinalities are stored in the multiplicity
properties of the corresponding instance of UML::Association.

In terms of the query profile, the instruments offered by SysML are
insufficient to express proper query predicates. Therefore, the predi-
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cate profile is introduced in Figure 19 as part of the FlyDSL. It extends
SysML and provides the necessary tools to express query predicates
in a FlyDB data model.

<<Metaclass>>
UML::Property

<<Stereotype>>
Query Predicate

<<Stereotype>>
Equal

<<Stereotype>>
Less

<<Stereotype>>
Less Or Equal

<<Stereotype>>
Greater

<<Stereotype>>
Between

<<Stereotype>>
Greater Or Equal

Figure 19: FlyDB predicate profile

The predicate profile consists of SysML stereotypes representing
relational operators. By extending the metaclass UML::Property, the
stereotypes get applicable to the model elements representing the at-
tributes of an entity type in a FlyDB data model. Through an appli-
cation, a new query predicate for the FlyDB is defined. The target
instance of UML::Property specifies the database column, the stereo-
type designates the relational operator, and the type field of the tar-
get UML::Property instance determines the data type of the compare
value.

In Figure 20, the technique is demonstrated by means of an ex-
emplary data model that is consistent to the running scenario intro-
duced in Section 1.3. The entity types are modelled as instances of

<<Equal>>Number : Positive_16
Route

Identifier : String_14
OrderNr : Positive_16
Capture : Capture_Mode 

Routepoint

Geo_Datum : Rgs_Kind
NavPoint

<<Greater>>Elevation : Meter
Waypoint

<<Between>>Frequency : Real_16
Beacon

Identifier : String_14
Coord : Geo_Coord

GeoPoint

1

1

n

n

Figure 20: FlyDB data model

SysML::Block, which include instances of UML::Property represent-
ing the attributes. The relationships between Route and Route Point,
as well as Route Point and Navigation Point, are realized by instances
of UML::Association. The entity types Geo Point, Navigation Point, Bea-
con, and Waypoint form a three-level inheritance-hierarchy, which is
realized using instances of UML::Generalization. In this manner, the
entity types Beacon and Waypoint inherit the attributes of both Geo
Point and Navigation Point, as well as the one-to-many relationship to
Route Point.

According to the functional requirements of the running scenario,
the query profile consists of three query predicates. These are, the
stereotype «Equal» applied to the attribute Number of the entity type
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Route Point, the stereotype «Greater» applied to the attribute Elevation
of the entity type Waypoint, and the stereotype «Between» applied to
the attribute Frequency of the entity type Beacon. The type field of
each UML::Property refers to a model element from the FlyDB type
model representing the data type corresponding to the attribute. This
way, the FlyDB data model is enriched by detailed type information
without increasing the complexity of the modelling technique.

4.2.4 Requirements Model

The FlyDB requirements model is a SysML representation of the func-
tional requirements of a FlyDB variant. With the Requirements Dia-
gram, SysML provides a diagram type that offers suitable model ele-
ments for our purposes.

In a requirements model, a functional requirement is mapped to
an instance of SysML::Block, applied with the predefined SysML
stereotype «Requirement». The latter consists of two tag definitions
intended to save an identifier and a textual description. The model
elements of the FlyDB data model that represent the functionality to
satisfy the requirement are linked to the instance of SysML::Block

representing the requirement by an instance of UML::Association,
to which the predefined stereotype «Satisfy» is applied. Figure 21

demonstrates the technique.

<<Requirement>>
[id = REQ1, 
text=It shall be possible to search for beacons having a 
frequency in a given range]

READ_BEACON_FREQUENCY

<<Equal>>Number : Positive_16

<<Requirement>>
[id = REQ2, 
text=It shall be possible to search for waypoints having 
an elevation that exceeds a given threshold]

READ_WAYPOINT_ELEVATION

<<Greater>>Elevation : Meter

<<satisfy>><<Requirement>>
[id = REQ3, 
text=It shall be possible to retrieve a route by its number]

READ_ROUTE_NUMBER

<<Between>>Frequency : Real_16
<<satisfy>>

<<satisfy>>

Figure 21: FlyDB requirement model

The diagram illustrates the functional requirements from the run-
ning scenario. Each requirement is realized as an instance of SysML::-
Block that contains the description in the form of tagged values. Each
instance of SysML::Block is related to the instance of UML::Property,
which refers to the query predicate in the FlyDB data model that sat-
isfies the requirement.

4.2.5 Variability Model

In industry, the superset variant approach is applied by aircraft man-
ufacturers to facilitate shipment and deployment [DH09]. The core
principle is to group the embedded software of multiple variants
into a single executable that is shipped to multiple customers. This
also applies for the data-management component. For applicability
in avionics industry, the FlyDB framework has to take supersets into
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consideration. As a consequence, multiple FlyDB variants need to be
capable to coexist in the same software binary, which leads to heavy
code modifications. We follow up on the approach in Section 7.1.

The FlyDB variability model adapts the superset approach by con-
sidering not only the configuration of a single FlyDB variant, but also
the composition of FlyDB variants in a superset context. A FlyDB
variability model is created using a SysML Block Definition Diagram.
The configuration of a single variant is mapped to an instance of
SysML::Block. For each entity type in the data schema that should be
included in the target variant, an instance of UML::Property is added.
Furthermore, the corresponding model element from the FlyDB data
model is applied to the type field. This way, a reference is established
between the model element representing an entity type in the FlyDB
variability model and its corresponding declaration in the FlyDB data
model. In order to add parameters to the variant configuration, the
variant profile is introduced. It is illustrated in Figure 22.

<<Metaclass>>
UML::Property

Max_Size : Integer

<<Stereotype>>
Entity Type

Figure 22: FlyDB variant profile

As part of the FlyDSL, it extends SysML by a stereotype that con-
tains a single property. When applied to instances of UML::Property
in the FlyDB variability model, it specifies the storage capacity. That
is, the maximum number of tuples for the corresponding entity type
in the target variant.

In addition, SysML’s encapsulation mechanism is used in the form
of instances of SysML::Package to group model elements that belong
to the same superset executable. Figure 23 demonstrates the tech-
nique by means of an exemplary FlyDB variability model that shows
the variant configuration of an exemplary superset executable in con-
text of the running example.

<<Entity Type>> [Max_Size = 6,] Route_Table : Route
<<Entity Type>> [Max_Size = 140] Route_Point_Table : Route_Point
<<Entity Type>> [Max_Size = 60] Waypoint_Table : Waypoint
<<Entity Type>> [Max_Size = 40] Beacon_Table : Beacon

Variant A

<<Entity Type>> [Max_Size = 12] Route_Table : Route
<<Entity Type>> [Max_Size = 280] Route_Point_Table : Route_Point

Variant B

Software Executable 1

Figure 23: FlyDB configuration variants

The depicted superset is modelled as an instance of SysML::Pa-

ckage that contains two instances of SysML::Block representing two
FlyDB variants. With Route, Route Point, Wayoint, and Beacon, Variant
A contains 4 entity types that are realized using instances of UML::-
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Property. Each instance owns the stereotype «Entity Type» from the
variability profile to specify the maximum sizes of the corresponding
database tables. Variant B contains the entity types Route and Route
Point, which are specified in double the size compared to Variant A.

Together with the FlyDB requirements model, the FlyDB type
model, and the FlyDB data model, the FlyDB variability model com-
pletes the declarative system specification of a FlyDB variant. The
next section presents the software design and explains which compo-
nents of the declarative system specification are transformed to which
parts in the source code of a FlyDB variant.

4.3 software architecture and data processing

This section describes the software architecture of a FlyDB variant
and details the algorithms used for data processing. Following the
approach of Härder et. al [HR01], a FlyDB variant is designed in a tier-
based manner. As data persistence to a physical storage medium is
not required, the amount of tiers is reduced to four. Figure 24 presents
the schematic layout.

External Interface

Business Logic

Data Access

Data Storage

Users

Functional processing logic

Access interface

In memory storage

Gateway to host application

Figure 24: FlyDB software architecture

The bottom tier, the data storage layer, persists the data in mem-
ory and provides basic functionality to read and write data in the
form of records. The next higher tier, the data access layer, provides
an interface to efficiently and systematically access the data. In the
business logic layer, the functional data processing logic is located. It
covers inter alia: predicate evaluation, result set compilation, referen-
tial integrity, and join processing. The top tier, the external interface
layer, provides a mean to interact with the host application. It accepts
database queries and the returns the results.

The following Subsections describe the tier architecture of a FlyDB
variant in a bottom up manner. That is, data storage in Subsection
4.3.1, data access in Subsection 4.3.2, business logic in Subsection
4.3.3, and the external interface layer in Subsection 4.3.4.
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4.3.1 Data Storage

The role of the data storage layer is to persist the data in a way such
that it is selectable by constraints in first-order predicate logic [Cod09].
Therefore, the relational model proposed by Edgar F. Codd [Cod90]
is applied. It structures the data in form of tuples that are grouped
into relations.

As in most relational databases, the data storage layer implements
relations as database tables in the form of tuple collections. Since
memory cannot be allocated dynamically at runtime (see Section 2.4),
tuples are stored using static data structures. To this end, database
tables are realized by two fixed-length arrays: A storage array to hold
the tuples, and a allocation stack to keep track of which slots are
currently occupied. The structure is illustrated by means of the UML
component diagram in Figure 25.

Figure 25: Components of the FlyDB’s data storage layer

To visualize the role of the components in terms of interactions
with other layers, the UML diagrams in this thesis use background
colors in three shades of grey. Model elements colored in white, such
as Database Tables in Figure 25, represent internal components that do
not affect other layers. Model elements colored in light grey represent
interfaces consumed by the layer. Model elements colored in dark
grey, such as Tuple Access in Figure 25, represent interfaces offered by
the layer.

Listing 4, shows an implementation of a database table in Ada. For
code reuse, the components of a database table are grouped using
parametric polymorphism. The instrument to safely implement para-
metric polymorphism in Ada is a generic package. It represents a pa-
rameterized template for a package whose parameters can be types,
variables, subprograms, and other packages. Each instantiation cre-
ates a copy of the specification and body of the package, customized
with the actual parameters.

For instantiation, the generic package in Listing 4 requires two pa-
rameters: A variable to specify the maximum size of the database
table (line 2), and a data type representing the entity type to specify
the columns of a database table (line 3).
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1 generic

2 Max_Size : Integer;

3 type Entity_Type is private;

4

5 package body Database_Table is

6 Rows : Array (1..Max_Size) of Entity_Type;

7 Allocation_Stack : Array (1..Max_Size) of Integer;

8 Allocation_Top : Integer;

9 end Database_Table;

Listing 4: Generic package realizing database tables

In this context, consider the following relation that is consistent
with the entity typeWaypoint from the running example introduced
in Section 1.3.

Waypoint = {ID : Integer,Name : String,Latitude : Degree,

Longitude : Degree,Elevation :Meter}

Listing 5 demonstrates the realization of the relation in Ada. Lines
1-2 declare user-defined field-types. Lines 4-11 declare the entity type
in the form of an Ada record (see Ada Reference Manual, Section
3.7 [83])). Ultimately, lines 13-14 instantiate the generic package from
Listing 4, resulting in an instance of a waypoint table with a maxi-
mum size of 120 tuples.

1 type Degree is new Real digits 6;

2 type Meter is new Integer range 0..50_000;

3

4 type Waypoint is

5 record

6 Id : Integer;

7 Name : String;

8 Lat : Degree;

9 Long : Degree;

10 Elev : Meter;

11 end record;

12

13 package Waypoint_Table is new Database_Table

14 (Max_Size => 120, Entity_Type => Waypoint);

Listing 5: Instantiation of the waypoint table

The layer offers an interface (see Tuple Access in Figure 25) to read
and write tuples based on their location in the storage array. It con-
sists of the following methods:

• read(i): Returns the tuple represented as the i-th row in the
database table.

• write(i, t): Writes the tuple t as i-th row to the database table.
If tuple t contains default values, the operation is interpreted as
deletion. In this case, index i is pushed to the allocation stack.
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• nextFree(): Deletes the top element from the allocation stack
and returns its value.

4.3.2 Data Access

The data access layer provides a mean to efficiently process the data.
Instead of addressing the tuples by their in-memory position as in the
data storage layer, the data access layer offers an interface to address
the tuples by a search key. This term refers to a column value that
specifies a set of rows in a database table. The mapping between a
search key and the physical location of matching tuples refers to as
access path. In context of the FlyDB, the physical location corresponds
to the proper array index of the tuple in the storage array. A naive
approach to calculate the access path is to iterate over the tuples of the
database table and evaluate whether or not the search key matches a
tuple. As this sequential scan requires linear runtime, additional data
structures, called index structures, are maintained in order to increase
the execution speed.

To assess whether or not a data structure is suitable for the tech-
nical realization of an index structure, a preliminary study was con-
ducted to evaluate different implementations in Ada regarding run-
time performance. Based on Lehmanns work towards index struc-
tures for main-memory database-management systems [LC86], AVL
trees [AL62] and red-black trees [GS78] were considered as suitable
tree-based candidates. In addition, static hash tables with double
chaining and open addressing were examined. The results of the
study come as no surprise. Hash tables performed best in terms of
data retrieval (constant time). Regarding tree-based structures, the
AVL tree outperformed the red-black tree due to its lower height
of 1.44 ∗ log2(n + 2) − 0.3277 [Knu98] compared to 2 ∗ log2(n + 1)

[Cor+09]. In terms of data manipulation, however, hash tables re-
quired linear time in the worst case [Wei97], which is significantly
weaker considering the logarithmic time of tree-based structures
[Cor+09]. Ultimately, AVL trees were chosen to implement the access
path in the FlyDB’s data access layer.

In terms of processing the access path, a set-oriented approach is
proposed. To this end, the Volcano Model, a standardized iterator
model to access tuples matching a search key in a predefined or-
der, is introduced [Gra94]. The Volcano Model operates in three basic
phases, illustrated as UML state diagram in Figure 26.

operator
initialized

record
retrieved

operator
closed

next

open

close

closenext

Figure 26: UML state diagram of the Volcano model
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An operation starts with the open phase, which initializes an itera-
tor by setting a cursor to the first element that matches a given search
key. In the next phase, the iterator retrieves the element according to
the current cursor position and moves the cursor to the next element
with respect to the order. The next phase is repeated as often as re-
quired to complete the operation or unless the last node with respect
to the order has been reached. Finally, the close phase completes the
operation by freeing any previously allocated resources and resets
the cursor to a default value.

The Volcano Model introduces a demand-driven data flow, which
determines the way how data is processed in the FlyDB. As data is
only accessed when it is requested, it prevents unnecessarily loading
from the data storage layer. In this fashion, a linear data pipeline is
established that propagates single tuples between the layers. The ben-
efits are, on the one hand, less resource consumption as no intermedi-
ate results need to be materialized, and on the other hand, increased
throughput leading a to better overall runtime performance.

Figure 27 illustrates the architecture of the data access layer in the
form of an UML component diagram. The main components are the
index structures, implemented as AVL tree to realize the access path
for database queries. As a consequence, the data access layer does
not consist of a single universal data structure. Instead, it maintains a
separate index structure for each possible database query according
to the query profile of a target FlyDB variant.

Figure 27: Components of the FlyDB’s data access layer

The data access layer offers two separate interfaces to interact with
the business logic layer. In terms of data retrieval, it provides the
following methods (see IndexScan in Figure 27):

• open(k): Performs a search on the AVL tree using the search
key k and initializes the cursor accordingly. If no matching node
exists, the cursor is set to the node with the next higher key with
respect to the order.
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• next(): Returns the value of the node that corresponds to the
current cursor position and moves the curser to the succeeding
node with respect to the order.

• prev(): Returns the value of node corresponding to the cur-
rent cursor position and moves the curser to the preceding node
with respect to the order.

• close(): Resets the cursor to the default value.

• front(): Returns the first node with respect to the order.

• rear(): Returns the last node with respect to the order.

In terms of data manipulation, the data access layer offers the fol-
lowing methods (see IndexMod in Figure 27):

• insert(k, v): Inserts a new node with the key k and the value
v into the AVL tree.

• delete(k): Removes the node matching the key k from the AVL
tree.

4.3.3 Business Logic

The business logic layer processes CRUD3 operations and the
database join with respect to their conditions and constraints. Before
the techniques are detailed at the end of this section, the methods to
evaluate query predicates and to maintain referential integrity are dis-
cussed, as these components build the foundation for the realization
of database operations in the FlyDB framework.

predicate evaluation A query predicate is a logical expres-
sion that applies to tuples and evaluates either to true or to false. It
defines a condition, which is used in database operations to specify a
subset of tuples that should be affected by a query.

Most established relational database-management systems adhere
to ISO/IEC 9075

4 [08a], which also includes a specification for query
predicates. Figure 28 shows the rules in the form of a BNF grammar
[Knu64].

〈pred〉 |= 〈pred〉〈logOp〉〈pred〉 | 〈pcnd〉〈relOp〉〈pcnd〉
〈pcnd〉 |= 〈colId〉 | 〈cmpVal〉
〈relOp〉 |= = | < | 6 | > | > | <>

〈logOp〉 |= AND | OR

〈colId〉 |= database columns

〈cmpVal〉 |= compare value parameter

Figure 28: BNF grammar to express predicates according to ISO/IEC 9075

3 An acronym for the basic operations create, read, update and delete.
4 Commonly known as SQL database language.
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In the avionics domain, a single software unit to uniformly evaluate
query predicates consistent with ISO/IEC 9075 is not feasible. Due
to compliance obligations in terms of DO-178, predicate evaluation
must be executed deterministically using static resources only. Thus,
dynamically combining query predicates using logical operators as
specified in ISO/IEC 9075 is impracticable.

A further challenge arises due to the restriction regarding dead code
(see Section 2.4). An exhaustive implementation for predicate evalu-
ation that includes every relational operator is a potential threat to
qualification. Various scenarios are conceivable where the query pro-
file does not require a specific relational operator. For example, there
might be a software variant that does not include query predicates
using the between operator. In these cases, the code for the relational
operator becomes dead in terms of DO-178. Accordingly, the function-
ality to evaluate whether or not a tuple satisfies a query predicate can-
not be realized in the form of a single re-usable component. On the
contrary, predicate evaluation in an avionics database-management
systems must be hard coded and adapted exactly towards the func-
tional requirements of the host application.

In order to tackle these challenges, a systematic technique towards
predicate evaluation in avionics data-management is proposed. The
idea is to split the process into separate schematic-repetitive software
units, called Predicate Processing Modules (PPMs), where each is re-
sponsible for evaluating a single specific query predicate. Their pur-
pose is to narrow down the view on the data by considering only
tuples that coherently satisfy the query predicate. By implementing
a uniform interface based on the Volcano Model to standardise tuple
access, PPMs are supposed to be mutually interchangeable and serve
as drop-in replacement for other software parts.

For qualification reasons, the possibilities to define a query predi-
cate are restricted as described by the BNF grammar in Figure 29.

〈pred〉 |= 〈colId〉〈relOp〉〈cmpVa〉
〈relOp〉 |= = | < | 6 | > | > | <>

〈colId〉 |= database columns

〈cmpVal〉 |= compare value parameter

Figure 29: BNF grammar to express predicates in the FlyDB

Compared to the grammar in Figure 28, the terms that enable
the logical concatenation of query predicates are discarded. In ad-
dition, the arrangement of the predicands is specified more stringent
in a sense that a query predicate is defined as a triple comprising a
column, a relational operator, and a compare value. By default, the
FlyDB framework supports the following relational operators: equal,
greater, greater or equal, less, less or equal, and between.

This restriction brings two main benefits: On the one hand, it com-
plies with DO-178 as dynamic resource allocation is no longer neces-
sary. On the other hand, the query predicates become SARGable. The
term is an abbreviation for Search ARGument and states that the pred-
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icate is evaluable using index searches [Sel+79]. The argument is clar-
ified by means of the following example. Consider the database table
illustrated in Figure 30. It is consistent with the relation ”Waypoint”
from Section 4.3.1.

ID Name Latitude Longitude Elevation

6 "Passau" 48° 34' 13° 27' 312

13 "Munich" 48° 08' 11° 35' 518

8 "Berlin" 52° 31' 13° 24' 115

64 "Colonge" 50° 56' 06° 57' 53

29 “Copenhagen” 55° 68’ 12° 57’ 0

1
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Table Columns: Record Fields

Figure 30: Database table containing waypoints

The Figure is structured in tabular form where the columns depict
the attributes of the relation ”Waypoint”. The rows refer to the tu-
ples. The boxes having a white background correspond to column
values. The boxes having a grey background on the lefthand side of
each row correspond to the indexes of the tuples in the storage ar-
ray. Note that we assume that array indexes start at 1 as it is coding
convention in the Ada programming language.

Based on the tuples from Figure 30, let us focus on query predi-
cates targeting the column ”Elevation”. Figure 31 shows the subsets
that result from applying query predicates covering each relational
operator. It is structured in tabular format, where the two leftmost
columns define the query predicate and the rightmost column con-
tains the corresponding result set. The boxes represent tuples, which
are labeled and ordered by their ”Elevation” value. Boxes having a
grey background belong to the subset of tuples that satisfy the query
predicate.

11553 5183120greater

11553 5183120

11553 5183120

11553 5183120

greater or equal

11553 5183120
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less or equal
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115

115

115
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20-400

Rel. Operator C. Value Result SetColumn

Elevation

Elevation

Elevation

Elevation

Elevation
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Figure 31: Result sets of exemplary selections

Figure 31 clearly illustrates that for each relational operator, the tu-
ples in the result set constitute a coherent interval with respect to the
order determined by the predicate’s column. This applies regardless
of the column or the compare value. Accordingly, evaluating a query
predicate in a FlyDB variant is equivalent to finding the two bound-
aries that determine the desired interval. As query predicates in the
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FlyDB are SARGable, the process boils down to performing appropri-
ate index searches.

Algorithms 1 - 6 present the family of procedures to obtain the
interval boundaries. As the calculation depends on the relational op-
erator, it requires separate algorithms. The cornerstone for the com-
putation is the ordered view on the tuples provided by the index
structures in the data access layer. As input parameter, each algorithm
takes the access path in the form of the index structure consistent to
the query predicate’s column (parameter ap). In addition, each algo-
rithm expects the compare value. For the relational operators except
for between, the compare value is an atomic search key passed by the
parameter named k. In case of between, the compare value is a tuple
comprising two search keys (k1,k2), where the lower limit is passed
by the parameter named k1 and the upper limit is passed by the pa-
rameter named k2.

equal Algorithm 1 shows the procedure to evaluate query predi-
cates using the relational operator equal.

Algorithm 1

1: procedure Evaluate_Equal(ap,k)
2: start, stop← 0

3: status← ap.open(k)
4: if status = match then
5: start← ap.next()
6: stop← start

7: end if
8: ap.close()
9: return (start, stop)

10: end procedure

The procedure performs an index search based on the Volcano in-
terface provided by the data access layer (line 3). If the status indicates
an exact match, the algorithm reads the current cursor position (line
5) and sets the value as lower and upper bound (line 6). Otherwise,
the boundaries keep their default value (line 2), indicating that no
suitable result exists.

Figure 32 provides a supporting visualization for the application
of Algorithm 1 in context of the example introduced in Figures 30/
31. The top row illustrates the index structure. The boxes represent

115 53 518 312 0

11553 5183120

1 2 3 4 5

LB & UP: Index Search, Key = 115

Storage Array

Index Structure

Figure 32: Predicate evaluation for the relational operator equal

index entries, which are labeled and ordered by the ”Elevation” value.
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The bottom row illustrates the tuples in the storage array. The boxes
represent tuples, which are also labeled by the ”Elevation” value, but
ordered by their location in the storage array. The boxes in dark grey
depict the corresponding array indexes. The lines connecting index
entries and tuples illustrate the mapping performed by the data ac-
cess layer.

In the example, the inputs to Algorithm 1 are the index structure
providing the access path for the ”Elevation” column, and the com-
pare value 115. The output is the tuple (1,1) as the only tuple satisfy-
ing the query predicate is located at position 1 in the storage array.

greater Algorithm 2 shows the procedure to evaluate query pred-
icates using the relational operator greater.

Algorithm 2

1: procedure Evaluate_Greater(ap,k)
2: start, stop← 0

3: status← ap.open(k)
4: if status 6= back then
5: start← ap.next()
6: if status = match & start 6= ap.back() then
7: start← ap.next()
8: end if
9: stop← ap.back()

10: end if
11: ap.close()
12: return (start, stop)
13: end procedure

The procedure performs an index search based on the access path’s
Volcano interface in order to determine the lower bound (line 3). Pro-
vided that the status does not indicate the back-signal, which implies
that the search key is higher than the maximum value with respect
to the order, the algorithm sets the lower bound to the current cursor
position (line 5). Otherwise, the result set is empty and the algorithm
returns default values (line 2). Furthermore, if the status indicates
an exact match and the current cursor position does not refer to the
maximum value with respect to the order, a shift to the next higher
position is required. In case of greater, the lower bound must not refer
to a tuple matching the compare value. The shift is performed by ex-
ecuting an forward iteration using the access path’s Volcano interface
(line 7). To complete the result tuple, the algorithm sets the upper
bound to the tuple having the highest column value and terminates.

Figure 33 provides a supporting visualization for the application of
Algorithm 2 in context of the example introduced in Figures 30/ 31. It
is read in the same manner as Figure 32. The dashed arrow illustrates
the shift.

The inputs to Algorithm 2 are the same as for Algorithm 1. The
output is the tuple (4,3), as the lower bound is the tuple having an
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UB: BackLB: Index Search, Key = 115
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Figure 33: Predicate evaluation for the relational operator greater

”Elevation” value of 312 and the upper bound is the tuple having an
”Elevation” value of 518.

greater or equal Algorithm 3 shows the procedure to evaluate
query predicates using the relational operator greater or equal.

Algorithm 3

1: procedure Evaluate_Greater_Or_Equal(ap,k)
2: start, stop← 0

3: status← ap.open(k)
4: if status 6= back then
5: start← ap.next()
6: stop← ap.back()
7: end if
8: ap.close()
9: return (start, stop)

10: end procedure

The procedure is almost identical to Algorithm 2 (greater). The only
difference is that it does not perform a shift to the next higher position
if the index search returns an exact match. In case of greater or equal,
the lower bound is in fact allowed to refer to a tuple that matches the
compare value, which makes the shift unnecessary.

Figure 34 provides a supporting visualization for the application of
Algorithm 3 in context of the example introduced in Figures 30/ 31.
It is read in the same manner as Figure 32.

UB: BackLB: Index Search, Key = 115

115 53 518 312 0

11553 5183120

1 2 3 4 5

Storage Array

Index Structure

Figure 34: Predicate evaluation for the relational operator greater or equal

The inputs to Algorithm 3 are the same as for Algorithm 1. The
output is the tuple (1,3), as the lower bound is the tuple having an
”Elevation” value of 115 and the upper bound is the tuple having an
”Elevation” value of 518.

less Algorithm 4 shows the procedure to evaluate query predi-
cates using the relational operator less.
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Algorithm 4

1: procedure Evaluate_Less(ap,k)
2: start, stop← 0

3: status← ap.open(k)
4: if status 6= front then
5: stop← ap.prev()
6: if status = match & stop 6= ap.front() then
7: stop← ap.prev()
8: end if
9: start← ap.front()

10: end if
11: ap.close()
12: return (start, stop)
13: end procedure

The procedure has a similar composition to Algorithm 2, but op-
erates in reversed order. That is, instead of forward iterations using
next(), the algorithm executes backward iterations using prev() to
move the cursor on the access path. In order to determine the upper
bound, the algorithm performs an index search based on the access
path’s Volcano interface. Provided that the status does not indicate
the front-signal, which implies that the search key is smaller than
the minimum value with respect to the order, the algorithm sets the
upper bound to the current cursor position (line 5). Otherwise, the
result set is empty and the algorithm returns default values (line 2).
Furthermore, if the status indicates an exact match and the current
cursor position does not refer to the minimum value with respect to
the order, a shift to the next smaller position is required. In case of
less, the lower bound must not refer to a tuple matching the compare
value. The shift is performed by executing an backward iteration us-
ing the access path’s Volcano interface (line 7). To complete the result
tuple, the algorithm sets the lower bound to the tuple having the
smallest column value and terminates.

Figure 35 provides a supporting visualization for the application of
Algorithm 4 in context of the example introduced in Figures 30/ 31.
It is read in the same manner as Figure 32.

115 53 518 312 0

11553 5183120

1 2 3 4 5

Storage Array

Index Structure

LB: Front UB: Index Search, Key = 115

Figure 35: Predicate evaluation for the relational operator less

The inputs to Algorithm 4 are the same as for Algorithm 1. The
output is the tuple (5,2), as the lower bound is the tuple having an
”Elevation” value of 0 and the upper bound is the tuple having an
”Elevation” value of 53.
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less or equal Algorithm 5 shows the procedure to evaluate
query predicates using the relational operator less or equal.

Algorithm 5

1: procedure Evaluate_Less_Or_Equal(ap,k)
2: start, stop← 0

3: status← ap.open(k)
4: if status 6= front then
5: stop← ap.prev()
6: start← ap.front()
7: end if
8: ap.close()
9: return (start, stop)

10: end procedure

The procedure is almost identical to Algorithm 4. The only differ-
ence is that it does not perform a shift to the next smaller position if
the index search returns an exact match. In case of less or equal, the
upper bound is allowed to refer to a tuple that matches the compare
value, which makes the shift unnecessary.

Figure 36 provides a supporting visualization for the application of
Algorithm 5 in context of the example introduced in Figures 30/ 31.
It is read in the same manner as Figure 32.

115 53 518 312 0

11553 5183120

1 2 3 4 5

Storage Array

Index Structure

LB: Front UB: Index Search, Key = 115

Figure 36: Predicate evaluation for the relational operator less or equal

The inputs to Algorithm 5 are the same as for Algorithm 1. The
output is the tuple (5,1), as the lower bound is the tuple having an
”Elevation” value of 0 and the upper bound is the tuple having an
”Elevation” value of 115.

between Algorithm 6 shows the procedure to evaluate query
predicates using the relational operator between.

Instead of a single index search as for the other relational opera-
tors, the procedure performs separate index searches to determine
the lower and the upper bound (lines 2,6). By interpreting the sta-
tus code, the algorithm verifies whether or not the range defined by
the compare value intersects with the value range of the targeted col-
umn. Regarding the lower bound, the status must not indicate that
the search key k1 is higher than the maximum value with respect to
the order (line 4). Vice versa, regarding the upper bound, the status
must not indicate that the search key k2 is smaller than the minimum
value with respect to the order (line 8). If one of these conditions is
not met, the result set is empty. In this case, the algorithm returns a
default value in either the lower or the upper bound.
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Algorithm 6

1: procedure Evaluate_Between(ap,k1,k2)
2: start, stop← 0

3: status← ap.open(k1)
4: if status 6= back then
5: start← ap.next()
6: ap.close()
7: status← ap.open(k2)
8: if status 6= front then
9: stop← ap.prev()

10: end if
11: end if
12: ap.close()
13: return (start, stop)
14: end procedure

Figure 37 provides a supporting visualization for the application of
Algorithm 6 in context of the example introduced in Figures 30/ 31.
It is read in the same manner as Figure 32.

115 53 518 312 0

11553 5183120

1 2 3 4 5

Storage Array

Index Structure

UB: Index Search, Key = 400LB: Index Search, Key = 20

Figure 37: Predicate evaluation for the relational operator between

The inputs to Algorithm 6 are the same as for Algorithm 1. The
output is the tuple (2,4), as the lower bound is the tuple having an
”Elevation” value of 53 and the upper bound is the tuple having an
”Elevation” value of 312.

In its internals, a PPM implements one of the procedures presented
in Algorithms 1 - 6. Which one depends on the relational operator of
the corresponding query predicate. By introducing PPMs, predicate
evaluation is encapsulated, data processing is unified, and a means
for other software components is provided to systematically and effi-
ciently operate on result-set candidates only. Figure 38 illustrates the
software architecture of a PPM in the form of an UML component
diagram.

A PPM consumes the interface IndexScan of the data access layer
and provides the interface PredicateScan for the usage in other soft-
ware components. Both interfaces implement the Volcano interface.
Accordingly, a PPM offers the following methods:

• open(): Invokes the algorithm to calculate the interval bound-
aries and sets the cursor of the access path to the lower bound.
It returns a status code that is set to an EOF5 flag if any interval

5 An acronym for end-of-file, indicating that no more data can be read.
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Figure 38: Components of predicate evaluation

boundary holds a default value. Otherwise, it returns a success
flag.

• next(): Returns the position of tuple in the storage array that
corresponds to the current cursor position and instructs the ac-
cess path to move the curser to the succeeding tuple with re-
spect to the order. In addition, it returns a status code that is set
to an EOF flag if the cursor refers to the tuple that corresponds
to the upper bound. Otherwise, it returns a success flag.

• close(): Resets the cursor to the default value.

The amount of PPMs in a FlyDB variant depends on the system
specification. For each possible query predicate in the query profile,
an individual PPM needs to be implemented and adjusted to the
predicate’s characteristics. With referential integrity, an application of
PPMs in context of the FlyDB is demonstrated in the next paragraph.

referential integrity Referential integrity is a feature for re-
lational database-management systems, which guarantees that rela-
tionships between database tables are consistent in any case [RC95].
Regarding a FlyDB variant, relationships are implemented by the for-
eign key principle. A foreign key is a column in a database table that
refers to a row in another database table [SKS12]. In order to ensure
referential integrity, a FlyDB variant examines whether or not refer-
ential integrity is violated during data-manipulative operations and
cancels further execution if necessary.

To assess a data-manipulative operation, such as delete, a method
is applied that was first proposed by Collins et. al. [Col60] to detect
overlappings in lists. Today, the technique is widely used in garbage
collectors [JHM11]. The idea is to count the number of references (i.e.,
foreign keys) that refer to an object (i.e., tuple) and save the result
in a data structure called reference-counter table. A value greater than
zero for a tuple indicates that at least one referencing object remains.
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In this case, the modification is inadmissible. Otherwise, the tuple is
safe to remove.

The benefits regarding execution time are significant. By contrast
to examining the entire database to find referencing foreign keys, the
method requires a single lookup to decide whether or not an oper-
ation breaks referential integrity. In terms of the FlyDB, the lookup
process is accomplished in constant time. Instead of allocating a holis-
tic data structure, a separate reference-counter table is maintained
next to database tables that contain the referenced tuples. These are
database tables featuring a many-to-one or many-to-many relation-
ship. In technical terms, a reference-counter table is realized in the
form of an integer-array, initialized with the same length as the stor-
age array of the corresponding database table. As a convention, the
tuple at the i-th index in the storage array refers to the counter at the
i-th index of the reference-counter table. This way, the lookup boils
down to a single supplementary array access, which is performed in
constant time.

ID Name Lat Long Elev

6 "Passau" 48° 34' 13° 27' 312

13 "Munich" 48° 08' 11° 35' 518

8 "Berlin" 52° 31' 13° 24' 115

64 "Colonge" 50° 56' 06° 57' 53

29 “Copenhagen” 0° 0' 0° 0' 0

1

2

3

4

5

ID RouteNr Waypoint_FK

9 4 (Waypoint, 8)

3 3 (Waypoint, 6)

63 1 (Waypoint, 8)

56 1 (Waypoint, 64)

1

2

3

4

RC

1

0

2

1

0

1

2

3

4

5

OrderNr CaptureMode

6 Fly Before

1 Fly Over

1 Fly Before

2 Fly Over

Waypoint Table

Routepoint Table

Figure 39: Example for a reference-counter table

Figure 39 provides a visual example of the approach. In the up-
per half, it shows the waypoint table introduced in Figure 30. In the
lower half, it shows a new database table storing routepoints, which
has a many-to-one relationship to the waypoint table. The relation-
ship is realized by foreign keys stored in the column ”Waypoint_FK”.
The routepoints at index 0 and 3 both refer to the waypoint named
”Berlin”. The rows at index 1 and 2 refer to the waypoints named
”Cologne”, respectively ”Passau”. Figure 39 visualizes the relation-
ship by arrows pointing from the foreign key to the referenced row.
Figure 39 visually locates the reference-counter next to the waypoint
table (Table ”RC”). As for database tables, the value in the grey boxes
correspond to array indexes. The state of the counters is displayed
in white boxes on the right. In this example, the counters at index 2
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and 4 exhibit a value equal to zero. Accordingly, only the waypoints
named ”Munich” and ”Copenhagen” are deletable without violating
referential integrity.

Algorithm 7 describes the way how the reference-counter table is
maintained. It provides a mean to increment or decrement a counter
based on a given reference. To this end, it takes a foreign key (pa-
rameter fk) and an offset value (parameter val) as input. At first, the
algorithm compiles a query predicate that selects all tuples having
an id that matches the foreign key (line 3). Line 3 also applies the
arrow operator (→) for the first time. It is used in pseudo code to
express the access of objects through references (inspired by the C++
arrow operator). Thus, the expression ”fk→id” in line 3 refers to the
id of the tuple referenced by the foreign key. Likewise, the expres-
sion ”fk→tbl” in line 4 refers to the database table referenced by the
foreign key. In lines 4-8, the algorithm attempts to retrieve the po-
sition of the referenced tuple in the storage array by performing a
single iteration on the Volcano interface of the corresponding PPM. If
successful, the algorithm adds the offset value to the appropriate ref-
erence counter (lines 9-11). If not, the return value pos remains in its
initial state, which indicates that no matching foreign key was found.
Finally, the algorithm returns pos.

The runtime complexity of Algorithm 7 is equal to the one of a sin-
gle Volcano iteration, which is in O(log(n)), where n is the maximum
size of the database table described by fk→tbl.

Algorithm 7

1: procedure Mod_Rc(fk, val)
2: pos← 0

3: pred← (id, equal, fk→id)
4: eof← ppm(fk→tbl,pred).open()
5: if !eof then
6: eof,pos← ppm(fk→tbl,pred).next()
7:

[
(fk→tbl)→rc[pos]

]
←

[
(fk→tbl)→rc[pos] + val

]
8: end if
9: ppm(fk→tbl,pred).close()

10: return pos
11: end procedure

Next, the application of Algorithm 7 in data-manipulation opera-
tions is explained.

crud processing In the next subparagraphs, the techniques to
realize the CRUD6 operations in a FlyDB variant are explained. For
each operation, the procedure is demonstrated in the form of pseudo
code, followed by a discussion considering the runtime complexity.

read Algorithm 8 presents the procedure for the read operation.
As input parameters, the algorithm takes a reference to the target

6 An acronym for the basic operations create, read, update and delete.
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database table (parameter tbl), a query predicate (parameter pred), a
limit (parameter lim), and an offset (parameter off). The latter two
parameters are used to realize pagination. The limit specifies the max-
imum number of tuples to return. The offset defines how many tuples
shall be skipped before the algorithm begins to compile the result set.
As a result, the algorithm returns the result set in the form of an array.

Algorithm 8

1: procedure Read(tbl,pred, lim,off)
2: rs← {}

3: i, j← 0

4: eof← ppm(tbl,pred).open()
5: while !eof & i < lim do
6: if j < off then
7: j← j+ 1

8: else
9: pos, eof← ppm(tbl,pred).next()

10: rs[i]← tbl[pos]

11: i← i+ 1

12: end if
13: end while
14: ppm(tbl,pred).close()
15: return rs
16: end procedure

After initializing the array intended to store the result set (line 2),
as well as two counter variables that keep track on how many tu-
ples were skipped (offset counter, variable j) or added (limit counter,
variable i), Algorithm 8 initiates a Volcano iteration using the input
predicate (line 4). In its main loop (line 5-13), it first decides whether
or not the current tuple shall be included in the result set by evalu-
ating the offset counter (line 6). Based on the result, it either skips
the tuple and increments the offset counter (line 7), or adds the tuple
to the result set (lines 9-11). In the latter event, the algorithm obtains
the location of the next tuple from the PPM (line 9), fetches the tuple
from the data storage layer, writes it to the result set (line 11), and
increments the limit counter afterwards (line 12). This way, the limit
counter maintains the current selectivity of the operation and thus
determines the position where to store the next tuple in the result
set. The main loop has two termination conditions: either the PPM
cannot deliver more tuples (EOF flag) or the limit is reached, which
implies that the result set is full. After finishing the Volcano iteration,
the algorithm returns the result set and terminates.

The overall runtime of the algorithm depends on the runtime of
the Volcano procedures and the number of cycles in the main loop.
The upper bound of each Volcano procedure is O(log(n)). The maxi-
mum number of cycles in the main loop equals the size of the result
set, which is constant. Accordingly, the WCET of Algorithm 8 is in
O(log(n)).
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insert Algorithm 9 presents the procedure for the insert opera-
tion. As input parameters, the algorithm takes a reference to the tar-
get database table (parameter tbl), and the tuple to insert (parameter
t).

Algorithm 9

1: procedure Insert(tbl,t)
2: for fk ∈{ fk | fk is foreign key in t} do
3: if mod_rc(fk, 1) = 0 then
4: raise referential integrity error
5: end if
6: end for
7: pos← tbl.nextFree()
8: for ap ∈ {(c, i) | c is column in tbl ∧ i is index for tbl.c} do
9: (ap.i).insert(t.(ap.c),pos)

10: end for
11: tbl[pos]← t

12: end procedure

The algorithm is sequenced into four logical steps. The first step
considers verifying and maintaining referential integrity (lines 2-6).
To this end, it iterates over all foreign keys in the input tuple and
attempts to increment the corresponding reference-counter using Al-
gorithm 7. Whenever a dangling foreign key is detected, i.e. the return
value of Algorithm 7 equals zero, an error is raised (line 4). The sec-
ond step involves searching for a free position in the storage array of
the target database table (line 7). The result is required for the next
step, in which the algorithm maintains the data access layer (lines 8-
10). Therefore, it iterates over all access paths available for the target
database table and inserts a new entry in the respective index struc-
ture (line 9). Finally, the algorithm writes the tuple at the previously
obtained position (line 11) and terminates.

The overall runtime of the algorithm depends on the runtime of
Algorithm 7 and the insert operation of the index structures. As the
procedure to obtain the next free location from the storage array is
implemented using a stack (see Section 4.3.1), its runtime is constant
and therefore not significant. Furthermore, the two for-loops in Algo-
rithm 9 are limited by the number of foreign keys, respectively access
paths, which depend on the extent of the query profile, but remain
constant for a target FlyDB variant. Accordingly, the WCET of Algo-
rithm 9 is in O(log(n)).

However, in order to implement Algorithm 9 for avionics software,
certain obstacles need to be removed. The loop conditions of the
for-loops declared in lines 2 and 8 depend on the structure of the
database table, which cannot be dynamically examined at runtime.
As a consequence, separate variants of Algorithm 9 need to be devel-
oped for each database table at compile time, in which the for-loops
are transformed and unrolled into statements suitable to the structure
of the respective database table.
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delete Algorithm 10 presents the procedure for the delete opera-
tion. As input parameters, it takes a reference to the target database
table (parameter tbl), a reference to the reference-counter table (pa-
rameter rc), and a query predicate (parameter pred).

Algorithm 10

1: procedure Delete(tbl, rc,pred)
2: eof← ppm(tbl,pred).open()
3: while !eof do
4: eof,pos← ppm(tbl,pred).next()
5: if rc[pos] > 0 then
6: raise referential integrity error
7: end if
8: for fk ∈{ fk | fk is foreign key column in tbl} do
9: mod_rc(fk,−1)

10: end for
11: for ap ∈ {(c, i)|c is column in tbl ∧ i is index for tbl.c} do
12: (ap.i).delete(t.(ap.c),pos)
13: end for
14: tbl[pos]← ∅
15: end while
16: ppm(tbl,pred).close()
17: end procedure

The core of the algorithm is a Volcano iteration on the target data-
base table using the input query predicate (lines 2, 4). Before any mod-
ification is performed, it first checks referential integrity constraints
by evaluating the counter at the position of the current tuple (line 5).
If referencing tuples are remaining, the algorithm raises an error (line
6). Otherwise, it continues by adjusting the data structures affected
by the deletion. These are the reference-counter tables maintained in
lines 6-8 and the index structures maintained in lines 9-10. Finally,
the tuple is deleted from the database table in line 12. Before the al-
gorithm terminates, it closes the iteration in line 16.

The overall runtime of the algorithm depends on the number of
cycles in the main while-loop and the two for-loops. That is, the
Volcano iteration, Algorithm 7, and the delete operation of the index
structure. The latter has a execution time in O(log(n)). However, the
maximum number of loop cycles depends on the selectivity of the
input predicate. The selectivity is a number in [1,n] that denotes the
amount of tuples that match the query predicate. Accordingly, the
WCET of Algorithm 10 is in O(s ∗ log(n)), where s is the selectivity of
the input predicate. For example, the execution time is in O(log(n))
when deleting a single tuple and O(n ∗ log(n)) when truncating the
whole database table.

Considering an implementation for the avionics domain, the for-
loops declared in lines 8 and 11 in Algorithm 10 require an individual,
variant-specific realization analogously to Algorithm 9.
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update Algorithm 11 presents the procedure for the update oper-
ation. The input parameters are the same as for Algorithm 10.

Algorithm 11

1: procedure Update(tbl, rc, t)
2: pred← (id, equal, t.id)
3: delete(tbl, rc,pred)
4: insert(tbl, t)
5: end procedure

The algorithm is composed of the sequential invocation of Algo-
rithm 10 to delete the existing tuple and Algorithm 9 to insert the
modified one. This way, maintaining the reference-counter table and
the access paths is left to the respective operations. Regarding WCET,
it makes no difference whether this exhaustive method is used or an
selective approach, where each attribute is examined and only data
structures are maintained that actually require a modification.

The overall runtime of the algorithm is the sum of the execution
times of the delete and insert operation. As the selectivity of the pred-
icate defined in line 2 is exactly 1, the WCET of Algorithm 11 is in
O(log(n))

join algorithm In database-management systems, a join oper-
ator combines tuples from two or more database tables based on a
join predicate. Similar to a query predicate, a join predicate is a con-
dition that evaluates to true or false. It specifies whether or not the
combination of two tuples should be affected by a join query. For the
same reasons as for query predicates, the possibilities to define join
predicates need to be bounded in order to comply with DO-178. To
this end, join processing in a FlyDB variant is restricted as follows:

Let A and B be two relations having a one-to-many relationship.
Let a[id] be the primary key of a ∈ A. Let b[fk] the a foreign key of
b ∈ B that refers to a[id]. Then, the FlyDB-join is defined as:

A ./ B := {(a,b)|a ∈ A∧ b ∈ B∧ a[id] = b[fk]}

This definition is similar to the equi-join [Gra04], but more narrow
in a sense that the tuples have to match exactly in terms of their
primary/foreign key relationship. Arbitratry join columns as in the
equi-join are not permitted. Another limitation is that the number
of database tables to be joined is restricted to two. In consequence,
dynamically composing join queries that involve multiple tables and
join predicates is not possible.

Various algorithms exist that are suitable to realize the FlyDB-join.
The naive approach is the Nested-Loop Join [Seg93]. It searches two
database tables A and B by means of two nested loops. The outer
loop consumes relation A tuple by tuple. The inner loop, executed
for each outer tuple, searches for matching tuples in relation B. The
runtime complexity of this algorithm is in O(n ∗m), where n is the
size of A and m is the size of B.
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The Index-Nested-Loop Join is an enhancement to the Nested-Loop
Join [DNB93]. The difference is that it replaces the inner loop by in-
dex lookups. Based on the assumption that the index is a typical
tree-based structure that performs the lookup in O(log(m)), the run-
time complexity improves to O(n ∗ log(m)). Regarding the FlyDB-
join, other join algorithms, such as the Hash Join and the Sort Merge
are less suited than the Index-Nested-Loop Join. The Hash Join is not vi-
able, as inserting and searching in hash tables7 requires linear time in
the worst case. For the Hash Join, this results in a WCET in O(n ∗m)

[Cor+09]. The Sort Merge excels at large sizes, but is deficient at small
sizes. It requires more comparisons than the Index-Nested-Loop Join
[HM97]. In conclusion, the Index-Nested-Loop Join provides the fastest
runtime performance and is therefore considered for further reflec-
tion.

Algorithm 12 describes the FlyDB-join in the form of pseudo code.
It is a realization of the Indexed Nested Loop Join, in which the demand-
driven execution model provided by the Volcano interface is com-
bined with the data-driven pipeline technique proposed by Tan and
Lu [TL93]. The algorithm aims to materialize the join tuples as early
as possible and terminate as soon as the result set becomes full.

Algorithm 12

1: procedure FlyDB-Join(tbla, tblb,preda, lim)
2: rsa, rsb ← {}

3: posa,posb, i← 0

4: eofa ← ppm(tbla,preda).open()
5: while !eofa & i < lim do
6: eofa,posa ← ppm(tbla,preda).next()
7: rsa[i]← tbla[posa]

8: predb ← (fkey, equal, rsa[i].id)
9: eofb ← ppm(tblb,predb).open()

10: while !eofb & i < lim do
11: eofb,posb ← ppm(tblb,predb).next()
12: rsb[i]← tblb[posb]

13: i← i+ 1

14: if i < lim then
15: rsa[i]← rsa[i− 1]

16: end if
17: end while
18: ppm(tblb,predb).close()
19: end while
20: ppm(tbla,preda).close()
21: return (rsa, rsb)
22: end procedure

As input, Algorithm 12 takes a reference to the database tables
involved (parameter tbla, tblb), which are referred to as left- and
right database table in the remainder. In addition, the algorithm takes

7 Underlying data structure of the Hash Join
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a query predicate (parameter preda) to constrain the tuples in the left
database table, as well as a limit that specifies the maximum number
of join tuples (parameter lim). The result is a structure holding a
separate result set for the left (rsa), respectively right database table
(rsb). As a convention, the tuple at the i-th index of the left result set
combines with the tuple at i-th index of the right result set. This way,
a join tuple is composed of one tuple from the left-, and one tuple
from the right result set.

In lines 2-3, Algorithm 12 begins with initializing the two result
sets (rsa, rsb), two position variables (posa, posb), and a counter (i),
which keeps track on how many tuples were combined already. Af-
terwards, the algorithm proceeds with executing the nested loops. To
perform the outer loop, the algorithm starts a Volcano iteration on the
left database table by invoking the corresponding PPM (line 4). Dur-
ing each iteration, the tuple specified by the (outer) iterator is loaded
from the left database table into the left result set at the index deter-
mined by the cursor (line 7). Afterwards, the algorithm prepares the
inner loop. To this end, it assembles a query predicate that affects only
those tuples that have a foreign key matching the primary key of the
tuple previously stored in the left result set (line 8). After initiating
the iteration process on the right database table (line 9), the algorithm
enters the inner loop (line 10). During each iteration, it loads the tu-
ple specified by the (inner) iterator from the right database table into
the right result set, which eventually completes a join tuple (line 12).
Before the inner loop proceeds into the next iteration, the algorithm
increments the counter and duplicates the last tuple from the left re-
sult set into the subsequent position if necessary (lines 13-15). The
algorithm terminates either if the PPMs cannot deliver more tuples
or the data structure holding the join result is full.

Consider the following example based on the data from Figure 39.
Assume that the objective is to retrieve all waypoints named ”Berlin”
and their related routepoints. Let the maximum size of result sets
be 2. Then, the result is computed by invoking Algorithm 12 using
the following parameters: tbla = Waypoint, tblb = Routepoint,
preda = (name, equal, ′ Berlin ′), and lim = 2.

Figure 40 shows the state of the data structures and variables after
executing line 7. On the lefthand side, the figure illustrates the content
of the two result sets rsa, and rsb, as well as the position of the
counter i. The variables posa, posb, eofa, and eofb are shown on the
righthand side. For simplicity, all attributes other than the database
keys and the name are hidden.

ID Name

8 "Berlin"1

ID Waypoint_FK

2

posa = 1

eofa = true

posb = ;
eofb = ;

<latexit sha1_base64="I1GloGbI8wi0g7FcCgQ1uX93Lv4=">AAACLnicbVBLSwMxEM7WV62vqkcvwSJ4KrsiqAehIIjHClYL3VKy6Wwbmt0syaxQSv+RF/9KLyIqXv0ZZtsVtHUg8D1mmMwXJFIYdN1Xp7C0vLK6VlwvbWxube+Ud/fujUo1hwZXUulmwAxIEUMDBUpoJhpYFEh4CAZXmf/wCNoIFd/hMIF2xHqxCAVnaKVO+TpRpsPoJfWo75dAhVOCOoWMZ2ZguQ9RgkMD+NM0L3bKFbfqTosuAi8HFZJXvVOe+F3F0whi5JIZ0/LcBNsjplFwCeOSnxpIGB+wHrQsjFkEpj2a3jumR1bp0lBp+2KkU/X3xIhFxgyjwHZGDPtm3svE/7xWiuF5eyTiJEWI+WxRmEqKimbh0a7QwFEOLWBcC/tXyvtMM4424pINwZs/eRE0TqoXVff2tFJz8zSK5IAckmPikTNSIzekThqEkycyIW/k3Xl2XpwP53PWWnDymX3yp5yvbyhmplM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I1GloGbI8wi0g7FcCgQ1uX93Lv4=">AAACLnicbVBLSwMxEM7WV62vqkcvwSJ4KrsiqAehIIjHClYL3VKy6Wwbmt0syaxQSv+RF/9KLyIqXv0ZZtsVtHUg8D1mmMwXJFIYdN1Xp7C0vLK6VlwvbWxube+Ud/fujUo1hwZXUulmwAxIEUMDBUpoJhpYFEh4CAZXmf/wCNoIFd/hMIF2xHqxCAVnaKVO+TpRpsPoJfWo75dAhVOCOoWMZ2ZguQ9RgkMD+NM0L3bKFbfqTosuAi8HFZJXvVOe+F3F0whi5JIZ0/LcBNsjplFwCeOSnxpIGB+wHrQsjFkEpj2a3jumR1bp0lBp+2KkU/X3xIhFxgyjwHZGDPtm3svE/7xWiuF5eyTiJEWI+WxRmEqKimbh0a7QwFEOLWBcC/tXyvtMM4424pINwZs/eRE0TqoXVff2tFJz8zSK5IAckmPikTNSIzekThqEkycyIW/k3Xl2XpwP53PWWnDymX3yp5yvbyhmplM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I1GloGbI8wi0g7FcCgQ1uX93Lv4=">AAACLnicbVBLSwMxEM7WV62vqkcvwSJ4KrsiqAehIIjHClYL3VKy6Wwbmt0syaxQSv+RF/9KLyIqXv0ZZtsVtHUg8D1mmMwXJFIYdN1Xp7C0vLK6VlwvbWxube+Ud/fujUo1hwZXUulmwAxIEUMDBUpoJhpYFEh4CAZXmf/wCNoIFd/hMIF2xHqxCAVnaKVO+TpRpsPoJfWo75dAhVOCOoWMZ2ZguQ9RgkMD+NM0L3bKFbfqTosuAi8HFZJXvVOe+F3F0whi5JIZ0/LcBNsjplFwCeOSnxpIGB+wHrQsjFkEpj2a3jumR1bp0lBp+2KkU/X3xIhFxgyjwHZGDPtm3svE/7xWiuF5eyTiJEWI+WxRmEqKimbh0a7QwFEOLWBcC/tXyvtMM4424pINwZs/eRE0TqoXVff2tFJz8zSK5IAckmPikTNSIzekThqEkycyIW/k3Xl2XpwP53PWWnDymX3yp5yvbyhmplM=</latexit>

rsa<latexit sha1_base64="+G7tBoDbcBU242NeuBVlippFYjI=">AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoN4KXjxWcG2hXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDx6i/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZelApurOd9o8ra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzx6NEmmKQtoIhLdjYhhgisWWG4F66aaERkJ1okmt4XfeWLa8EQ92GnKQklGisecEltI2gzIoN7wmt4ceJX4JWlAifag/tUfJjSTTFkqiDE930ttmBNtORVsVutnhqWETsiI9RxVRDIT5vNbZ/jMKUMcJ9qVsniu/p7IiTRmKiPXKYkdm2WvEP/zepmNr8OcqzSzTNHFojgT2Ca4eBwPuWbUiqkjhGrubsV0TDSh1sVTcyH4yy+vkuCiedP07i8bLa9MowoncArn4MMVtOAO2hAAhTE8wyu8IYle0Dv6WLRWUDlzDH+APn8Ah1KOCA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+G7tBoDbcBU242NeuBVlippFYjI=">AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoN4KXjxWcG2hXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDx6i/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZelApurOd9o8ra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzx6NEmmKQtoIhLdjYhhgisWWG4F66aaERkJ1okmt4XfeWLa8EQ92GnKQklGisecEltI2gzIoN7wmt4ceJX4JWlAifag/tUfJjSTTFkqiDE930ttmBNtORVsVutnhqWETsiI9RxVRDIT5vNbZ/jMKUMcJ9qVsniu/p7IiTRmKiPXKYkdm2WvEP/zepmNr8OcqzSzTNHFojgT2Ca4eBwPuWbUiqkjhGrubsV0TDSh1sVTcyH4yy+vkuCiedP07i8bLa9MowoncArn4MMVtOAO2hAAhTE8wyu8IYle0Dv6WLRWUDlzDH+APn8Ah1KOCA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+G7tBoDbcBU242NeuBVlippFYjI=">AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoN4KXjxWcG2hXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDx6i/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZelApurOd9o8ra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzx6NEmmKQtoIhLdjYhhgisWWG4F66aaERkJ1okmt4XfeWLa8EQ92GnKQklGisecEltI2gzIoN7wmt4ceJX4JWlAifag/tUfJjSTTFkqiDE930ttmBNtORVsVutnhqWETsiI9RxVRDIT5vNbZ/jMKUMcJ9qVsniu/p7IiTRmKiPXKYkdm2WvEP/zepmNr8OcqzSzTNHFojgT2Ca4eBwPuWbUiqkjhGrubsV0TDSh1sVTcyH4yy+vkuCiedP07i8bLa9MowoncArn4MMVtOAO2hAAhTE8wyu8IYle0Dv6WLRWUDlzDH+APn8Ah1KOCA==</latexit>

rsb<latexit sha1_base64="eRtEM+tsmlEYIq1CampzuDj53ZY=">AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoN4KXjxWcG2hXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDx6i/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZelApurOd9o8ra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzx6NEmmKQtoIhLdjYhhgisWWG4F66aaERkJ1okmt4XfeWLa8EQ92GnKQklGisecEltI2gyiQb3hNb058CrxS9KAEu1B/as/TGgmmbJUEGN6vpfaMCfacirYrNbPDEsJnZAR6zmqiGQmzOe3zvCZU4Y4TrQrZfFc/T2RE2nMVEauUxI7NsteIf7n9TIbX4c5V2lmmaKLRXEmsE1w8Tgecs2oFVNHCNXc3YrpmGhCrYun5kLwl19eJcFF86bp3V82Wl6ZRhVO4BTOwYcraMEdtCEACmN4hld4QxK9oHf0sWitoHLmGP4Aff4AiNWOCQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eRtEM+tsmlEYIq1CampzuDj53ZY=">AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoN4KXjxWcG2hXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDx6i/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZelApurOd9o8ra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzx6NEmmKQtoIhLdjYhhgisWWG4F66aaERkJ1okmt4XfeWLa8EQ92GnKQklGisecEltI2gyiQb3hNb058CrxS9KAEu1B/as/TGgmmbJUEGN6vpfaMCfacirYrNbPDEsJnZAR6zmqiGQmzOe3zvCZU4Y4TrQrZfFc/T2RE2nMVEauUxI7NsteIf7n9TIbX4c5V2lmmaKLRXEmsE1w8Tgecs2oFVNHCNXc3YrpmGhCrYun5kLwl19eJcFF86bp3V82Wl6ZRhVO4BTOwYcraMEdtCEACmN4hld4QxK9oHf0sWitoHLmGP4Aff4AiNWOCQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eRtEM+tsmlEYIq1CampzuDj53ZY=">AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoN4KXjxWcG2hXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDx6i/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZelApurOd9o8ra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzx6NEmmKQtoIhLdjYhhgisWWG4F66aaERkJ1okmt4XfeWLa8EQ92GnKQklGisecEltI2gyiQb3hNb058CrxS9KAEu1B/as/TGgmmbJUEGN6vpfaMCfacirYrNbPDEsJnZAR6zmqiGQmzOe3zvCZU4Y4TrQrZfFc/T2RE2nMVEauUxI7NsteIf7n9TIbX4c5V2lmmaKLRXEmsE1w8Tgecs2oFVNHCNXc3YrpmGhCrYun5kLwl19eJcFF86bp3V82Wl6ZRhVO4BTOwYcraMEdtCEACmN4hld4QxK9oHf0sWitoHLmGP4Aff4AiNWOCQ==</latexit>

i
<latexit sha1_base64="F75YxCng+uqtmME3fNd3FNXsGt4=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genj0oJNMMfRZIhLVCalGwSX6hhuBnVQhjUOB7XB8O/PbT6g0T+S9maQYxHQoecQZNVZq8X615tbdOcgq8QpSgwLNfvWrN0hYFqM0TFCtu56bmiCnynAmcFrpZRpTysZ0iF1LJY1RB/n80Ck5s8qARImyJQ2Zq78nchprPYlD2xlTM9LL3kz8z+tmJroOci7TzKBki0VRJohJyOxrMuAKmRETSyhT3N5K2IgqyozNpmJD8JZfXiX+Rf2m7rYuaw23SKMMJ3AK5+DBFTTgDprgAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9Fa8kpZo7hD5zPHzg2jK4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="F75YxCng+uqtmME3fNd3FNXsGt4=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genj0oJNMMfRZIhLVCalGwSX6hhuBnVQhjUOB7XB8O/PbT6g0T+S9maQYxHQoecQZNVZq8X615tbdOcgq8QpSgwLNfvWrN0hYFqM0TFCtu56bmiCnynAmcFrpZRpTysZ0iF1LJY1RB/n80Ck5s8qARImyJQ2Zq78nchprPYlD2xlTM9LL3kz8z+tmJroOci7TzKBki0VRJohJyOxrMuAKmRETSyhT3N5K2IgqyozNpmJD8JZfXiX+Rf2m7rYuaw23SKMMJ3AK5+DBFTTgDprgAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9Fa8kpZo7hD5zPHzg2jK4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="F75YxCng+uqtmME3fNd3FNXsGt4=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aDi1b/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genj0oJNMMfRZIhLVCalGwSX6hhuBnVQhjUOB7XB8O/PbT6g0T+S9maQYxHQoecQZNVZq8X615tbdOcgq8QpSgwLNfvWrN0hYFqM0TFCtu56bmiCnynAmcFrpZRpTysZ0iF1LJY1RB/n80Ck5s8qARImyJQ2Zq78nchprPYlD2xlTM9LL3kz8z+tmJroOci7TzKBki0VRJohJyOxrMuAKmRETSyhT3N5K2IgqyozNpmJD8JZfXiX+Rf2m7rYuaw23SKMMJ3AK5+DBFTTgDprgAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9Fa8kpZo7hD5zPHzg2jK4=</latexit>

Figure 40: FlyDB join algorithm example (after line 7)
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At this point, the algorithm is in the middle of the first iteration of
the outer loop. The outer PPM indicates that the only tuple available
is located at index 1 in the waypoint table by returning the values
posa = 1 and eofa = true. The variables posb and eofb are unde-
fined so far.

Figure 41 shows the state of the data structures and variables after
executing line 16. The algorithm has just finished the first iteration of
the inner loop and will continue to the second as the inner PPM did
not return a eof flag. It retrieved a matching tuple from the routepoint
table (at index 1), which is stored in the first row of the right result
set. Since a new join tuple was completed and the result set is not full,
the cursor is incremented at the end of the inner loop.

ID Name

8 "Berlin" 63 (Waypoint, 8)

ID Waypoint_FK

8 "Berlin"2

1

posa = 1

eofa = true

posb = 1

eofb = false
<latexit sha1_base64="1nnTwT+QC3X9xs8MZd/AzNl4X2o=">AAACInicbVBLS8NAEN7UV62vqEcvi0XwVBIRfIBQ8OKxgrWFJoTNdtIu3WTD7kYoof/Fi3/FiwdfJ8Ef46bNQVsHFr7HDLPzhSlnSjvOl1VZWl5ZXauu1zY2t7Z37N29eyUySaFNBReyGxIFnCXQ1kxz6KYSSBxy6ISj68LvPIBUTCR3epyCH5NBwiJGiTZSYF+mQgUEX2EXe14NRDQlWmZQ8MIMf5sFiQhXhRvYdafhTAsvArcEdVRWK7A/vL6gWQyJppwo1XOdVPs5kZpRDpOalylICR2RAfQMTEgMys+nN07wkVH6OBLSvETjqfp7IiexUuM4NJ0x0UM17xXif14v09G5n7MkzTQkdLYoyjjWAheB4T6TQDUfG0CoZOavmA6JJFSbWGsmBHf+5EXQPmlcNJzb03rTKdOoogN0iI6Ri85QE92gFmojih7RM3pFb9aT9WK9W5+z1opVzuyjP2V9/wAeC6Bp</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1nnTwT+QC3X9xs8MZd/AzNl4X2o=">AAACInicbVBLS8NAEN7UV62vqEcvi0XwVBIRfIBQ8OKxgrWFJoTNdtIu3WTD7kYoof/Fi3/FiwdfJ8Ef46bNQVsHFr7HDLPzhSlnSjvOl1VZWl5ZXauu1zY2t7Z37N29eyUySaFNBReyGxIFnCXQ1kxz6KYSSBxy6ISj68LvPIBUTCR3epyCH5NBwiJGiTZSYF+mQgUEX2EXe14NRDQlWmZQ8MIMf5sFiQhXhRvYdafhTAsvArcEdVRWK7A/vL6gWQyJppwo1XOdVPs5kZpRDpOalylICR2RAfQMTEgMys+nN07wkVH6OBLSvETjqfp7IiexUuM4NJ0x0UM17xXif14v09G5n7MkzTQkdLYoyjjWAheB4T6TQDUfG0CoZOavmA6JJFSbWGsmBHf+5EXQPmlcNJzb03rTKdOoogN0iI6Ri85QE92gFmojih7RM3pFb9aT9WK9W5+z1opVzuyjP2V9/wAeC6Bp</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1nnTwT+QC3X9xs8MZd/AzNl4X2o=">AAACInicbVBLS8NAEN7UV62vqEcvi0XwVBIRfIBQ8OKxgrWFJoTNdtIu3WTD7kYoof/Fi3/FiwdfJ8Ef46bNQVsHFr7HDLPzhSlnSjvOl1VZWl5ZXauu1zY2t7Z37N29eyUySaFNBReyGxIFnCXQ1kxz6KYSSBxy6ISj68LvPIBUTCR3epyCH5NBwiJGiTZSYF+mQgUEX2EXe14NRDQlWmZQ8MIMf5sFiQhXhRvYdafhTAsvArcEdVRWK7A/vL6gWQyJppwo1XOdVPs5kZpRDpOalylICR2RAfQMTEgMys+nN07wkVH6OBLSvETjqfp7IiexUuM4NJ0x0UM17xXif14v09G5n7MkzTQkdLYoyjjWAheB4T6TQDUfG0CoZOavmA6JJFSbWGsmBHf+5EXQPmlcNJzb03rTKdOoogN0iI6Ri85QE92gFmojih7RM3pFb9aT9WK9W5+z1opVzuyjP2V9/wAeC6Bp</latexit>
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Figure 41: FlyDB join algorithm example (after line 13)

Figure 42 shows the final state of the data structures and variables.
The second iteration of the inner loop fetched another tuple from the
routepoint table (at index 4), which completes the join result set. Now,
both termination conditions are met. The counter i indicates that the
result set is full and the variables eofa and eofb indicate that no more
tuples are available that satisfy the join conditions.

ID Name

8 "Berlin" 63 (Waypoint, 8)

9 (Waypoint, 8)

ID Waypoint_FK

8 "Berlin"2

1

posa = 1

eofa = true

posb = 4

eofb = true
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Figure 42: FlyDB join algorithm example (terminated)

Since Algorithm 12 is a derivative of the Indexed Nested Loop Join,
the runtime complexity is O(n ∗ log(m)). By contrast, however, Algo-
rithm 12 operates in situ, which means that no auxiliary memory is
required to compute result set.

4.3.4 External Interface

The external interface is the most top layer of a FlyDB variant. It
handles the requests to the database-management system and returns
the responses to the host application. In essence, the external interface
layer realizes a controller that takes a query and decides according to
its parameters which one of the business logic layer’s procedures has
to be executed to process the query.

The external interface layer provides a procedural Application Pro-
gramming Interface (API). The interface is divided into separated mod-
ules, called repositories. Their purpose is to group procedures realiz-
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ing queries that affect the same database table. The scope is extensive
in a sense that for each query necessary to satisfy the functional re-
quirements of the target FlyDB variant, the corresponding repository
provides an individual procedure to process it. The procedures are de-
signed in such a fine-grained way that only compare values or tuples
need be passed as parameters. Listing 6 demonstrates the technique
in the form of a code example.

1 package Waypoint_Repository is

2 function Find_By_Elevation_Greater

3 (Compare_Value : Real) return Result_Set;

4

5 function Join_With_Routepoint_By_Name_Equal

6 (Compare_Value : String) return Join_Result_Set;

7

8 procedure Delete_By_Id_Equal(Compare_Value : Integer);

9

10 procedure Insert (Tuple : Waypoint_Tuple);

11

12 procedure Update (Tuple : Waypoint_Tuple);

13 end Waypoint_Repository;

Listing 6: Source code of the waypoint repository

The top function in Listing 6 realizes a read operation that retrieves
all waypoints having an elevation value greater than the compare
value passed by the input parameter. For predicate-based operations,
such as read, join, or delete, the naming of the function adheres to a
predefined pattern, described by the following BNF grammar:

〈read〉 |= Find_〈pred〉
〈join〉 |= Join_With_〈tblId〉_〈pred〉

〈delete〉 |= Delete_〈pred〉
〈pred〉 |= _By_〈colId〉_〈relOp〉
〈relOp〉 |= = | < | 6 | > | > | <>

〈colId〉 |= database column names

〈tblId〉 |= database table names

Figure 43: BNF grammar describing the naming convention for the func-
tions in the external interface layer of the FlyDB

Accordingly, the second function from the top in Listing 6 realizes
a join between the waypoint table and the routepoint table, where
the waypoints are constrained to have a name equal to the compare
value. The third function from the top in Listing 6 realizes a delete
operation, which affects the tuple that has an id equal to the compare
value. The remaining two procedures realize a create, respectively
update operation.

This extensive approach for the FlyDB’s API brings two main ad-
vantages. On the one hand, it benefits code completion systems,
which have long been featured in Integrated Development Environments
(IDEs) [BMM09]. These systems help developers that are unfamiliar
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with an API by recommending method invocations suitable for the
current context. Used up to several times a minute [MKF06], they
serve as a quick reference for developers [PLM16]. On the other hand,
deriving separate procedures for each functional requirement facili-
tates establishing traceability evidence in context of DO-178, as this
aproach allows a one-to-one mapping between a functional require-
ment and the parts in the source code that satisfy it.

4.4 summary

In this chapter, the FlyDB is presented as an innovative framework for
data-management in the avionics domain. Instead of a single holis-
tic component, the FlyDB is designed as a software product-line. By
means of a model transformation, it converts a declarative system
specification in the form of SysML models into appropriate source
code of a FlyDB variant, as well as suitable assets that facilitate the
qualification process.

By conducting a domain analysis according to the extractive ap-
proach, the core aspects that distinguish data-management variants
in the avionics domain are identified. Based on these findings, a tech-
nique is proposed to create the declarative system specification for
the FlyDB. It includes the FlyDSL, a domain specific language that
provides the necessary tools for the modelling process. Ultimately,
a FlyDB variant is specified in the form of a type model to define
complex data types, a data model to specify the data schema and the
query profile, a variability model to include variant-specific parame-
ters, and a requirements model to realize functional requirements.

Furthermore, a software architecture is proposed in combination
with suitable data processing methods. A FlyDB variant is designed
in a tier-based architecture aiming to provide a modular platform,
which is supposed to be supplemented by auto-generated software
units. The software architecture and the data processing methods are
specifically designed to achieve qualification for the avionics domain.
Each operation is deterministic and predictable, such that the execu-
tion is not affected by dynamic decisions made at runtime. As each
operation does not allocate any dynamic memory, the overall resource
consumption can be computed at compile time. As a result, the soft-
ware design is in compliance with the life cycle objectives of DO-178,
which makes the variants derived form the FlyDB framework fully
qualifiable.
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5
F LY D B M O D E L T R A N S F O R M AT I O N

This chapter describes the methods used in context of the FlyMT,
the model transformation of the FlyDB framework. It deals with the
question of how the SysML models that constitute the declarative
system specification of a FlyDB variant can be transformed into ap-
plication source code. In addition, to fully realize the asset-based de-
velopment approach, the FlyMT is intended to transform the SysML
models to qualification assets in the form of unit tests, functional tests,
and traceability evidence. In this context, challenges arise in terms of
generating test data, as the type composition of entity types or query
predicates is available only after the FlyDB type model is provided at
generation time.

The chapter is structured as follows: Section 5.1 focuses on the ap-
proach to generate Ada source code from SysML models. Section 5.2
addresses the technique to derive test data. Section 5.3 elaborates on
the automatic generation of unit tests and functional tests. In 5.4, a
technique regarding traceability evidence is presented. Section 5.5
lists the used tools. Section 5.6 concludes the chapter with a sum-
mary.

5.1 model-transformation rules

In order to transform the SysML models that constitute the declara-
tive system specification of a FlyDB variant into qualifiable avionics
software, a set of proper model-transformation rules is required. To
implement these rules, the MOF Model to Text Transformation Language
(MOFM2T) [08b] proposed by the Object Management Group (OMG) is
used. It offers an intuitive and systematic approach to process UML
and SysML models.

Figure 44 shows an extract of the MOFM2T metamodel, illustrating
the essential components involved in a model transformation. The in-
put is a TypedModel, which is associated to a Module. In MOFM2T,
Modules realize a packaging mechanism to structure the transforma-
tion rules. A Module is composed of Module Elements, which is an
abstract class that is specialized by query and template.

Queries realize a side-effect-free function in the form of an OCL1

expression. OCL is a pure specification language, whose expressions
evaluate to a simple return value [12a]. Templates realize an in situ
placement of the text to be generated. A template is a specializa-
tion of Block. It groups text producing expressions in the form of
TemplateExpressions, which specialize OclExpression for the purpose of
text generation. Furthermore, blocks can be nested within each other.
MOFM2T defines specializations to realize concepts of a program-

1 Object Constraint Language
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ming language, such as program logic and flow control. For example,
a LetBlock declares and initializes a variable, an IfBlock enables con-
ditional generation of text, a ForBlock specifies a text segment that is
processed repeatedly, a FileBlock specifies an output file to which the
generated text is written, a TraceBlock associates model elements with
generated text for traceability purposes, and finally a Macro, which is
a mechanism to extend the MOFM2T language.

A query, respectively template, is invoked by a QueryInvocation, re-
spectively TemplateInvocation. Both are specified as OCL expression as
they constitute a specialization of TemplateExpression. The invocation
passes appropriate model elements from the associated TypedModel
to the query, respectively template. Accordingly, the entry point of a
model transformation is a TemplateInvocation that executes a particular
template of a particular module and passes the associated TypedModel
as input parameter.

Listing 7 demonstrates the technique by means of an example. It
shows a MOFM2T template that transforms parts of the declara-
tive system specification of a FlyDB variant into source code of the
database tables in the FlyDB’s data storage layer (see Section 4.3.1).

1 [template public dataDictionary(m : Model, v : Block)]

2 [file("FlyDB_Data_Dictionary.ads", false, "UTF-8")]

3

4 package FlyDB_Data_Dictionary is

5

6 [for(tbl : Block | getTables(m, v))]

7 type [tbl.name()]_Table is

8 record

9 Rows : Array (1..[maxSize(tbl, v)]) of [tbl.name()];

10 Allocation : Array (1..[maxSize(tbl, v)]) of Integer;

11 end;

12

13 The_[tbl.name()]_Table : [tbl.name()]_Table;

14

15 [/for]

16

17 end FlyDB_Data_Dictionary;

18

19 [/file]

20 [/template]

Listing 7: MOFM2T template to derive the data schema

As input, the template expects the FlyDB data model passed as in-
stance of SysML::Model (parameter m), and the target FlyDB variant
passed as instance of SysML::Block (parameter v) (line 1). The fol-
lowing FileBlock specifies to which file the output text is directed to
(line 2). Its first parameter determines the path, its second parame-
ter specifies if the output file shall be opened in append-mode, and
its last parameter defines the text encoding. The source code to be
generated spans from line 4 to 17. It declares a package, in which
the type definition and the variable instantiation for the data dictio-
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1 [query public getTables(m : Model, v : Block) return Set(Block) =

2 m.packagedElement

3 ->filter(Block)

4 ->select(b | not v.packagedElement

5 ->filter(Property)

6 ->select(p | p.type.name = b.name)

7 ->isEmpty())

8 /]

Listing 8: MOFM2T query to extract the database tables

nary is composed. Therefore, a ForBlock (line 6) iterates over the set of
database tables that are covered by the target FlyDB variant, which is
compiled by the query getTables(). Its implementation is shown in
Listing 8.

As input, the query expects the FlyDB data model passed as in-
stance of SysML::Model (parameter m), and the target FlyDB variant
passed as instance of SysML::Block (parameter v) (line 1). The ex-
pression in lines 2-7 processes information from both the FlyDB data-
and the FlyDB variability model. At first, it retrieves the set of model
elements in the FlyDB data model (line 2). Then, it removes model ele-
ments that are not of type SysML::Block (line 3). Afterwards, it selects
the instances that are covered by the input variant (lines 4-7). There-
fore, the expression retrieves the set of model elements associated
with the SysML::Block from the FlyDB variability model represent-
ing the target FlyDB variant (line 4), removes model elements that
are not of type UML::Property (line 5), and selects instances that have
a type with a name that matches to model element from the FlyDB
data model (line 6). As a last step, the operation checks whether or
not the result set is empty (line 7). If it is not, the model element of
the FlyDB data model is considered as relevant, otherwise it is dis-
carded. Ultimately, the result of the function is a set of SysML::Block
representing the database tables covered by the target FlyDB variant.

Lines 10-11 of Listing 7 show an invocation the operation
maxSize(). Its purpose is to retrieve the maximum number of tuples
of a database table in a target FlyDB variant. Listing 9 presents the
implementation as MOFM2T query.

1 [query public maxSize(t : Block, v : Block) return Integer =

2 let tableAttribute =

3 v.packagedElement

4 ->filter(Attribute)

5 ->select(a | a.type.name = t.name)

6 ->asSequence()->at(1)

7 in

8 tableAttribute.getValue

9 (tableAttribute.getAppliedStereotype("Table"), "Max_Size")

10 /]

Listing 9: MOFM2T query to calculate the maximum size of a database table
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1 package FlyDB_Data_Dictionary is

2

3 type Route_Table is

4 record

5 Rows : Array (1..12) of Route;

6 Allocation : Array (1..12) of Boolean;

7 end record;

8

9 The_Route_Table : Route_Table;

10

11 type Route_Point_Table is

12 record

13 Rows : Array (1..280) of Route_Point;

14 Allocation : Array (1..280) of Boolean;

15 end record;

16

17 The_Route_Point_Table : Route_Point_Table;

18

19 end FlyDB_Data_Dictionary;

Listing 10: Transformed source code of the route and route-point table

As input, the query expects the database table passed as instance
of SysML::Model (parameter t), and the target FlyDB variant passed
as instance of SysML::Block (parameter v) (line 1). Similar to Listing
8, the operation retrieves the instance of UML::Property representing
the database table from the FlyDB variability model (lines 2-6). In
lines 8-9, it extracts the desired value from the property Max_Size of
the applied stereotype «Table».

Finally, Listing 10 presents the outcome of the model transforma-
tion defined in Listing 7. It is invoked with the FlyDB data model
introduced in Figure 20 and Variant B from the FlyDB variability
model introduced in Figure 23.

Following this template-based approach, the model transformation
of the FlyDB (FlyMT) was realized in a total of 14 MOFM2T Modules,
509 Templates and 1289 Queries, implemented in 14564 lines of code.

5.2 test data generation

In order to derive qualification assets from the declarative system
specification of a FlyDB variant in the form of unit-, and functional
tests, the code generator requires suitable data on which the tests
can operate on (test fixtures). This task is being fulfilled by the data
generator as part of the FlyDB framework (see Section 4.1).

Automatically deriving test fixtures for unit-, and functional tests
for a database-management system is challenging, as the FlyDB’s
database tables support columns with complex user-defined data-
types. To this end, the Parallel Data Generation Framework (PDGF)
[Rab+10] is proposed. It is a flexible, generic, and parallel data gen-
erator initially developed to produce relational data for large-scale
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big-data information systems. To feature referential integrity, it uses
an advanced computational model based on deterministically recom-
puted pseudo random numbers [RP11]. This way, the PDGF is capa-
ble of computing valid, large-scale database instances with respect to
referential integrity for arbitrary data dictionaries.

Figure 45 depicts the architecture of the PDGF. The user input is

View Controller

Scheduler

Generator

Output

GeneratorGenerator

XML XML Data

PDGF

CLI / Shell

Figure 45: Architecture of PDGF

entered by a command line interface and/or an interactive mini-shell,
combined in the View. The Controller governs the generation process
by interacting with the Scheduler, multiple Generators, and the Out-
put component. The Scheduler introduces parallelism by distributing
the workload to multiple worker nodes. The Generator(s) define how
the values for tuple attributes are generated. Finally, the Output trans-
forms the generated data in a pre-defined format and saves it to the
filesystem.

The PDGF requires two XML files as input to configure the gen-
eration process. The first specifies the runtime environment, such as
the number of parallel worker threads. The second specifies the data
schema, and thus defines the structure of the data to be generated.
Listing 11 shows an exemplary configuration to generate data for the
navigation-point table introduced in Figure 20. The configuration is
divided into two parts: Lines 4-8 specify the seed for the pseudo ran-
dom number generator and specifies an output directory. Lines 35-37

specify the data schema. It is read as follows:
A <table>-element represents a database table (line 12). The

<size>-element specifies the number of tuples to be generated (line
13). A column is represented by a <field>-element (lines 15-43). For
each column, a different generation strategy is selected from a pool
of predefined data-generator modules, specified by a <generator>-
element. For example, lines 23-27 define a random decimal-number
generator that picks values ranging from -90 to 90 within an accu-
racy of 4 decimal places. A <type>-element represents the data type
of a column, specified as SQL general data type [08a] in Java repre-
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1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF−8"?>
2 <project name="FlyDB">
3

4 <scaleFactor>1</scaleFactor>

5 <seed>348439625</seed>

6 <rng name="PdgfDefaultRandom"/>
7 <output name="CSVRowOutput ">
8 <outputDir>/target</outputDir>

9 </output>

10

11 <tables>

12 <table name="Nav_Point">
13 <size>8</size>

14 <fields>

15 <field name="Identifier">
16 <type>java.sql.Types.VARCHAR</type>

17 <generator name="RandomStringGenerator">
18 <size>8</size>

19 </generator>

20 </field>

21 <field name="Latitude">
22 <type>java.sql.Types.DOUBLE</type>

23 <generator name="DoubleGenerator">
24 <minD>-90.0000</minD>

25 <maxD>90.0000</maxD>

26 <decimalPlaces>4</decimalPlaces>

27 </generator>

28 </field>

29 <field name="Longitude">
30 <type>java.sql.Types.DOUBLE</type>

31 <generator name="DoubleGenerator">
32 <minD>-180.0000</minD>

33 <maxD>180.0000</maxD>

34 <decimalPlaces>4</decimalPlaces>

35 </generator>

36 </field>

37 <field name="Geo_Datum">
38 <type>java.sql.Types.VARCHAR</type>

39 <generator name="DictList">
40 <file>dicts/RGS_Kind.dict</file>

41 <disableRng>true</disableRng>

42 </generator>

43 </field>

44 </fields>

45 </table>

46 </project>

Listing 11: PDFG configuration of the navigation point table
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sentation2 (lines 16, 22, 30, 38). However, the mapping between com-
plex user-defined data-types of the columns, as stated in the FlyDB
type model, and the limited number of data types supported by
PDGF, states a problem. Primitive types, such as Integer, Decimal,
or Character, can be mapped to SQL types natively. In case of com-
plex data types, such as composite types, enumerations, and arrays,
a native type mapping is not feasible. To overcome this shortcoming,
the following strategy is proposed.

Enumeration values are generated using the PDGF dictionary mod-
ule. A dictionary is a plain text file, where each line is interpreted as
an entry. To produce a value, the module picks an entry from the
dictionary either randomly or round robin. Lines 30-33 of Listing 11

show an application. The <file>-element specifies a reference to the
dictionary, which contains a line-separated list of the enumeration lit-
erals. The <disableRng>-element constitutes a flag that indicates the
values are selected round robin.

To produce appropriate instances of array- and composite types,
the type composition is ”unfolded” into ordered sequences of primi-
tive types. Algorithm 13 describes the procedure.

Algorithm 13

1: procedure Unfold_Type(t, p)
2: if t instance of primitive type then
3: p.append(t)
4: else if t instance of array type then
5: e← element type of t
6: for i ∈ [1..size(t)] do
7: p.append(unfold_type(e))
8: end for
9: else if t instance of composite type then

10: c← {ci | ci is component of t}
11: for ci ∈ c do
12: tci

← type of ci
13: p.append(unfold_type(tci

))

14: end for
15: end if
16: return p
17: end procedure

As input, the algorithm takes the type to unfold (parameter t) as
well as a data structure (ordered list) that stores the result (parameter
p). It first checks whether or not the input type t is of a primitive-,
array-, or composite type. In the latter two cases, the algorithm ap-
pends the result of its recursive invocation with the data type of each
component of the input type. For arrays, these are n times the element
type, where n is the size of the array. For composite types, these are
the data types of the components. In the former case, the algorithm
appends the input type t to the result list p and terminates.

2 https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/sql/Types.html, last checked
May 30, 2018
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1 T,P,z,z,f,c,s,H,-6.10220,-53.07383,knd

2 A,t,t,M,e,j,f,X,-78.57801,53.25836,full

3 P,u,n,O,i,s,s,P,34.28118,149.90633,knd

4 Y,q,t,k,o,J,m,H,-66.91710,134.91354,default

5 n,g,A,W,k,M,R,I,-30.99042,-26.67135,knd

6 Y,L,D,I,q,Y,P,c,-23.13639,-157.32663,full

Listing 12: Output data of the PDGF

Listing 12 provides an example for the output of the PDGF. It
shows five tuples generated according to the configuration in Listing
12. Each line represents one tuple. The first 8 characters belong the
attribute Identifier. The next numbers represent the components
Latitude and Longitude of the composite type Geo_Coord, which is
the data type of the attribute Coord. The last value belongs to the
attribute Geo_Datum.

In conclusion, the PDGF is a suitable candidate for the technical
realization of the FlyDB’s data generator. It is capable of handling
arbitrary data schemas, complex user-defined data types, as well as
referential integrity. Using PDGF, the database instances that serve as
text fixtures for the unit- and functional tests are automatically gener-
ated from the declarative system specification of a FlyDB variant.

5.3 test automation

The unit- and functional tests for a FlyDB variant are generated ac-
cording to the same template-based approach as the FlyDB variant
itself. That is, the source code for the tests is produced by performing
a model transformation based on the MOFM2T language. To this end,
MOFM2T templates, queries, and macros are applied to process the
information from both the SysML models that constitute the declar-
ative system specification of the target FlyDB variant, as well as the
test data that is generated by the PDGF. Figure 46 outlines the steps
involved.

A MOFM2T template called GenerateTest governs the generation
process. As a first step, it invokes a MOFM2T template called GenPdgf-
Config to generate the configuration files for the PDGF. This includes
an XML representation of the data schema (see Listing 11), as well
as a shell script to start the PDGF software binary. As third party ap-
plications cannot be invoked by OCL expressions, a MOFM2T macro
named InvokePDGF is used to execute a method written in Java to
initiate the test data generation via the PDGF’s command line inter-
face. Afterwards, a MOFM2T template called LoadInstance transforms
the output from the PDGF into source code that initializes an empty
FlyDB instance with the generated test fixtures. Therefore, it inter-
acts with a MOFM2T macro called ReadTestData that retrieves the test
fixtures from the filesystem using Java code. Finally, a MOFM2T tem-
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Figure 46: Test-generation process

plate called GenTestCases processes the test data to generate the source
code of the test routine, as well as suitable test cases.

As representative example, Listing 13 shows the MOFM2T tem-
plate, which is part of GenTestCases to derive the functional test for
the FlyDB’s read operation. It lists the high-level components of the
test routine, designed as a black box test [Gao+03].

As input parameters, the template expects the FlyDB data model,
the FlyDB type model and the FlyDB variability model passed as
instances of SysML::Model (parameters dm, tm, vm), as well as the
instance of SysML::Block that represents the superset configuration
from the FlyDB variability model. The template is composed of three
nested loops. The outer loop iterates over the FlyDB variants that
should be covered by the target software executable (line 5). The
middle loop iterates over the database tables covered by the current
FlyDB variant (line 8). For each database table, a source file for the
test routine is created (line 10). Its content starts with a procedure
header that contains a documentation in form of a source-code com-
ment (line 13). It is followed by the procedure signature and the code
to setup the test environment (i.e., load test fixtures) (line 16). Next,
the inner loop generates the test cases (line 20). Regarding the exam-
ple of the read operation, the template produces a separate test case
for each query predicate specified in the FlyDB data model. To this
end, test-case specific data structures, such as the result set and the
query predicate, are declared. Afterwards, the service under test is
invoked. Finally, the test case is evaluated by verifying that the out-
put meets all expectations. For example, in case of the read operation,
it examines the result set and checks whether or not it is filled with
tuples matching the query predicate. As a last step, the template ends
with a footer to complete the test routine.

All unit- and functional tests of a FlyDB variant are constructed
similar to the example in Listing 13. The principal difference lies
in the test cases. The key problem is to supply the MOFM2T tem-
plates that produce the test cases with coherent data that is consistent
with the declarative system specification of the target FlyDB variant.
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1 [template public test_read_operation

2 (dm : Model, tm : Model, vm : Model, exe : Block)]

3

4 -- for each variant in the executable

5 [for(variant : Block | getVariants(vm, exe))]

6

7 -- for each table included in the variant

8 [for(tbl : Block | getTables(variant, dm))]

9 -- write the following code into a test file

10 [file(getFileName(variant, tbl), false, ’UTF−8’)]
11

12 -- test framework header

13 [testHeader(variant, tbl)]

14

15 -- load a suitable test instance

16 [prepareInstance(variant, tbl, ’read’)]
17

18 -- for each predicate attached to

19 -- an attribute in the table

20 [for(pred : Attribute | getPredicates(tbl))]

21 [declareResultSet(tbl, dm, tm)]

22 [declarePredicateVariable(pred, dm, tm)]

23

24 -- service under test

25 [selectCall(pred)]

26

27 -- evaluate results

28 [evaluateResultSet(tbl, pred, dm, tm)]

29 [/for]

30

31 -- test framework footer

32 [testFooter(variant, tbl)]

33 [/file]

34 [/for]

35 [/for]

36 [/template]

Listing 13: Template of the functional test for the read operation
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Therefore, a test-input generator, as well as a mechanism to deter-
mine whether or not the actual output of a test is correct, is required.
In software test automation, the latter is referred to as the test ora-
cle problem [Bar+15]. In context of the FlyDB, the problem is further
compounded as the data types of a FlyDB variant are specified by a
FlyDB type model, which is not available until generation time. As a
consequence, the test-input generator and the test oracle must oper-
ate independent of the concept of data types.

To overcome this problem, an approach inspired by Celko’s nested
set model [Cel14] is proposed. The idea is to represent tuples as a
sequence of atomic, alphanumeric values. Thus, the attributes of a
tuple (i.e., column values) boil down to a subsequence thereof. In
order to obtain the boundaries that determine the subsequence, a tree-
based hierarchy is used. It is composed in a recursive manner. Given
an entity type that constitutes the root node, a child node is added for
each attribute. If its data type is not of primitive or enumeration type,
the hierarchy is extended in a fashion similar to Algorithm 13. That
is, if the data type is of an array type, child nodes are added for each
possible value in the index range. If the data type is of composite
type, child nodes are added for each component. The procedure is
repeated recursively for each newly added child node.

As next step, the hierarchy is traversed using depth-first search.
For each node, the numbers of visits is stored in the order of visiting.
Depth-first search visits each inner node twice during a full traversal.
Therefore, each node is annotated with two numbers representing
the first and the second visit. For leaves, the numbers are equal. The
counter holding the values is initialized with zero and increased after
a leaf is processed. To demonstrate the outcome, Figure 47 illustrates
the resulting hierarchy for the navigation-point table consistent to
Figure 20 and Listing 11.

Nav_Point

Identifier : String_8

Coord : Geo_Coord

Geo_Datum : RGS_Kind

Identifier[1] : CharIdentifier[0] : Char

Identifier[3] : CharIdentifier[2] : Char

Identifier[5] : CharIdentifier[4] : Char

Identifier[7] : CharIdentifier[6] : Char

0, 10

0, 0 1, 1

2, 2 3, 3

4, 4 5, 5

6, 6 7, 7

0, 7

8, 9

10, 10

Latitude : Decimal Longitude : Decimal

8, 8 9, 9

Figure 47: Type composition of route tuples
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The box in dark grey is the root node, which represents the entity
type Nav_Point. The boxes in light grey represent the entity type’s
attributes. As the attribute Identifier is of array type, the hierar-
chy continues with the array elements. The data type of the attribute
Coord is of composite type. Accordingly, the hierarchy continues with
its components. Finally, the attribute Geo_Datum is of enumeration
type and therefore is a leaf. The number pairs located left above each
box depict the visits from the depth-first search.

By combining the type hierarchy and the output of the PDGF, the
FlyDB’s test-input generator and the test oracle are capable to gener-
ate the test input, the expected output, as well as the mechanism to
compare the expected output with the actual output. For example, to
find a compare value for the query predicate ”navigation-point iden-
tifier equals”, the test-input generator selects an arbitrary line from
the PDGF output (see Listing 12), traverses the type hierarchy to find
the corresponding node, reads the number pair, and extracts the val-
ues of the subsequence accordingly. Based on the data provided in
Listing 12 and presumed that the input-data generator picked line 3,
the compare value results in the string ”PunOissP”. In oder to derive
the corresponding test output, the query predicate and the compare
value are passed together with the type hierarchy to the test oracle. It
iterates over all tuples in the test data, applies the logical operator to
the compare value and the proper subsequence of the current tuple,
and thus identifies the tuples matching the query predicate. As the
type hierarchy contains all the information about the structural com-
position of the involved data types, the test oracle then constructs the
comparison between the expected output and the actual output by
means of the ”unfolded” set of primitive, respectively enumeration
types. In context of the example, that is one comparison for each of
the eight characters in the navigation-point identifier.

This way, fully sound unit- and functional tests on a large scale can
be automatically derived from the declarative system specification of
a FlyDB variant. They achieve a statement coverage of 100%, fulfill
all requirements demanded by DO-178, and therefore can be used
as valuable assets in the course of an avionics software qualification
process.

5.4 traceability evidence

Traceability evidence is introduced by injecting machine-readable
comments into the source code of both the target FlyDB variant
and the corresponding unit- and functional tests. To this end, the
MOFM2T templates to perform the model transformation are ex-
tended, such that the generated procedures are provided with a suit-
able source-code comment as described in Section 2.4. That is, a tex-
tual description of the procedure’s purpose, a reference to the require-
ment that is satisfied by the procedure, and a reference to the test
cases validating the procedure. In order to find the requirements that
are satisfied by a procedure, Algorithm 14 is introduced.
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Algorithm 14

1: procedure Trace(procs, rm, p1)
2: res← {}

3: funcs← extract_functionalities(rm)

4: for func ∈ funcs do
5: for p2 ∈ procs do
6: if p1 implements func and p2 tests func then
7: res← res∪ {(req, func,p2)}
8: end if
9: end for

10: end for
11: return res
12: end procedure

As input, Algorithm 14 takes the full list of all procedures in the
source code of a FlyDB variant (parameter procs). Furthermore it
takes the FlyDB requirements model (parameter rm) and an object
that represents the target procedure (parameter p1). At first, the al-
gorithm initializes the result set (line 2) and extracts the list of func-
tionalities from the FlyDB requirements model (line 3). A function-
ality is considered as a model element that relates to an instance of
SysML::Block having the stereotype «requirement» by an instance of
UML::Association having the stereotype «satisfy». In terms of two
nested loops, the algorithm continues in order to find a pair of proce-
dures that require a bi-directional trace. That is, one procedure that
implements a functionality and one procedure that tests the same
functionality. Therefore, Algorithm 14 iterates over the functionali-
ties and the procedures in the outer, respectively inner loop (lines
4-5). During each iteration, it examines whether or not the input-
procedure implements- and the loop-procedure tests the current func-
tionality (line 6). Depending on the result, the algorithm adds a triple
consisting of the requirement, the functionality, and the related test-
procedure to the result set.

Given an input-procedure, Algorithm 14 returns not only a set of
related test-procedures, but also the connection between the require-
ment and the functionality. To introduce the traces, Algorithm 14 is
applied to each procedure in the source code. Finally, the outcomes
are processed by MOFM2T templates to generate the source-code
comments that constitute the traceability evidence in terms of soft-
ware verification and validation according to requirement-based test-
ing.

5.5 tooling

In terms of tooling, only open-source software was used. It is required
by law that the manufacturer of an aircraft is capable to maintain
the software across the entire life cycle. Mainly due to its very long-
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term support, PolarSys3 [Blo+12], an open-source tool suite for em-
bedded, model-based, mission- and safety-critical systems, was ap-
plied to cover all tasks of domain engineering and application engi-
neering. With the modeling component Papyrus4, the domain-specific
language FlyDSL as well as an initial instance of a FlyDB data model,
a FlyDB type model, a FlyDB requirements model, and a FlyDB vari-
ability model was specified. The model-transformation rules were im-
plemented using the component Acceleo5, which provides a full im-
plementation of the MOFM2T language. PolarSys is open-source and
licensed under EPL6

1.0. It is approved by the Open Source Initiative7

and categorized as free software by the Free Software Foundation8.

5.6 summary

The chapter presents the methods applied to perform the model trans-
formation of the FlyDB framework. With the MOFM2T language, it in-
troduces a suitable technique to implement the model-transformation
rules. To this end, the FlyDB framework follows a template-based ap-
proach using MOFM2T templates, parameterized with SysML model
elements to derive the implementation of a FlyDB variant. Further-
more, the same template-based approach is applied to generate suit-
able qualification assets. MOFM2T templates are applied to automat-
ically generate unit tests, functional tests, and traceability evidence.
To provide the necessary dataset on which the tests can operate, an
interface to the PDGF framework is proposed. It is a flexible, generic,
and parallel data generator that is capable to derive relational data
with respect to referential integrity. Its is configured, controlled, and
executed as part of the model transformation in form of MOFM2T
marcos. The outcomes serve as resources for the test-input genera-
tor, as well as the test oracle. Both must not rely on the concept of
data types, as type definitions do not come into play until the FlyDB
type model is provided at generation time. To determine which val-
ues of the PDGF’s output belong to which attribute of a test tuple, a
tree-based type hierarchy is proposed. It enables the efficient identifi-
cation of attribute values in sequential data structures as the PDGF’s
output.

This way, a comprehensive approach for software test automation
in context of data management is proposed, that is used in the FlyDB
framework to automatically generate unit tests, functional tests, and
traceability evidence at 100% statement coverage. Furthermore, the
technical realization is feasible without relying on expensive tools.
By using free and open-source tools only, the FlyDB framework does
not involve any upfront costs, which is highly beneficial from an eco-
nomic point of view.

3 http://www.polarsys.org, last checked May 30, 2018

4 https://www.eclipse.org/papyrus/, last checked May 30, 2018

5 http://www.acceleo.org, last checked May 30, 2018

6 http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html, last checked May 30, 2018

7 https://opensource.org/licenses/alphabetical, last checked May 30, 2018

8 https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/license-list.html, last checked May 30, 2018
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6
E X P E R I M E N TA L E VA L U AT I O N

This chapter describes the series of experiments that was conducted
to demonstrate the practicability of asset-based development in avion-
ics systems based on the example of the FlyDB framework. To this
end, the FlyDB is systematically compared with the former data-
management component List Management in terms of memory con-
sumption and runtime performance. Section 6.1 presents the exper-
iments regarding memory consumption. Section 6.2 focuses on the
experiments regarding runtime performance. Section 6.3 concludes
the chapter.

6.1 memory consumption

This section reports on the setup, conduct, and result of an ex-
periment regarding memory consumption. Using a real-world data
schema from Airbus Helicopters, the memory footprint of the FlyDB
is compared with the one of the List Management. However, to the
best of the authors knowledge, there is no non-commercial tool avail-
able that can measure the static memory footprint of Ada programs.
To overcome this shortcoming, a solution called ASTMA (Ada STatic
Memory Analysis) is proposed in Subsection 6.1.1. Afterwards, the
hard- and software setup of the experiment is explained in Subsec-
tion 6.1.2. In Subsection 6.1.3, the conduct is detailed. Ultimately, the
section closes with the results in Subsection 6.1.4.

6.1.1 Measuring Memory Consumption

Measuring the static memory footprint of Ada programs is challeng-
ing, because the size of an object may not necessarily be equal to the
size of its type. In Ada, the instrument to yield the size of an element
is the representation attribute ’SIZE. However, it is applicable to both
objects and types (see Ada Reference Manual, Section 13.7.2 [83]). If
applied to a type or a subtype, it yields the minimum number of bits
that is needed to hold any possible object of this type or subtype. If it
is applied to an object, it yields the actual number of bits allocated
to hold the object. The difference is particularly important in case of
variant records, a special class of composite types in Ada, where the
presence or absence of a component depends on the value of a dis-
criminant (see Ada Reference Manual, Section 3.8.1 [83]). Thus, an
instance of a variant record may be considerably larger than the min-
imum number of bits to hold the smallest possible instance. Both the
FlyDB, as well as the List Management, utilize variant records in its
implementation.

87
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ASTMA’s approach to address this issue is to measure the actual
size of an object after it is allocated in memory at runtime. The idea
is to inject the measurement code into the elaboration routine, which
is an integral part of the start-up mechanism. In Ada, elaboration
is referred to as phase, in which variables and resources are set up.
Elaboration code arises in the following contexts: variable initializ-
ers, package initializers, and library-level task allocators. By the lan-
guages’ specification, each dependent unit needs to elaborate before
the main program code can execute. The compiler therefore generates
a procedure that contains the elaboration instructions. In the step be-
tween compilation and linking, called binding, the elaboration code
is injected into the program. At start-up, the operating system thread
initializes the runtime environment, performs program elaboration
next, and only then executes the main procedure.

The operating principle of ASTMA is illustrated in Figure 48. It
consists of 4 consecutive steps.

Clone Instrument Compile & 
Execute

Aggregate

Figure 48: ASTMA operating principle

Given the path to the directory of the software system under exam-
ination, ASTMA creates a clone of the source code as first step. After-
wards, it parses the clone in search of static variable declarations. For
each finding, the tool adds a statement to the source code, declaring
a boolean dummy-variable that is initialized by a function provided
by ASTMA. As input parameter, this function takes the variable’s full
qualified name, as well as the size of the referenced object. By contrast
to conventional variable initializers, the purpose of ASTMA’s function
is not to provide a suitable value, but to expose an object’s size for
further processing. Therefore it prints the input parameters to the
standard output stream (stdout) and afterwards returns an arbitrary
value. This second step is referred to as code instrumentation.

Listing 14 presents a code example. In lines 3-7, it defines an exem-
plary composite type, followed by a static variable declaration of that
type. Lines 13-15 demonstrate the code instrumentation by ASTMA.
It shows a boolean dummy-variable that is initialized by ASTMA’s
function to measure and expose the full qualified name, as well as
the object size, of the previously allocated static variable.

After finishing instrumentation, the source code of the clone is com-
piled and executed on a host computer. As a consequence, the full
qualified name of each static variable, as well as the exact size of the
referenced object are printed to the standard output stream. Finally,
ASTMA analyses the outputs, aggregates the object’s sizes, prints the
outcome and terminates.
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1 package ASTMA_Example is

2 -- exemplary composite type

3 type Example_Type is

4 record

5 Component_A : String_32;

6 Component_B : Integer;

7 end record;

8

9 Variable_1 : Example_Type;

10

11 -- dummy variable-initializer

12 Dummy_1 : Boolean := ASTMA.Print

13 (Id => "ASTMA_Example.Variable_1",
14 Size => Variable_1’SIZE);

15 end ASTMA_Example;

Listing 14: Example of ASTMA’s code instrumentation

The tool is open source and available at GitHub1, licensed under
MIT as free software.

6.1.2 Hard- and Software Setup

The experiment was carried out on a Raspberry Pi 2 single-board
computer. The hardware specification is listed in Table 13.

Architecture ARMv7-A (32-bit)

SoC Broadcom BCM2836

CPU 900 MHz 32-bit quad-core ARM Cortex-A7

GPU Broadcom VideoCore IV @ 250 MHz

RAM 1 GB (shared with GPU)

Storage MicroSDHC, 8GB Class 10

Table 3: Hardware specification of the Raspberry Pi 2

To operate the Raspberry Pi, Raspbian2 was used as operating
system [KTJ18]. A stand-alone application was created that includes
functional equivalent variants of both the List Management the FlyDB
in a single software executable.

In terms of the data schema, the entity types of the FlyDB data
model presented in Figure 20 were used. These are: Waypoint, Bea-
con, Routepoint, and Route. For the variant configuration, the speci-
fication of the FlyDB variability model presented in Figure 23 was
used. It defines 140 tuples of Waypoint, 60 tuples of Beacon, 150 tu-
ples of Routepoint, and 6 tuples of Route. In terms of the query profile,

1 https://github.com/andreas-woelfl/astma, last checked May 30, 2018

2 https://www.raspbian.org/
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the data-management components were limited to select tuples by
textual identifier only. In the remainder, this real-world scenario is
referred to as Guidance Variant.

The implementation of the data-management components was
combined into a single code base. The respective software packages
were imported into an otherwise functionless Ada program. Listing
15 shows the source code of the main procedure. Afterwards, ASTMA
was applied to instrument the program and measure the static mem-
ory footprint (see Subsection 6.1.1).

1 import LSTM; -- elaborate the List Management

2 import FlyDB; -- elaborate the FlyDB

3

4 procedure Main is

5 begin

6 -- do nothing

7 null;

8 end Main;

Listing 15: Main procedure of the application to measure the memory
footprint of the List Management and the FlyDB

To compile the software, GNAT GPL 2016
3 was used [SB94], an

open source frontend to the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC). Since
2015, AdaCore4 includes a cross-development environment for the
Raspberry Pi. The binder of the GNAT GPL recognizes and dissolves
the import dependencies in the main procedure and thus, injects the
code to elaborate the List Management and the FlyDB before jumping
into the main procedure.

6.1.3 Conduct

In order to obtain the static memory footprint of both the List Man-
agement and the FlyDB in context of Guidance Variant, the applica-
tion described in Subsection 6.1.2 was executed via the command
line interface on the Raspberry Pi 2. As the source code of both data-
management components was instrumented by ASTMA, the size of
each static object is printed to the standard output stream. By means
of the full qualified name, each variable was assigned to either the
List Management or the FlyDB. By computing the sum of the respec-
tive variables’ sizes, the static memory footprint was calculated for
both data-management components.

6.1.4 Results

Figure 49 presents the results of the memory measurement. The y-
axis depicts the memory consumption in bytes. The x-axis lists the
entity types on the left and an aggregation over all entity types at the

3 The toolkit can be downloaded at http://libre.adacore.com and is free to use for
non-commercial or academic purposes under the GPL licence.

4 The company that maintains GNAT, http://www.adacore.com
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right-hand side. The blue bars belong to the List Management, the
orange bars belong to the FlyDB. On top of each bar, the memory
consumption is shown as absolute value and the ratio in proportion
to the total memory footprint of the List Management.
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Figure 49: Memory footprint of the List Management and the FlyDB

As the main result, the FlyDB has a substantial smaller memory
footprint than the List Management. In case of Guidance Variant, the
FlyDB achieves a reduction by a factor of 6.35 from 389516 bytes down
to 61344 bytes.

Of particular note is the large difference regarding the entity types
Routepoint and Waypoint. The rationale behind this is as follows: An
analysis of the List Management’s source code revealed that for these
entity types, the List Management maintains a copy of the data struc-
tures that serves as swap memory for the sorting algorithm. This
leads to a doubling of the memory consumption.

Furthermore, the List Management implements two approaches
to realize relationships. The first method realizes a many-to-one re-
lationship between two entity types X and Y by dividing the se-
quence of the tuples of X into numbered sub-sequences {X ′

1...X ′
n}.

Each X ′
i ∈ {X ′

1...X ′
n} is considered as an independent entity type and

implemented as separate list. The relationship is established by the
convention that all tuples X ′

i are related to the tuple yi ∈ Y, i.e., the
tuple at the i-th position in the sequence of the tuples in Y. The sec-
ond approach realizes a many-to-one relationship by extending the
attributes of X with selected attributes of Y. A wrapper governs the
data access and maintains consistent copies of the selected attributes
in both X and Y.

Both methods are inefficient in terms of memory consumption.
While the first method causes overhead by splitting up an entity type
into multiple lists, the second approach introduces an substantial
amount of redundancy. In case of Guidance Variant, the List Manage-
ment realizes the entity type Routepoint in the form of 6 separate lists
of size 25, where 7 of 12 attributes are copies from Waypoint or Beacon.
By contrast, the FlyDB realizes Routepoint as a single database table
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that maintains relationships according to the foreign key principle. In
consequence, the FlyDB eliminates both the overhead and the redun-
dancy, which is a fundamental architectural difference that leads to a
significantly smaller memory footprint.

6.2 runtime performance

This section reports on the setup, conduct, and results of a series of ex-
periments to evaluate the runtime performance of the FlyDB. To this
end, the execution times of the FlyDB are compared with the ones of
the List Management based on a real-world data schema and query
profile. The tests were carried out on a real-world avionics computer,
whose hard- and software setup is described in Subsection 6.2.1. Af-
terwards, in Subsection 6.2.2, the experiments’ conduct is explained.
Ultimately, the section closes with the results in Subsection 6.2.3.

6.2.1 Hard- and Software Setup

The experiments were executed on the CMTC computer, a modu-
lar and standardized component of the NH90 avionics infrastructure.
Due to obsolescence, the hardware platform of the CMTC computer
changed twice during the life cycle of the NH90 helicopter. However,
aircraft manufacturers are legally bound to maintain each revision
of avionics equipment over the entire life-cycle of an aircraft. This
also includes avionics computers. As a consequence, changes to the
embedded software need to be deployable to all hardware platforms.
To demonstrate the applicability of the FlyDB even on legacy systems,
the oldest generation platform of the CMTC computer, manufactured
in the late 1980s, was used. The components are outlined in Figure
50.

MC68040
(20 Mhz)

ROM Global
RAM

ARINC
I/O

RS485 
I/O

DISCR
I/O

2* MIL
I/O

IO/
IBC2

DEBUG
RS232

RAM NVM

MC68040
(25 Mhz)

ROM Global
RAM

IO/
IBC2

DEBUG
RS232

RAM NVM

Classified Memory

CMTC Computer

Bus Interface Board (BIB)

Data Processing Module (DPM4)

System Bus

Figure 50: Architecture of the CMTC Computer

The CMTC computer consists of two boards: the Bus Interface Board
(BIB) and the Data Processing Module (DPM4). The BIB handles the
communication with other avionics devices. The board is equipped
with several I/O interfaces including two MILBUS 1553, one AR-
INC 429 (IBC2 port), and six RS482 (GLU port). The DPM4 serves as
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general purpose data processing unit. Both boards have a Motorola
MC68040

5 CPU running at 20 MHz, respectively 25 MHz. They share
the same memory architecture that consists of two volatile memory
units (RAM, Global RAM), and two non-volatile memory units (ROM,
NVM). The executable object code is stored in the ROM. Further non-
volatile and mission-related data is stored in the NVM module. The
Global RAM serves as shared memory and is accessible from both
the BIB and the DPM4. Furthermore, both CPUs are equipped with
a real-time hardware clock that has an accuracy of one microsecond.
For debugging, a serial RS-232 interface is provided.

The DPM4 was used to execute the runtime performance tests. To
operate the board, the mainline of the NH90 System Software6 was
branched from the revision-control system of Guidance Variant. Into
this version, the same functional equivalent variants of the FlyDB and
the List Management were integrated as described in Subsection 6.1.3.
Since the NH90 System Software operates a rate-monotonic scheduler
[Kle+12], high priority tasks might interrupt and invalidate the run-
time data. Therefore, ASTMA’s approach to invoke the experiment
code via variable initializers was adopted (see Subsection 6.1.1). This
way, the test routines were executed before the operating systems’
scheduler took control over tasking.

To compile the source code, the integrated development environ-
ment at Airbus Helicopters was used, which is based on IBM Ratio-
nal Apex Ada7. To deploy the software to the DPM4 board of the
CMTC computer, the toolset of the NH90 testbench on-site at Airbus
Helicopters was used.

6.2.2 Conduct

In concurrent real-time avionics systems, it is mandatory to guarantee
the schedulability of the embedded software [LL73], which relies on
the estimation of the worst-case execution times (WCETs) [Har+98].
Therefore, the runtime performance of the FlyDB and the List Man-
agement is evaluated based on the WCETs of the CRUD operations.
Without loss of generality, we assume that both data-management
components include the same entity type, e.g. Waypoint. The corre-
sponding technical realization (list or table) is referred to as entity
collection. Furthermore, we assume that all tuples have an identifier
of type String that defines the requisite order in the List Manage-
ment. Then, the worst-case scenarios for the CRUD operations are as
follows:

• Create: Inserting a tuple into an entity collection that has room
for exactly one more element. Furthermore, the new tuple must
have an identifier greater than the maximum identifier of the

5 Static CMOS, 0.6µm fabrication process, CISC instructions, 11 MFlops @ 40 Mhz
6 The operating system of the CMTC computer.
7 ftp://ftp.software.ibm.com/software/rational/web/datasheets/eol/

d137e-apexada.pdf, last checked May 30, 2018
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tuples already existing. This will trigger a full examination of
the entity collection.

• Read: Searching for tuples in a completely filled entity-
collection having an identifier greater than the maximum iden-
tifier of the tuples already existing. This will trigger a full ex-
amination of the entity collection, but return an empty result
set.

• Update: Updating tuples in a completely filled entity-collection
having an identifier greater than the maximum identifier of the
tuples already existing. This will trigger a full examination of
the entity collection, but won’t find any matches to update.

• Delete: Deleting tuples in a completely filled entity-collection
having an identifier greater than the maximum identifier of the
tuples already existing. This will trigger a full examination of
the entity collection, but won’t find a any matches to delete.

In order to determine the worst-case runtimes of the CRUD oper-
ations, a measurement-based approach according to Wilhelm et. al.
[Gri13] is applied. The procedure is outlined in Algorithm 15. The al-

Algorithm 15

1: procedure Evaluate_Runtime_Performance(op, max, rep)
2: t← int[rep][max]

3: for i = 0 to rep do
4: reset_flydb()
5: reset_lstm()

6: for j = 0 to max do
7: prepare_worst_case(op, j)
8: c1← clock()

9: execute_flydb(op)
10: c2← clock()

11: execute_lstm(ent,op)
12: c3← clock()

13: t[i][j]← (c2− c1, c3− c2)
14: end for
15: end for
16: runtimes← median(t)

17: return runtimes
18: end procedure

gorithm takes as input parameter a reference to the operation under
test (parameter op), the maximum size of the target entity collection
(parameter max), and the number of repetitions (parameter rep). The
algorithm is composed of two nested loops. The outer loop repeats
the experiment and resets both data-management components to an
initial state (line 4-5). The timing measurements are performed in the
inner loop. The loop variable j determines the amount of tuples that
are pre-filled into both data-management components. Depending on
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its value, a setup routine prepares the data-management components
to be in an equivalent worst-case state (line 7). Ultimately, the algo-
rithm successively executes the operation under test with the FlyDB
(line 9) and the List Management (line 11). Around each procedure
call, it takes the system time from the hardware clock and thus, ob-
tains the execution time by differentiating the end time from the start
time. As result, the algorithm returns the median of the measure-
ments over all repetitions.

The runtime analysis was conducted according to Algorithm 15 for
each CRUD operation based on the entity type Waypoint of Guidance
Variant. The corresponding entity collections had a maximum size of
140 tuples. For each CRUD operation, the experiment was repeated
10000 times.

6.2.3 Results

The following paragraphs present the outcome of the runtime per-
formance tests. For each CRUD operation, the timing values are il-
lustrated in the form of a chart, the rationale behind the results is
discussed, and the key data is presented as absolute values. In addi-
tion, the runtimes of the FlyDB are compared with the ones of the
List Management.

create Figure 51 shows the result for the median measurement
of the create operation. The x-axis gives the number of tuples that
are pre-filled before the operation is executed. The y-axis depicts the
runtime of inserting one tuple in microseconds. The blue curve repre-
sents the List Management, the orange curve represents the FlyDB.
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Figure 51: Runtime of the create operation performed on the CMTC com-
puter

Both curves show smaller jumps that occur when the number of
pre-filled tuples is a power of two (i.e., at x = 2j, j ∈ {1..7}). Further-
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more, bigger jumps occur on x-values halfway between smaller jumps
(i.e., at x = (2j + 2j+1)/2, j ∈ {1..6}). In the remainder, these jumps are
referred to as Ja, respectively Jb. In the figures of this section, jumps
of type Ja are illustrated as dotted lines and jumps of type Jb are
illustrated as dashed lines (e.g. see Figure 51).

Regarding the List Management, the function is a step function
showing logarithmic asymptotic behavior that exhibits jumps of type
Ja, as well as jumps of type Jb. Between two jumps, the curve has
piecewise linear segments. The timing values have an absolute in-
crease of 372.0µs, which corresponds to a relative increase of 437.65%
over the whole range of experiments. In case of the FlyDB, the func-
tion is also a step function that exhibits tiny jumps of type Ja, as well
as an overlapping periodic noise. The timing values have an absolute
increase of 46.0µs, which corresponds to a relative increase of 24.08%
over the whole range of experiments.

The rationale behind the results is as follows: the List Manage-
ment stores new tuples in ordered fashion. Hence, it performs binary
search to find the correct the position in the list, causing the jumps of
type Ja. The piecewise linear segments, as well as the jumps of type
Jb, result from maintaining the list, such as re-arranging elements. By
contrast, the FlyDB employs an index structure in the form of an AVL
tree to establish the order. The overlapping periodic noise in Figure
51 is caused by its self-balancing routines. Regarding inserts, an AVL
tree rotates not more than once [Knu98]. However, it matters whether
and at which height the rotation occurs. At sizes equal to a power of
two, the data structure does not rotate at all, which causes the neg-
ative peaks in Figure 51. At sizes halfway between powers of two,
the rotation is performed at the root node, which causes the positive
peaks in Figure 51.

As performance indicators to compare the data-management com-
ponents in terms of the create operation, the runtime at x = 1 (Rt
min), the runtime at x = 140 (Rt max), the average height of jumps
of type Ja (Hgt(Ja)), the average height of jumps of type Jb (Hgt(Jb)),
and the standard deviation of the piecewise segments (Std Dev), are
highlighted. Table 4 provides the corresponding values.

list management flydb ratio

Rt min 85.00µs 191.00µs 0.45

Rt max 457.00µs 237.00µs 1.93

Hgt(Ja) 21.00µs± 0.00µs 2.00µs± 0.82µs 10.50

Hgt(Jb) 31.00µs± 0.00µs −2.67µs± 5.51µs -11.62

Std. Dev. 18.50µs 3.45µs 5.37

Table 4: Key results of the create operation (CMTC computer)

In conclusion, the FlyDB outperforms the List Management consid-
erably. It reaches the break-even point at a size of 12 pre-filled tuples.
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Although both systems scale logarithmically, the FlyDB’s relative in-
crease is insignificant. Regarding the WCET at maximum size, the
FlyDB requires less than the half runtime for the insert operation as
the List Management.

read Figure 52 shows the result for the median measurement of
the read operation. As for the create operation, the x-axis gives the
number of tuples that are pre-filled before the operation is executed.
The y-axis depicts the runtime of retrieving one tuple in microsec-
onds. The blue curve represents the List Management, the orange
curve represents the FlyDB.
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Figure 52: Runtime of the read operation performed on the CMTC computer

Regarding the List Management, the function is a step function
showing logarithmic asymptotic behavior that exhibits jumps of type
Ja. Between two jumps, the curve has piecewise constant segments.
The timing values have an absolute increase of 170.0µs, which cor-
responds to a relative increase of 340.0% over the whole range of
experiments. In case of the FlyDB, the function is also a step function.
Although barely visible in Figure 52, the function exhibits jumps of
type Ja, whose existence is demonstrated by means of the study in
Appendix A.3. The timing values have an absolute increase of 7.0µs,
which corresponds to a relative increase of 5.15% over the whole
range of experiments.

The rationale behind the results is as follows: the List Management
performs a binary search on the corresponding list to find matching
tuples. The FlyDB performs an index search on the corresponding
AVL tree to find the location of matching tuples in memory. The run-
times of both procedures depend on the size of the data structure and
increase logarithmically, which causes the jumps of type Ja.

As performance indicators to compare the data-management com-
ponents in terms of the read operation, the runtime at x = 1 (Rt min),
the runtime at x = 140 (Rt max), the average height of jumps of type
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Ja (Hgt(Ja)), and the standard deviation of the piecewise constant seg-
ments (Std Dev), are highlighted. Table 5 provides the corresponding
values.

list management flydb ratio

Rt min 50.00µs 136.00µs 0.37

Rt max 220.00µs 143.00µs 1.54

Hgt(Ja) 25.00µs± 0.00µs 0.88µs± 0.25µs 28.57

Std. Dev. 2.61µs 0.68µs 3.84

Table 5: Key results of the read operation (CMTC computer)

In conclusion, the FlyDB outperforms the List Management con-
siderably. It reaches the break-even point at a size of 16 pre-filled
tuples. The FlyDB’s relative increase is hardly detectable. Regarding
the WCET at maximum size, the FlyDB requires less than two thirds
the runtime for the read operation as the List Management.

update With the performance mode and general-purpose mode,
the List Management supports two implementations of the update
operation. The performance mode is applied until a change to the
data is made that requires a rearrangement of the list elements. From
then on, the general-purpose mode is used. Next, the principle of
both modes is subsequently described and afterwards, the results of
the runtime performance evaluation are presented.

Performance Mode In performance mode, the List Management
analytically calculates the location of the tuple to be updated. For this
to work properly, a write-protected integer-attribute, called handle, is
attached to new tuples during insert. Its value is calculated as follows:

Let t be a tuple and let p(t) be the initial position of t in the list.
Furthermore, let m be a constant that denotes the maximum size of
the list. Then, the handle of a tuple h(t) is calculated as follows:

h(t) = p(t) ∗ (m+ 2) (1)

By solving Equation 1 for the initial position as in Equation 2, the
performance mode estimates the location of the tuple to update in
the list.

p(t) =
h(t)

(m+ 2)
(2)

However, Equation 2 delivers the correct value only if the initial
position of the tuple remains unmodified over the runtime period.
To verify whether or not a tuple has changed its position, the List
Management probes the handle of the updated tuple and the handle
of the existing tuple at the estimated position. If the values agree, the
operation writes the updated tuple to the estimated position, verifies
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the order using binary search, and rearranges the tuples if necessary.
If the values do not agree, the List Management falls back to the
general-purpose mode.

The principle is clarified by means of the following example. As-
sume that an instance of the List Management hosts a list of size 999,
in which subsequently three tuples identified by "E", "F", and "G" are
inserted. The tuples are stored in lexicographical order and assigned
handles according to Equation 1. Table 6 illustrates the list’s current
state.

position handle identifier

1 1001 E

2 2002 F

3 3003 G

Table 6: Update operation: initial state of the list

Now, assume that the tuple "G" is retrieved from the List Manage-
ment, the identifier is updated to "B", and the update operation is in-
voked. As first step, the update operation estimates the position of the
modified tuple using Equation 2, which returns position 3. It checks
whether or not the handle of the modified tuple matches the handle
of the existing tuple at position 3, and as they agree, it concludes
that the order was not changed by previous updates. The procedure
continues by writing the updated tuple to position 3, followed by a
binary search, which reveals that the identifier ”B” is supported to be
at position 1 instead of 3. To restore the order, the update operation
shifts the remaining tuples one position to the right and moves the
modified tuple to position 1. Table 7 illustrates the list’s current state.

position handle identifier

1 3003 B

2 1001 E

3 2002 F

Table 7: Update operation: intermediate state of the list

At this point, the position and the handles do not correlate any-
more. In consequence, any further updates are executed in general-
purpose mode, which is described next.

General Purpose Mode In general-purpose mode, the location of
the tuple to be updated is obtained by iterating over the list (in con-
trast to analytically calculating the position as in performance mode).
In case of a successful search, the update operation writes the tuple
to the resulting position. Analogously to the performance mode, it
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verifies the order using binary search and rearranges the tuples if
necessary afterwards.

Following up on the previous example, assume that the tuple "F"
is updated by modifying the identifier to "A". Then, the List Manage-
ment’s update operation first guesses the position, which results in
an estimate of position 2. As the handle of tuple ”F” and the han-
dle of tuple ”B” mismatch, the update operation initiates a sequential
search. It finds a matching tuple at position 3, writes the modified
tuple to that position, recognizes an order violation as a result from
a binary search, and moves the tuple to position 1. Table 8 illustrates
the list’s final state.

position handle identifier

1 2002 A

2 3003 B

3 1001 E

Table 8: Update operation: final state of the list

In practise, however, the general-purpose mode is rarely employed,
as key attributes defining the order are unlikely to change. Regarding
the application in the NH90 System Software, the function is even
disabled in many cases. Nonetheless, in order to obtain conclusive
results, the runtime performance of the update operation in perfor-
mance mode and in general-purpose are evaluated separately. The
results are presented below.

Figure 53 shows the result for the median measurement of the up-
date operation in performance mode. As for the create operation, the
x-axis gives the number of tuples that are pre-filled before the opera-
tion is executed. The y-axis depicts the runtime of modifying non-key
attributes of one tuple in microseconds. The blue curve represents the
List Management, the orange curve represents the FlyDB.

Regarding the List Management, the function is a step function
showing logarithmic asymptotic behavior that exhibits jumps of type
Ja. Between two jumps, the curve has piecewise linear segments.
The timing values have an absolute increase of 280.0µs, which cor-
responds to a relative increase of 271.84% over the whole range of
experiments. In case of the FlyDB, the function is also a step function
that exhibits tiny jumps of type Ja, as well as an overlapping periodic
noise. The timing values have an absolute increase of 88.0µs, which
corresponds to a relative increase of 40.93% over the whole range of
experiments.

The rationale behind the results is similar to the create operation.
That is, the List Management performs a binary search to find the
position of the tuple to be updated, causing the jumps of type Ja. The
piecewise linear segments result from re-arranging the list elements.
Regarding the FlyDB, the jumps of type Ja are associated with the in-
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Figure 53: Runtime of the update operation in performance mode per-
formed on the CMTC computer

dex search performed to find the location the tuple to be updated. The
overlapping periodic noise is caused by the AVL tree’s self-balancing
routines.

As performance indicators to compare the data-management com-
ponents in terms of the update operation in performance mode, the
runtime at x = 1 (Rt min), the runtime at x = 140 (Rt max), the aver-
age height of jumps of type Ja (Hgt(Ja)), and the standard deviation
of the piecewise constant segments (Std Dev), are highlighted. Table
9 provides the corresponding values.

list management flydb ratio

Rt min 103.00µs 215.00µs 0.48

Rt max 383.00µs 303.00µs 1.26

Hgt(Ja) 18.75µs± 0.50µs 0.50µs± 3.11µs 37.50

Hgt(Jb) 6.33µs± 0.58µs 1.00µs± 1.00µs 6.33

Std. Dev. 4.94µs 4.36µs 1.13

Table 9: Key results of the update operation in performance mode (CMTC
computer)

Figure 54 shows the result for the median measurement of the up-
date operation in general purpose mode. As for the create operation,
the x-axis gives the number of tuples that are pre-filled before the
operation is executed. The y-axis depicts the runtime of modifying
non-key attributes of one tuple in microseconds. The blue curve rep-
resents the List Management, the orange curve represents the FlyDB.

Regarding the List Management, the function is a straight that
raises with a gradient of 16.29. The timing values have an abso-
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Figure 54: Runtime of the update operation in general purpose mode per-
formed on the CMTC computer

lute increase of 2265.0µs, which corresponds to a relative increase of
2220.59% over the whole range of experiments. In case of the FlyDB
the curve is the same as in performance mode, except for minor devi-
ations of not more than ±3µs.

The rationale behind the List Management’s results is the list iter-
ation in the general purpose mode. It causes the runtime complexity
to degrade from logarithmic to linear, resulting in an sixfold deterio-
ration of the timing values. The FlyDB remains unaffected thereby.

As performance indicators to compare the data-management com-
ponents in terms of the update operation in general-purpose mode,
the runtime at x = 1 (Rt min), and the runtime at x = 140 (Rt max),
are highlighted. Table 10 provides the corresponding values.

list management flydb ratio

Rt min 102.00µs 214.00µs 0.48

Rt max 2367.00µs 303.00µs 7.81

Std. Dev. 86.39µs 4.61µs 18.74

Table 10: Key results of the update operation in general purpose mode
(CMTC computer)

In both modes, the FlyDB surpasses the List Management. The dif-
ference is particularly remarkable in general-purpose mode, where
the List Management performs linearly as opposed to logarithmically
in case of the FlyDB. Regarding the general-purpose mode, the FlyDB
reaches the break-even point at a size of 4 pre-filled tuples. Regard-
ing the performance mode, the break-even point is at a size of 48

pre-filled tuples.
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delete Figure 55 shows the result for the median measurement of
the delete operation. The x-axis gives the number of tuples that are
pre-filled before the operation is executed. The y-axis depicts the run-
time of modifying non-key attributes of one tuple in microseconds.
The blue curve represents the List Management, the orange curve
represents the FlyDB.
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Figure 55: Runtime of the delete operation on the CMTC computer

Regarding the List Management, the function is a straight that
raises with a gradient of 13.82. The timing values have an abso-
lute increase of 1931.0µs, which corresponds to a relative increase of
2758.57% over the whole range of experiments. In case of the FlyDB,
the function is a step function that exhibits tiny jumps of type Ja, as
well as an overlapping periodic noise. The timing values have an ab-
solute increase of 41.0µs, which corresponds to a relative increase of
20.3% over the whole range of experiments.

The rationale behind the results is the same as for the update opera-
tion in general-purpose mode. That is, the List Management performs
an list iteration to search for the tuple to be deleted, causing the lin-
early increasing runtimes of the blue curve. Regarding the FlyDB, the
jumps of type Ja are associated with the index search performed to
find the location the tuple to be updated. The overlapping periodic
noise is caused by the AVL tree’s self-balancing routines.

However, compared to the List Management, the characteristics of
the FlyDB’s delete operation are barely visible in Figure 55. There-
fore, the jump at a size of 64 is pointed out in a detail enlargement,
presented in Figure 56. The range of the x-axis is narrowed down to
[50, 80] and the range of the y-axis is narrowed down to [230µs, 245µs].
Besides the absolute values as light-grey curve, the conditional means
was added using a locally weighted scatterplot smoothing [CG91].
The result is depicted as orange curve and the dark grey area around
the orange curve, which displays the confidence interval (90%). Ul-
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Figure 56: Detail enlargement of the delete operation performed on the
CMTC computer

timately, the jump at x = 64 is clearly recognisable, as well as the
periodic noise of the AVL tree’s self-balancing routines.

As performance indicators to compare the data-management com-
ponents in terms of the delete operation, the runtime at x = 1 (Rt
min), the runtime at x = 140 (Rt max), the average height of jumps
of type Ja (Hgt(Ja)), and the standard deviation of the piecewise con-
stant segments (Std Dev), are highlighted. Table 11 provides the cor-
responding values.

list management flydb ratio

Rt min 70.00µs 202.00µs 0.35

Rt max 2001.00µs 243.00µs 8.23

Hgt(Ja) 85.50µs± 7.55µs 2.50µs± 1.00µs 34.20

Std. Dev. 81.64µs 3.42µs 23.90

Table 11: Key results of the delete operation (CMTC computer)

In conclusion, the FlyDB clearly outperforms the List Management.
It reaches the break-even point at a size of 15 pre-filled tuples. As for
the other operations, the FlyDB’s relative increase is minor. Regard-
ing the WCET at maximum size, the FlyDB requires more than an
eightfold the runtime as the List Management regarding the delete
operation.

6.3 summary

In this chapter, the practicability of asset-based development and
the FlyDB is demonstrated by means of an experimental evaluation.
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Therefore, the FlyDB’s memory footprint is analyzed and the worst-
case execution times of the data-management component’s data pro-
cessing operations were measured. In addition, a platform indepen-
dent technique is presented to measure the static memory consump-
tion of a program written in Ada. By means of a real-world scenario, a
systematic comparison is conducted between the FlyDB and the List
Management, the established solution for data management at Air-
bus Helicopters. Based on the results thus obtained, I make following
conclusions:

The FlyDB and asset-based development are best suited to realize
data-management in the avionics domain. My solution outperforms
the established software component in every respect. By a factor of
6.37, the experimental evaluation reveales a substantial enhancement
in terms of memory consumption regarding the real-world scenario.
Furthermore, the FlyDB significantly outperforms the List Manage-
ment in terms of runtime performance. The improvements range
from factor 1.54 as for the read operation up to factor 7.81 as for the
update operation. Of particular note are the relative increases regard-
ing the runtimes with growing size. Although both data-management
components show asymptotic logarithmic behaviour in most cases,
the FlyDB’s growth is considerably smaller. This is also evident in
the lab study that was conducted with a Raspberry Pi as hardware
platform (see Annex A). In this series of experiments, the results were
replicated based on the same method as described in this chapter, but
the size of the List Management was extended to the maximum pos-
sible value. The results agree with the ones obtained on the avionics
hardware, which further corroborates my outcomes.

In summary, the FlyDB and asset-based development are not only
capable to cope with the functional- and non-functional requirements
of data-management in the NH90 helicopter. As the results indicate,
the approach is moreover suitable in general to realize complex sce-
narios while preserving real-time capabilities at a large scale. The
benefits become apparent in both new and old projects, as it is shown
that the resource consumption and runtime performance suffices for
old generation avionics hardware. Hence, introducing the FlyDB as
data-management component might not only enrich new software
systems, but also improve legacy software by relaxing potential re-
source scarcity.
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M E M O RY O P T I M I Z AT I O N

This chapter presents an domain specific optimization realized with
asset-based development. It tackles the problem of memory scarcity
on the NH90’s avionics computers by enhancing the memory manage-
ment of the FlyDB. The optimization addresses the superset approach,
a method developed and applied at Airbus Helicopters to pack the
code of multiple variants into a single software executable. Although
the superset approach facilitates the deployment and the delivery of
avionics software, it is problematic in terms of data management as
it significantly bloats the memory footprint of the software binary. To
overcome this shortcoming, an optimization technique is proposed
based on memory overlays.

The chapter is structured as follows: Section 7.1 introduces the su-
perset approach and discusses impacts on the development process at
Airbus Helicopters. Section 7.2 addresses the issues regarding data-
management in the superset context. Section 7.3 presents the mem-
ory optimization technique. Section 7.4 describes the realization by
means of extending the FlyDB toolchain using asset-based develop-
ment. The effectiveness in terms of memory savings is demonstrated
by an experimental evaluation in Section 7.5. Section 7.6 concludes
the chapter with a summary.

7.1 the superset approach

The avionics system of the NH90 helicopter consists of two major sub-
systems: The CORE- and the MISSION System [DH10]. Both subsys-
tems are interconnected and controlled by two avionics computers:
the Core Management Computer (CMC) and the Mission Tactical Com-
puter (MTC). Their embedded software is based on the NH90 System
Software, which serves as operating system on both computers.

In 1995, the year of the maiden flight, the NH90 helicopter was
manufactured in two major variants: The NFH (NATO Frigate Heli-
copter) and the TTH (Tactical Transport Helicopter) [Bri07]. The latter
could be purchased in two sub-variants, which raised the number
of initial variants to three. As only a few customers have ordered a
NH90 helicopter at that time, the development team not to anticipate
more software variants in the future and assigned variability a rather
low priority [DH09].

Based on the assumption that the embedded software of the
MTC/CMC in the three initial variants is small enough in terms
of complexity and resource consumption, the engineers introduced
the superset approach, which aims to facilitate the deployment and
shipment process. The key idea is to operate multiple variants with
a single software binary, such that the same software delivery can
be shipped to multiple customers at once. This way, the dispatch of

109
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avionics software is simplified as the number of executables to build,
ship, and deploy is significantly reduced. The high-level composition
of a superset executable is schematized in Figure 57.

Variant B

Variant A
Common Code

Variant C

Shared Code

Variant Specific Code

Figure 57: The superset variant approach

Accordingly, the source code is divided into three categories:

• Common code that is not related to any variant, such as the op-
erating system kernel.

• Shared code that is related to one or multiple variants, such as
operating processing functions.

• Variant-Specific code that is exclusively executed in a particular
variant, such as custom-built equipment software.

As part of the shared code, a superset executable contains a variant
handler that provides an interface for variant-specific parameters. In
addition, the variant handler designates an active variant based on a
value read from a static memory address during startup. The value is
specific for a physical helicopter variant and never changes during its
lifecycle. Software components that need to configure according to a
variant consume the interface and thus obtain a set of suitable param-
eters to initialize in the active variant. Accordingly, variant-specific-
or shared code of inactive variants remains dormant. It is never exe-
cuted once the software binary is installed on the final hardware. As
this code is part of another variant configuration, it is not considered
as dead in terms of DO-178, but as deactivated, which is accordance
with the regulations in the avionics domain.

After 20 years of evolution, it turned out that the superset approach
is only efficient for a small number of variants (e.g., 3). With a grow-
ing number of variants (see Section 1.2), it is inadequate for the fol-
lowing reasons [DH09]:

• Memory is a very limited resource in an avionics system, es-
pecially in the case of old generation hardware. For superset
executables, the memory footprint might exceed the maximum
amount of memory reserved for software binaries.

• The delivery-, maintenance- and warranty periods vary among
different customers, which complicates finding a suitable de-
ployment schedule.
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• It violates the ”Non-Disclosure Principle”. Customers that own
a helicopter running a superset executable might have access to
source code or specific information of other customers.

• It violates the ”Customer Relevance Principle”. Assets delivered
to a customer should only contain design and implementation
details that exclusively pertain to the customer.

7.2 supersets in data-management

A naive way to realize data-management in context of the superset
approach is to include a separate data-management component as
variant-specific code for each variant and locate the instances next
to each other in memory. As this approach gets more inefficient the
more the variant’s functional requirements overlap, the engineers at
Airbus Helicopters designed the List Management in a way that one
instance is capable of handling the entire data of the superset at once.
Accordingly, instead of multiple coexisting instances, the NH90 Sys-
tem Software implements data management as a single comprehen-
sive component as part of the common code.

The FlyDB framework adopts this strategy. As described in Section
4.2.5, a stakeholder specifies a FlyDB superset by defining its struc-
ture in the FlyDB variability model. The source code gained from the
model transformation contains a comprehensive data schema for the
entire superset. That is, it includes a database table for each entity
type of each variant. In case of configuration conflicts, for instance if
multiple variants require the same entity type in a different size, the
FlyDB framework takes the most conservative value (i.e., generates
the database table in the maximum size). However, for applications
where the data schema is diverse in a sense that the FlyDB variants do
not intersect in terms of entity types, realizing supersets as described
above is suboptimal. It bloats the memory footprint significantly. The
issue is clarified by means of the following scenario.

A NH90 helicopter is equipped with several radio communica-
tion devices. Each covers a different frequency range, such as high
frequency (HF), ultra-high frequency (UHF), or very ultra-high fre-
quency (VUHF). The devices are interconnected and controlled by
the CMC computer. The amount, type, model and manufacturer of
the communication devices is specified by the customer, who selects
a combination suitable to his area of operation. In this context, let
us consider a simplified example: Let Ci denote a customer, where
1 6 i 6 3. Let Vi be the physical NH90 helicopter variant defined
by Ci. Let HF be a high frequency radio and UHF be a ultra-high fre-
quency radio. Let the equipment configuration of the variants be as
follows:

• Let V1 be equipped with HF, but not with UHF.

• Let V2 be equipped with UHF, but not with HF.

• Let V3 be equipped with both HF and UHF.
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Furthermore, let CMCi be the CMC computer in Vi. Let S be a
superset executable that is capable to operate each CMCi. Let HF−
TABLE andUHF−TABLE be the database tables that contain the data
for HF, respectively UHF. For simplicity, let the size of a tuple be 128

bytes regardless of its type. Finally, let Table 12 contain the maximum
number of tuples required in CMCi.

CMC1 CMC2 CMC3 superset

HF-TABLE 300 0 200 300

VHF-TABLE 0 400 150 400∑
300 400 350 700

Table 12: Table sizes in the superset variant

As the data-management component takes the maximum number
of tuples per entity type over all variants, 300 tuples for HF− TABLE,
as well as 400 tuples for UHF− TABLE are allocated in the superset,
which amounts to a total of 700 tuples. The memory consumption re-
sults in 87.5 kByte. However, none of the individual variants requires
more than 400 entities, which corresponds to a memory consumption
of barely 50 kBytes. In conclusion, about 42.8% of the allocated mem-
ory in this superset composition remains unused. Figure 58 illustrates
the shortcoming by a corresponding memory layout.

Variant V2

Variant V3

Variant V1

Superset

0x00000 0x15E00

Main Memory

HF-TABLE

UHF-TABLE

UHF-TABLE

HF-TABLE

0x09600

Figure 58: Initial FlyDB memory footprint

The x-axis depicts a continuous range in the main memory. The
y-axis constitutes the variants V1, V2, and V3, as well as the superset
variant. For each variant and each entity type, Figure 58 contains a bar
that illustrates the memory usage of the corresponding entity type.
The size of a bar corresponds to the minimum amount of memory
required to allocate its tuples. The arrangement of a bar corresponds
to the location in the main memory when allocated in the superset.
The dotted bars visualize areas, which, depending on the active vari-
ant, are not utilized at all. For example, the memory area reserved
for UHF− TABLE is never used in V1. Vice versa, the memory area
reserved for HF− TABLE is never used in V2.

To assess the memory layout, the difference between the size of the
superset and the size of the biggest variant is conssidered. The latter
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constitutes a lower bound on the total memory consumption, since
otherwise, the software could not be executed without severe mem-
ory faults. We refer to the difference as surplus memory. It constitutes
a measure to determine the optimization potential of a superset ex-
ecutable in terms of memory consumption. Regarding the example
from Table 12, respectively Figure 58, the sizes of the variants calcu-
late as follows:

V1 : 300 ∗ 128bytes = 37.5kBytes
V2 : 400 ∗ 128bytes = 50kBytes
V3 : 350 ∗ 128bytes = 43.75kBytes

Accordingly, the surplus memory results in:

700 ∗ 128bytes− 400 ∗ 128bytes = 37.5kBytes

In conclusion, the memory layout in Figure 58 as well as the amount
of surplus memory indicates that the memory usage is suboptimal.
The next section tackles the issue and discusses the approach to en-
hance the memory footprint of superset executables.

7.3 a memory overlay approach

The goal of the memory optimization is to modify the memory lay-
out in a way that it eliminates the gaps between the entity types in
the in-memory arrangement of the superset. It aims to compact the
arrangement by modifying the start address of an entity type to the
lowest address possible with respect to the remaining entity types in
a particular variant. Figure 59 shows a visualization of the desired
outcome.

0x00000

Main Memory

HF-TABLE

UHF-TABLE

HF-TABLE UHF-TABLE

0x15E000x0C800

Variant V2

Variant V3

Variant V1

Superset

Figure 59: Optimal FlyDB Memory Layout

To realize such a layout, a memory-overlay technique is proposed.
The idea is to allocate a coherent, sufficiently large, shared memory
area, in which the entire data of the superset’s variants overlap. How-
ever, the constraints on software engineering in the avionics domain
limit the techniques to establish a memory overlay. Since dynamic
memory, dynamic dispatch and late binding is prohibited, it is not
possible to change a memory layout at runtime (e.g., by using ob-
ject oriented programming). Hence, the size of the overlaid memory
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area, as well as the memory layout, must be specified at compile time.
Therefore, instead of changing the memory layout, individual static
layouts are specified at compile time for each variant in the superset.
The appropriate layout for the active variant is eventually loaded at
runtime. In order to put the approach into practise, a method in four
consecutive steps is proposed:

• Program Analysis: The source code is analyzed in order to iden-
tify variable declarations that are associated with one or mul-
tiple variants (i.e., are part of the shared code). These variant-
related variable-declarations are pooled in a set called variant
variables.

• Size Calculation: For each variant in the superset, the size of the
variant variables is calculated. Then, the set with the highest
memory usage is determined and thus the biggest variant is
identified.

• Aggregation: For each variant in the superset, the variant vari-
ables distributed over the source code are replaced by a single
instance of a composite type that groups the variant variables in
a self-contained unit, call variant instance. This way, the compiler
is induced to allocate all variant-specific data-structures next to
each other in the memory.

• Overlays: For each variant in the superset, the start address of
the variant instance is overwritten with the start address of the
variant instance representing the biggest variant.

As a result, the compiler reserves exactly the amount of memory
necessary to allocate the variant instance of the biggest variant. It
will conclude that the remaining variant instances fit into this area
and won’t allocate any more memory. By exploiting the in-memory
arrangement of composite types, three benefits are achieved: First,
the compiler allocates all variant-specific data-structures next to each
other in memory. Second, individual memory layouts for the overlaid
memory area are defined at compile time. Third, with the variant
instances, a means is provided to access the data in the appropriate
layout without relying on dynamic techniques. As just one variant
can be designated as active variant, conflicts in terms of variability-
related memory faults in the overlaid memory area are not possible.
The technique constitutes an optimal solution for the memory usage
in context of the superset approach. Surplus memory is eliminated as
the size of the optimized memory footprint in the superset equals the
size of the biggest variant.

7.4 flydb optimization

To optimize the memory footprint of a FlyDB variant, the method
described in Section 7.3 is realized using asset-based development in
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context of the FlyDB framework. The results of the program analy-
sis, size calculation, aggregation and overlays are presented in the
following paragraphs.

Program Analysis

The source code of FlyDB variants is analyzed using libadalang1, a
library that provides a toolset for static analysis of Ada programs. It
is applied in order to derive the abstract syntax tree (AST) [KFF06]
from a representative FlyDB variant. The AST omits syntactic details
and focuses on capturing the input program’s structure, represented
in the form of a tree. By traversing the AST, the set of all variables
in the source code of the FlyDB variant is obtained. Each variable
is assigned by hand and decided whether or not it is specific for a
variant. This way, the set of the variant variables is assembled. In case
of a FlyDB variant, the variant variables boil down to the following
components:

• The database tables as described in Section 4.3.1.

• The reference counters as described in Subsection 4.3.3.

• The index structures as described in Section 4.3.2.

Note that variables representing database queries, result sets, or
query predicates do not explicitly belong to the FlyDB’s memory foot-
print. These structures are associated to the NH90 System Software’
Operational Processing Functions (see Section 1.3) and therefore are
not taken into consideration.

Size Calculation

In the initial version, the declarative system specification of a FlyDB
variant does not stipulate any size information. However, to deter-
mine the total memory footprint of a FlyDB variant, the memory con-
sumption of the generated data structures has to be computed at gen-
eration time. The size of the data structures depends on the length,
as well the size of the data types, which are specified in the FlyDB
type model. To include size information, the FlyDSL2 and the FlyMT3

are extended in that regard. The following paragraphs present the ex-
tensions in the form of the techniques applied to calculate the size
of single tuples, as well as the total size of the variant variables in a
FlyDB variant.

flydsl extension To introduce the size of a data type into the
declarative system specification, the FlyDSL is extended by modify-
ing the stereotype that represents the root of the Ada type hierarchy
in the type profile4. Seperate properties are added to specify the com-

1 https://github.com/AdaCore/libadalang/, last checked May 30, 2018

2 The domain-specific language used to express the declarative system specification
3 The model transformation rules to derive the source code of a FlyDB variant
4 The meta model of the type model, see Section 4.2.2
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piler and the hardware platform as these parameters determine the
size of an object in the final software binary. Furthermore, a property
is added to store the value for the size. Figure 60 shows the extract
from the type profile that contains the modification.

<<Metaclass>>
UML::DataType

<<Stereotype>>
Composite Type

<<Stereotype>>
Elementary Type

<<Metaclass>>
UML::PrimitiveTypeSize : Integer

Compiler : String
Hardware : String

<<Stereotype>>
Ada Type

Figure 60: Extent of the type profile

In the course of the memory optimization, the existing data types
in the FlyDB type model were revised and appropriate stereotypes
were added for each compiler and hardware platform. As an exam-
ple, Figure 61 demonstrates the technique by means of the model ele-
ment that represents the primitive type boolean. Four «Enumeration»-
stereotypes were applied that represent two representative compilers
(Gnat, Apex) and two representative hardware platforms (x86, PPC).

<<Data Type>>
 <<Enumeration>>[Compiler=GNAT, Hardware=x86, Size=8]
 <<Enumeration>>[Compiler=APEX Hardware=PPC, Size=32]
 <<Enumeration>>[Compiler=GNAT, Hardware=x86, Size=32]
 <<Enumeration>>[Compiler=APEX, Hardware=PPC, Size=32]

Boolean
True
False

Figure 61: Model element representing the primitive type boolean

Algorithm 16 presents the procedure to extract the size of a data
type from the FlyDB type model. As input, it takes a parameter that
specifies the target data type in the form of a string representation
(parameter dm). In addition, the algorithm takes the string represen-
tation of the target compiler (parameter cp) and hardware platform
(parameter hw). The algorithm is designed in two nested loops. The
outer loop explores the FlyDB type model in order to find a model el-
ement whose name matches the input data-type (lines 3-4). The inner
loop iterates over the applied stereotypes (line 5). In each iteration,
the algorithm checks whether or not the properties for the compiler
and hardware platform match the input parameters (line 6). Depend-
ing on the result, the algorithm returns the value of the correspond-
ing size property (line 7). If no matching property exists, Algorithm
16 indicates a failure by returning the default value (line 13).

database instance The size of the database instance is calcu-
lated by means of Algorithm 17. As input, it takes three parameters
that specify the target variant (parameter v), compiler (parameter cp),
and hardware platform (parameter hw). The algorithm expects the
variant in the form of an instance of SysML::Block that represents
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Algorithm 16

1: procedure Size_Type(dt, cp, hw)
2: r← 0

3: for d ∈ {tm | tm is a data type in the type model} do
4: if dt = d.name then
5: for s ∈ {st | st is an applied stereotype} do
6: if s.compiler = cp and s.hardware = hw then
7: r← s.size
8: break
9: end if

10: end for
11: end if
12: end for
13: return r
14: end procedure

the target FlyDB variant in the FlyDB variability model. From that,
the algorithm derives the set of database tables that are covered by
the FlyDB variant (see Section 4.2.5). For each database table (line 3),
the algorithm adds its size to an intermediate result. As described in
Section 4.3.1, the size of a database table is the sum of the size of the
array-based allocation stack and the size of the storage array.

Algorithm 17

1: procedure Size_Database_Instance(v, cp,hw)
2: r← 0

3: for t ∈ database_tables(v) do
4: n← root_node(t)
5: r← r+ size_type( ′integer ′, cp,hw) ∗max_entities(t)
6: r← r+ size_element(n, cp,hw) ∗max_entities(t)
7: end for
8: return r
9: end procedure

To determine the size of the allocation stack, the algorithm multi-
plies the size of an integer with the maximum number of tuples (line
5). Analogously, for the size of the storage array, the algorithm multi-
plies the size of a single tuple with the maximum number of tuples
(line 6). To obtain the size of an integer, Algorithm 17 extracts the
value from the type model using Algorithm 16. To obtain the maxi-
mum number of tuples, Algorithm 18 is proposed.

As input, Algorithm 18 expects the instance of UML::Property that
represents the target database table in the instance of SysML::Block
that represents the target variant in the FlyDB variability model. The
algorithm extracts the desired value from the variant configuration.
That is, according to the variant profile (see Figure 22), the stereotype
«Entity Type» applied to the input property (see Section 4.2.5).

In order to compute the size of a tuple, Algorithm 19 is proposed. It
re-uses the type hierarchy introduced in Subsection 5.3. As input, the
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Algorithm 18

1: procedure Max_Entities(t)
2: r← 0

3: for s ∈ {st | st is a stereotype applied to t} do
4: if s.name = Entity Type then
5: r← s.max_size
6: end if
7: end for
8: return r
9: end procedure

algorithm takes three parameters that specify a node from the type
hierarchy (parameter n), as well as the target compiler (parameter
cp), and hardware platform (parameter hw). It returns the size of
the object represented by the input node in the final software binary.
Accordingly, if invoked with the root node, it calculates the size of a
tuple.

Algorithm 19

1: procedure Size_Element(n, cp,hw)
2: r← right number of n
3: l← left number of n
4: s← 0

5: if r− l > 0 then
6: for c ∈ children(n) do
7: s← s+ size_element(c, cp,hw)
8: end for
9: else

10: s← size_type(n.name, cp,hw)
11: end if
12: return round(s)
13: end procedure

Starting from the input node, Algorithm 19 explores the type hier-
archy in a recursive depth-first manner until it reaches a leaf (i.e., left
and right numbers of the current node are equal). Since a leaf rep-
resents a primitive- or enumeration type, the algorithm searches the
FlyDB type model for a corresponding model element and extracts
the desired size using Algorithm 16. After each step, Algorithm 19

adds the return value to an intermediate result. Once the recursion is
finished, the intermediate result constitutes the final result.

As Ada requires the amount of memory allocated for an object to
be equal to a multitude of alignment × storage_unit5 [83], Algo-
rithm 19 rounds the result to the next higher value before it termi-
nates. For primitive types, the term alignment refers to the mini-
mum amount of bits required to store an object in memory. For array
types, the alignment is equal to the alignment of the element type.

5 Defined in section 13.3 of the Ada Reference Manual
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For composite types, the alignment is equal to the maximum align-
ment of its components. The storageunit is a constant declared in
the System-package that by default is equal to the size of a double
word (DWORD) on the target hardware platform [Com17].

reference counters The size of the reference counters is calcu-
lated by means of Algorithm 20.

Algorithm 20

1: procedure Size_Reference_Counters(v, cp,hw)
2: r← 0

3: i← size_type( ′integer ′, cp,hw)
4: for t ∈ database_tables(v) do
5: m← max_entities(t)
6: for c ∈ columns(t) do
7: if c is foreign key then
8: r← r+m ∗ i
9: end if

10: end for
11: end for
12: return r
13: end procedure

The input is the same as in Algorithm 17. The algorithm consists of
main two loops. The outer loop iterates over the database tables cov-
ered by the input variant, and the inner loop iterates over the database
table’s columns. Since a FlyDB variant allocates a reference-counter
table for each foreign key in the data schema, the algorithm adds the
size of the corresponding reference-counter table to the intermediate
result. As described in Subsection 4.3.3, the size of a reference-counter
table is the product of the size of an integer and the maximum num-
ber of tuples of the associated database table. To obtain the size of an
integer, Algorithm 20 extracts the value from the FlyDB type model
using Algorithm 16. To obtain the maximum number of tuples in a
database table, Algorithm 20 invokes Algorithm 18.

index structures The size of the index structures is calculated
by means of Algorithm 21. The input is the same as in Algorithm 17.
The design is similar to Algorithm 20. The main difference is the pur-
pose of the inner loop. Instead of columns holding foreign keys, the
inner loop iterates over columns having index structures attached.
For each indexed column, the algorithm adds the size of the index
structure to the intermediate result. That is, the product of the maxi-
mum number of tuples and the size of an index entry. An index entry
is composed of a key/value pair, where the key is the column-value
and the value is the array index of the tuple in the storage array (see
Section 4.3.2). Accordingly, the size of an index entry is the sum of the
size of an instance of the indexed column’s data type and the size of
an integer. To obtain the size of an integer, Algorithm 21 extracts the
value from the FlyDB type model using Algorithm 16. To obtain max-
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Algorithm 21

1: procedure Size_Index_Structures(v)
2: r← 0

3: i← size_type( ′integer ′, cp,hw)
4: for t ∈ database_tables(v) do
5: m← max_entities(t)
6: for c ∈ columns(t) do
7: if c is indexed then
8: r← r+m ∗ (size_element(c) + i)
9: end if

10: end for
11: end for
12: return rount(r)
13: end procedure

imum number of tuples for a database table, Algorithm 21 invokes
Algorithm 18. To obtain the size of a column’s data type, Algorithm
21 invokes Algorithm 19. However, instead of the root node as in Al-
gorithm 17, Algorithm 21 passes the child node that represents the
corresponding column in the type hierarchy. This way, the traversal
is started at the second highest level, which computes the size of the
target column’s data type instead of the size of the whole tuple.

As the data-retrieval capabilities are specified in the FlyDB data
model, the algorithm explores the FlyDB data model in order to
decide whether or not a column is indexed. It searches for the
UML::Property that represents the target column and checks if a
stereotype that represents a query predicate is attached (e.g., «Equal»,
see Subsection 4.3.3).

variant variable Finally, the size of the variant variables is cal-
culated by means of Algorithm 22.

Algorithm 22

1: procedure Size_Variant_Variables(v, cp,hw)
2: r← size_database_instance(v, cp,hw)
3: r← size_reference_counters(v, cp,hw)
4: r← size_index_structures(v, cp,hw)
5: return r
6: end procedure

The input is the same as in Algorithm 17. Algorithm 22 calculates
the size of the variant variables by accumulating the results from Al-
gorithm 17, Algorithm 20, and Algorithm 21.

Aggregation

In order to create the variant instances, the MOFM2T templates,
queries, and macros that constitute the model transformation rules
in context of the FlyDB framework are adjusted to group the variant
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variables in a single instance of a composite type alongside with rou-
tines to initialize the instances according to the respective variant’s
configuration. Listing 16 provides example code in Ada.

1 type Variant_Instance is

2 record

3 Tables : Database_Instance;

4 References : Reference_Counts;

5 Indexes : Index_Structures;

6 end Variant_Instance;

7

8 Variant_A : Variant_Instance

9 := Initialize_Variant_Instance(Superset.Variant_A);

10

11 Variant_B : Variant_Instance

12 := Initialize_Variant_Instance(Superset.Variant_B);

13

14 Variant_C : Variant_Instance

15 := Initialize_Variant_Instance(Superset.Variant_C);

Listing 16: Composite Type of a variant variable

Lines 1-6 show the definition of the composite type. Lines 8-15

demonstrate the declaration and initialization of exemplary variant
instances.

Overlays

As the last step, the memory overlay is established. To this end, Ada’s
address clause is used. Listing 17 shows the syntax as defined in the
Ada Reference Manual, Section 13.5 [83].

1 address_clause ::= for simple_name use at simple_expression;

Listing 17: Syntax of the for-use clause in Ada

With this clause, Ada offers a mechanism to manually modify the
start address of an object in memory. The clause expects the target
value to be an expression of type Address from Ada’s System pack-
age (see Ada Reference Manual, Section 13.7 [83]). With the attribute
designator ’Address, Ada provides a mean to obtain the start address
of an existing object in the appropriate format (see Ada Reference
Manual, Annex A [83]).

The memory overlay in Ada is implemented in this manner. An
address clause is applied for each smaller variant to redirect the start
address of the variant instance to the start address of the variant in-
stance of the biggest variant. Listing 18 contains the resulting source
code for the example introduced in Figure 58.

1 for Variant_A use at Variant_B’Address;

2 for Variant_C use at Variant_B’Address;

Listing 18: Application of the for-use clause in Ada
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7.5 experimental evaluation

The memory optimization approach is evaluated by means of a com-
parison between the original- and the optimized version of the FlyDB.
In the optimized version, the extensions to the FlyDSL were included.
Furthermore, the model transformation was conducted based on the
modified MOFM2T templates as described in Section 7.4. From both
the original, and the optimized FlyDB version, a representative su-
perset variant was derived using an identical declarative system spec-
ification, i.e. the same variant configuration, data types, and data
schema. The section is structured as follows:

Subsection 7.5.1 describes the hardware setup. The details on the
applied declarative system specification is presented in Subsection
7.5.2. Subsection 7.5.3 describes the conduct of the experiment. Sub-
section 7.5.4 concludes with the results.

7.5.1 Hardware Setup

The experiments were carried out on a Raspberry Pi 2 single-board
computer, running Raspbian6 as operating system [KTJ18]. The hard-
ware specification of the board is listed in Table 13.

Architecture ARMv7-A (32-bit)

SoC Broadcom BCM2836

CPU 900 MHz 32-bit quad-core ARM Cortex-A7

GPU Broadcom VideoCore IV @ 250 MHz

RAM 1 GB (shared with GPU)

Storage MicroSDHC, 8GB Class 10

Table 13: Hardware specification of the raspberry pi 2

To compile the software, the GNAT GPL 2016
7 was used [SB94], an

open source frontend to the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC).

7.5.2 Superset Configuration

The experiments were based on a realistic data schema and a realistic
variant configuration, taken from a real-world application. Airbus He-
licopters provided access to a superset executable built for the CORE
Management Computer (CMC). The avionics computer is a firm compo-
nent of the NH90 helicopter and responsible for navigation manage-
ment, maintenance management, and communication management
[Bri07]. The embedded software of the CMC is based on the NH90

System Software, which is equipped with the List Management to

6 https://www.raspbian.org/, last checked May 30, 2018

7 The toolkit can be downloaded at http://libre.adacore.com and is free to use for
non-commercial or academic purposes under the GPL licence.
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handle the data. The source code of the List Management was ana-
lyzed by hand. This way, the data schema and variant configuration
was revealed. In total, the configuration of 7 variants, as well as the
structure of 12 entity types were identified. Table 14 summarizes the
findings.

Var A Var B Var C Var D Var E Var F Var G

eType 1 30 30 30 30 30 30 30

eType 2 999 999 999 999 - 999 999

eType 3 10 - 10 10 - 10 10

eType 4 30 - 30 - - - -

eType 5 16 16 - - - - -

eType 6 - 165 - - - - -

eType 7 - 78 - - - - -

eType 8 - 238 - - - - -

eType 9 - - - 226 - - -

eType 10 99 - - - - 99 99

eType 11 100 - - - - - -

eType 12 20 - - - - - -

Table 14: Data dictionary of a real world superset

The columns represent the variants. The rows represent the entity
types. The values in the cells depict the maximum number of list
elements for the respective entity type in the respective variant. If no
value is present, the entity type is not included in the variant. For
confidentiality reasons, the names of both the variants and the entity
types were changed.

Furthermore, the source code was searched for interactions with
the data-management component. It turned out that the List Man-
agement is widely used across the Operational Processing Functions
of the NH90 System Software. However, the List Management only
offers an interface to select elements by the attributes id or name. Com-
plex query predicates that target different attributes or relational op-
erators are not supported.

Based on these findings, a declarative system specification for the
FlyDB framework was recreated. A FlyDB type model was imple-
mented that contains the data types found in the source code of the
List Management. Regarding the FlyDB data model, a properly anno-
tated element for each entity type was created. Appropriate stereo-
types were introduced to realize the query capabilities. That is, a
respective stereotype applied to each id and name attribute. Finally,
for each variant in the superset, a properly stereotyped model ele-
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ment was added in a FlyDB variability model to reproduce the vari-
ant configuration. As a result, a declarative system specification was
obtained that corresponds precisely to the data schema, data types,
variant configuration, and query capabilities of the List Management
extracted from the real-world superset executable.

7.5.3 Conduct

An individual variant was derived from both the original and opti-
mized FlyDB framework based on the same declarative system speci-
fication as described in Subsection 7.5.2. As a result, identical data-
management components in terms of functionality were obtained,
which differ only in their memory allocation strategy.

To measure the memory consumption, the ASTMA tool was ap-
plied (see Subsection 6.1.1). Accordingly, the source code was instru-
mented, such that the program prints the name of each variable as
well as the size of the referenced object to the console via the stan-
dard output stream during program elaboration. After compiling and
deploying the software as described in Subsection 7.5.1, both binaries
were executed on the target hardware. Ultimately, the memory foot-
print of both the original and optimized FlyDB variant was obtained
by capturing and processing the standard output stream.

7.5.4 Results

Figure 62 presents the results of the comparison between the origi-
nal and optimized version of the FlyDB framework. The figure shows
a bar chart, where the top bar on the y-axis depicts the optimized
FlyDB variant. The bottom bar on the y-axis depicts the original, non-
optimized FlyDB variant. The x-axis shows the total memory con-
sumption in bytes.

148256 
 100.0%

104836 
 70.7%

Init

Opt

0 40000 80000 120000 160000
Memory Comsumption (Bytes)

Figure 62: Result of the memory optimization evaluation (1)

As clearly visible in Figure 62, implementing and integrating the
memory optimization has a significant impact on the total memory
consumption. The original variant has a memory footprint of 148,256

bytes. The optimized variant has a memory footprint of 104,836 bytes.
Accordingly, the memory usage was improved by 29.3%. In addition,
the memory footprint of the optimized variant constitutes the optimal
solution in context of the superset configuration. The argument is
clarified by means of Figure 63, which provides the size proportions
of the single variants in the superset.
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Figure 63: Result of the memory optimization evaluation (2)

The x-axis is as in Figure 62. The bars on the y-axis depict the vari-
ants in the superset as listed in Table 14. One bar illustrates the mem-
ory footprint of a variant as if it were in a non-superset executable.
Therefore, the total size of the variant variables (i.e., database tables,
index structures, etc.) was added to the total size of common vari-
ables. The results range from 14,416 bytes (as for Var D) to 104,836

bytes (as for Var B). The average memory consumption is 74,893 bytes.
The standard deviation is 28,921 bytes.

The results highlight two aspects: on the one hand, they confirm
that the memory optimization reduces the footprint of the superset
executable to the size of the biggest variant (i.e., Var B) and is there-
fore optimal. On the other hand, Figure 63 emphasizes the generic
drawbacks of the superset approach in terms of memory consump-
tion. Compared to the average size of a single variant, the original
superset executable requires about twice the memory. By taking into
consideration that a helicopter never changes the variant during its
lifecycle, this implies that on average, the optimization technique re-
duces the memory overhead introduced by the superset approach
from half the total footprint to less than a third. As a consequence,
the shortcomings of the superset approach are mitigated to an extent
that the viablility of the method for an application in the avionics
domain is increased.

7.6 summary

This chapter presents a domain-specific optimization that tackles the
memory shortage on the avionics computers of the NH90 helicopter.
The optimization addresses the superset approach, a method applied
by Airbus Helicopters to operate multiple physical helicopter variants
with the same software binary. By means of a simplified example, the
drawbacks of the superset approach on data-management are demon-
strated. In order to enhance data-management in terms of memory
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consumption with respect to the superset approach, an optimization
technique is proposed. It is based on memory overlays with a focus
on the constraints for software engineering in the avionics domain, es-
pecially in the face of resource consumption. The presented method
does not rely on dynamic techniques and is therefore fully qualifiable
according to DO-178.

The approach was implemented in context of the FlyDB framework
using asset-based development. Therefore, the FlyDSL and the model
transformation rules were extended in order to automatically gener-
ate FlyDB variants that use memory overlays to store the entire data
of all variants in a target superset executable.

The optimization technique is evaluated by a comparison between
a original and the optimized FlyDB framework. To this end, corre-
sponding variants are derived from the same declarative system spec-
ification. The latter was obtained by analyzing a real-world superset
executable from the CMC computer, provided by Airbus Helicopters.
In this real-world scenario, the optimization achieved an improve-
ment of 29,3%. Furthermore, by illustrating the proportions of the
variants in the superset, it is shown that the approach constitutes an
optimal solution in context of superset executables.
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N H 9 0 C A S E S T U D Y

This chapter explores maintenance and evolution of data manage-
ment in the NH90 System Software, the operating system of the avion-
ics computers in the NH90 helicopter, by means of a case study. In
order to get insights into implementation, maintenance, and evolu-
tion of avionics software, I conducted a developer interview with two
senior developers at Airbus Helicopters. The goal was to collect in-
formation on what factors contribute to maintenance and evolution
effort of complex multi-variant avionics software in industrial prac-
tise. The findings obtained by the interview were used to compare
the LSTM (old data-management component) with the FlyDB. To
this end, the evolution is systematically reviewed using real-world
scenarios reported in the developer interview and data obtained
from an analysis of the NH90 software repository. This way, strength
and weaknesses of code-based and asset-based development are dis-
cussed. Since there is no comparable data-management component
implemented with tool-based development, an analysis of the tool-
based approach remains subject to future work (see Chapter 10)

The chapter is structured as follows: Section 8.1 contains the devel-
oper interview. Section 8.2 details the comparison between the data-
management components. Section 8.3 concludes the chapter with
lessons learned.

8.1 developer interview

This section reports on the setup, conduct, and results of an interview
with two senior software developers employed at Airbus Helicopters.
Subsection 8.1.1 list the research questions, followed by a description
of the participants in Subsection 8.1.2. Subsection 8.1.3 presents the
questionnaire and describes the conduct. The remainder is structured
by the research questions. The survey follows the guidelines provided
by Jedlitschka et. al [JP05].

8.1.1 Objectives

The subject of the interview was the development, maintenance, and
evolution of the LSTM, the currently operating data-management
component of the NH90 avionics software. The following research
questions were addressed:

RQ1 How much effort was required to implement and qualify the
initial version of the LSTM?

RQ2 How much effort requires deriving a new LSTM variant?

127
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RQ3 What situations and circumstances cause typical maintenance
and evolution tasks for the LSTM?

8.1.2 Participants

Two senior developers of the software division at Airbus Helicopters
participated in the interview. The first developer is a senior systems
software analyst and developer. During 25 years of professional ex-
perience in the aviation domain, he worked with real-time SCADA
systems, supervisory control software and data acquisition. With 19

years within the NH90 software team, he is one of the leading senior
developers and assists younger engineers with training and knowl-
edge transfer. He designed and implemented the LSTM and still
maintains it. The second developer has been employed for more than
20 years in the avionics software domain. He has built consolidated
expertise in the NH90 software team for more than 10 years. His re-
sponsibilities include all areas of the software life cycle, mainly the
development of control applications and the design of the NH90 op-
erating system.

8.1.3 Questionnaire and Conduct

The interview was designed as a semi-structured interview. The top-
ics are outlined in Table 15. Besides the efforts for initial implemen-
tation and qualification, a special focus was put on what factors con-
tribute to maintenance and evolution effort of complex multi-variant
avionics software in industrial practice. Of particular interest were the
reasons and the frequency of changes in the software. The goal was
to get insights into long-term implications and severity of changes
regarding the realization of new and unexpected requirements in
the avionics domain. Therefore, the interviewees were asked about
real-world challenges, solution approaches, and the time spent on re-
solving problems. The conversation was conducted face-to-face at the
software division of Airbus Helicopters and lasted about 4 hours in
total.

RQ1 : how much effort was required to implement and

qualify the initial version of the lstm? The LSTM was
implemented by hand (code-based development). The first qualified
release was used for data-management in 7 NH90 variants. The pro-
gramming of the initial version lasted about 18 person months.

"[The requirements] were constantly moving to [...] a year and a
half, really realistically. If you look at the code, it’s not a huge many
thousands of lines, but the concept, well you have to satisfy the
constraints on the requirements."

For qualification, requirement-based testing was used. As part of
the specified process in DO-178, a preliminary design was created
before programming. This document comprises the initial software
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Objective Topic

RQ1, RQ2 Chronological sequence of the LSTM development

RQ1 Application design

RQ1, RQ2 Functional and non-functional requirements

RQ1, RQ2 Stakeholders of the LSTM in the NH90 System Software

RQ2 Proceedings to add, modify, and delete a list

RQ2, RQ3 Hardware platform and compiler-specific aspects

RQ1 Development approach for unit tests

RQ3 Software bugs

RQ1, RQ2 Procedure to verify and validate a new or modified list

RQ1 Approach to establish traceability

RQ3 Evolution of functional requirements

RQ3 Evolution of non-functional requirements

RQ3 Reasons of emergence of new requirements

RQ3 Decision making for replacing the LSTM with the FlyDB

Table 15: Topics of the semi-structured interview

specification, including a mapping of low-level system requirements
to procedures in the implementation. Traceability evidence as vali-
dation asset was built on this mapping. It is realized by adding an-
notations in the form of machine-readable comments to procedure
headers. The completeness and integrity of the traces is then automat-
ically proved by tools. The interviewees estimated the effort to create
the combination of preliminary design and traceability evidence at
2.5 person months, which is 10% of the total development cost. The
development of validation assets in form of functional tests and unit
tests was extensive.

"[There are] a lot of [tests], almost as much effort to develop the
Operational Processing Function, [...], I would say easily 6 months
effort, easily"

In summary, the development time for qualification assets of the
initial version amounts to about 8.5 person months.

RQ2 : how much effort requires deriving a new lstm

variant? The LSTM relies on generic software packages. In Ada,
generic units are the instruments to safely implement parametric
polymorphism. A generic package represents a parameterized tem-
plate for a package whose parameters can be types, variables, subpro-
grams, and other packages. Each instantiation conceptually creates a
copy of the specification and body of the generic package, customized
due to the actual parameters.

All LSTM variants share the same operational functionality. They
are distinguished by the data schema, which is defined by the absence
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or presence of certain Operational Processing Functions in a specific
NH90 variant. Each contained entity type (e.g. Waypoint) is imple-
mented as an independent list, based on a central generic package. It
requires 4 type definitions and 9 subprograms to define the storage
structure.

"Accessing the data is not hard, that is the easy part. The difficult
part is where it gets the data that you would like to modify. [...]
Usually, the operator or the pilot is making changes to the graphical
display, which is representing the data of one record. [...] This [inter-
action] is taking the developer three months, but the instantiation
that is just one day."

The total cost of deriving a new LSTM variant is the effort required
for adding or modifying the instantiation of lists, which is 8 person
hours per entity type. On a single avionics computer, the NH90 Sys-
tem Software uses up to 30 different lists by 10–15 Operational Pro-
cessing Functions.

RQ3 : what situations and circumstances cause typical

maintenance and evolution tasks for the lstm? Main-
tenance effort arises from errors and flaws in the source code. The
LSTM head developer reported from source-code changes due to bug
fixes, but estimated the corresponding costs to be minor.

"[...] if you consider 15 years of experience, your code keeps get-
ting better. I mean, the software evolved of course, but not much of
changes because of bugs."

The majority of maintenance and evolution effort for the LSTM is
caused by engineering change requests, which are requests for system
adjustments arising from new functional or non-functional require-
ments. The reasons are mainly new customer requests and changes
in terms of on-board equipment. The new system requirements are
allocated to software requirements, triggering development and main-
tenance activities for the corresponding components.

In addition to these general situations, the conversation revolved
around concrete scenarios that represent typical maintenance and
evolution tasks in the context of the LSTM. The interviewees shared
a number of actual scenarios, from which three selected examples
for unexpected functional and non-functional requirements with dif-
fering severities are presented. Each scenario describes a real-world
problem, the actual solution, and the time required to resolve it.

1. Hardware platform: In 2003, a new avionics hardware platform
was introduced for two NH90 core computers. The new board
differed in the number of processors and switched the proces-
sor architecture from CISC to RISC. The compiler required a
version upgrade of the runtime kernel and an upgrade of the
programming language from Ada83 to Ada95. The change in
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the architecture led to additional platform-specific customiza-
tion options in the LSTM, further increasing the variability of
the code significantly.

"There were some minor complications, but they were rela-
tively easy to fix. It worked on the host [simulation computer],
but it didn’t work on the target [avionics board], because the
host compiler didn’t change. The fix was done within a day,
but if you start adding the initial analysis to locate the error
and the tests on the target [avionics board], you can figure 2

weeks. I would say that is very fair."

The implementation was limited to the generic package for lists,
which avoided further variant-specific modifications.

2. Memory optimization: Over time, more developers of Operating
Processing Functions used the LSTM as central data-management
component. The source code was constantly extended to sup-
port further entity types (i.e., new lists), which raised a problem
related to resource consumption.

"Memory was an issue on the first computers. They have 8MB
and you have to get data and executable code in there. Actually
the lists didn’t take up that much code, but it was an issue [...]
with all the communication lists and all the communication
related Operational Processing Functions."

This issue has been addressed with a clone-and-own approach.
Some of the lists belong to Operational Processing Functions
that realize internal control applications, which handle only pri-
vate data. These data are never printed on graphical displays
or transferred to other devices. However, due to the implemen-
tation as generic package, each list allocates data structures for
data-transfer functionality, regardless of whether used or not.
Ultimately, a lesser memory footprint could be achieved by cre-
ating a slimmed-down copy of the original LSTMs code, in
which data structures and functionality related to data trans-
fer have been removed. The implementation required approxi-
mately 2 person months.

3. Navigation list: In 2012, the replacement of the data-management
component was initiated. The most important argument
emerged from one engineering change request:

"There was one big effort when the navigation list came, be-
cause there we had to program all the links which are not in
the list generic."

The mapping of the navigation data to the LSTM was difficult.
It requires multiple entity types that relate to each other. For
example, routes are basically sets of route points, which are in
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turn defined by different types of guidance points, such as air-
ports or hospitals. The architectural design of the LSTM was
never intended to support such complex data dictionaries. This
caused considerable complications regarding data storage and
access, since there is no mechanism for maintaining referential
integrity. To solve this problem, a separate wrapper was added
to the LSTM. It enriches the navigation lists by a proper access
interface, which controls data manipulation in terms of consis-
tency and integrity constraints.

"[...] and this is where an effort came with another year to
implement. It is maybe the set of requirements that is difficult.
You have to re-think your logic and you have to re-implement
this relationship."

Due to the rigorous programming constraints for mission-
critical avionics software, the code of the solution is strictly tai-
lored to the specific use case. It cannot be re-used in different
scenarios (i.e., for varying entity types).

8.1.4 Key Insights

As a result of the developer interview, the following key insights sum-
marize the findings of the developer interview:

• The development of qualification assets for the LSTM was ex-
pensive, adding about 8.5 person months to the total implemen-
tation time of 18 person months (45% increase).

• A major maintenance effort arises from the realization of new
functional- and non-functional requirements.

• Long-term stability of system requirements is unlikely. Cus-
tomer requests and new equipment hardware demand constant
modifications.

• The severity of new system requirements varies considerably.
The technical realization of severe requirements demands up to
12 person months of additional development time, which is an
increase of 45% compared to the initial effort for implementa-
tion and qualification of 26.5 person months.

8.2 discussion and perspectives

This section deeply discusses the insights gained in the developer in-
terview and provides perspective to maintenance and evolution of
qualified avionics software. The discussion is enriched by mainte-
nance data obtained from an analysis of the NH90 software reposi-
tory, introduced in Subsection 8.2.1. In Subsections 8.2.2 - 8.2.5, code-
based and asset-based development are systematically compared by
means of the respective data-management components. Therefore,
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the scenarios learned in the developer interview are categorized ac-
cording to their severities. For each of the categories, the proceedings
for the technical realization of the subject are described, once in con-
text of the LSTM and once in context of the FlyDB. This way, weak-
nesses and strengths of code-based and asset-based development are
identified.

8.2.1 NH90 Maintenance Data

To learn about the frequency of maintenance and evolution tasks re-
garding data management, maintenance data of the NH90 avionics
software was collected from two sources. First, access to the soft-
ware repository of two core avionics computers of the NH90 was
provided. Second, an analysis regarding the source-code files of the
data-management component of the same two avionics computers
was conducted. The software repository contains entries of over 18

years, from 1996 until 2014. For each entry, there is a short descrip-
tion of the issue, the current status, the date of creation, and the date
of the last modification. The data set is divided into three subsets:

• Problem Report (PR): describes a situation in which a software
component is not working as intended. PRs are initiated by
engineers, managers, or software developers to inform project
members (including customers) about problems in the source
code. Typically, PRs are raised if a problem is of inter-divisional
interest, for example, if it occurs on the software test bench or
at test flights.

• Engineering Change Request (ECR): describes a request to adjust
the software. ECRs arise from new system requirements, fea-
ture requests from customers or developers, and changes in the
aerospace standards.

• Software Change Note (SCN): documents a software modification
at a technical level. SCNs are linked to the causing PRs or ECRs
in a many-to-many relationship.

As a second source, procedure headers of the source-code files of
the same two avionics core computers were examined. The headers
are auto-generated by the version-control system and include a full
revision history of the target procedure. In this context, 10,768 source-
code files were parsed, containing 1,812,289 procedure headers with
24,907,787 revisions in total. In 42.7% (10,647,287) of the annotations,
a reference to an SCN could be extracted, which relates these revi-
sions to maintenance and evolution. The remaining revisions are re-
lated to progress in the development process. The data in both repos-
itories was transformed into a unified format, stored in a database,
and joined on the SCN identifier. This way, the data in the software
repository was enriched with file-level information. By means of the
folder structure of the source-code files, the entries in the software
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repository could be assigned to logical software components. Ulti-
mately, PRs, ECRs, and SCNs related to data management were iden-
tified.

8.2.2 Comparison of Effort

The developer interview revealed that the initial effort of implement-
ing and qualifying the LSTM amounts to 26 person months, which
is about 4,160 person hours. For the FlyDB, I quantify 4,848 per-
son hours in total: 3,736 person hours development time and 1,112

person hours for adaptation, deployment, and integration at Airbus
Helicopters. The majority of effort required to develop the FlyDB
was spend by the first author on the implementation of model-
transformation rules (i.e., source-code templates). At first, I experi-
enced a significant overhead in programming in OCL. This overhead
decreased rapidly with growing experience, such that I could imple-
ment templates in OCL as fast as source code in Ada. In this context,
asset-based development involved a 17% higher initial effort due to
the integration and familiarization of development tools.

In the next four subsections describe exemplary events and exam-
ine their effects on the evolution of the data-management component
of the NH90 from the perspective of both systems. The discussion
aims at establishing a descriptive and explorable model to assess and
identify factors that influence maintenance and evolution in the avion-
ics domain. All figures are meant as an illustration of the events and
their corresponding effects, not for quantitative prediction.

8.2.3 Deriving Software System Variants

To derive a new variant of the LSTM, the set of supported entity types
has to be tailored manually by removing, changing, or adding lists in
the source code. As reported in the developer interview, one exten-
sion demands about 8 person hours of development time. By con-
trast, the FlyDB does not demand any modifications in source code.
Each extension is performed in the declarative system specification
(i.e., in the SysML models). To remove, change, or add an entity type,
corresponding model elements have to be added to the data model
and applied with stereotypes configuring variant-specific properties.
To create a new data model similar to the entities of the LSTM, it
required 2 person hours of development time. Naturally, this value
depends on the size and complexity of the data schema and may
vary in different scenarios. The model transformation to obtain the
source code of the target variant is performed within seconds.

Figure 64 shows the extrapolation of development time to derive
a new variant of the LSTM and of the FlyDB. The y-axis depicts the
total time for providing source code and qualification assets in person
hours. The x-axis covers the number of extensions in the set of entity
types. The values of both systems start with an offset for the initial
effort and grow in relation to the required development time. The
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Figure 64: Effort to modify the set of entity types

ratio is illustrated as ∆(generic_inst), in the case of the LSTM, and
∆(data_model), in the case of the FlyDB. In this scenario, code-based
development outperforms asset-based development for a long time.
Assumably, the break-even point will not be reached until the end
of the life cycle of the NH90. Up to now, the LSTM was extended to
support 30 additional entity types.

8.2.4 Code Re-Use with Clone And Own

The developers at Airbus resolved two issues in the life cycle of the
LSTM by applying clone and own as a re-use strategy. The scenario
memory optimization from the developer interview falls into this cate-
gory. The approach was used to deploy a solution to a subset of the
instantiated lists. For this purpose, the generic package of the LSTM
was copied and adapted to satisfy the requirement.

The clone-and-own approach has two major drawbacks, illustrated
in Figure 65. The y-axis depicts the total development time for im-
plementation and qualification, with an offset for initial effort. The
x-axis represents progress in evolution. The grey areas illustrate the
two phases where a new requirement was realized using clone and
own.

As a first drawback, in addition to the effort required to perform a
code change, copied source code must also be qualified, which in-
volved about 320 person hours for each case in the LSTM. These
efforts are illustrated with ∆(clone_and_own) as sharp increase in
development time. For the FlyDB, the effort is reduced to perform
the actual code changes. Contrary to code-based development, asset-
based development transforms model elements to source code. The
generative approach is capable to efficiently add or remove function-
ality by integrating conditional units directly into the generic applica-
tion logic (i.e., introducing new variation points), instead of adapting
a code clone manually.
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Figure 65: Effort required to realize evolution tasks by clone and own

Regarding memory optimization as a what-if scenario in the context
of the FlyDB, unnecessary data structures or procedures would be
encapsulated as MOFM2T IfBlocks (see Section 5.1), which would be
present in the target source code only if the functionality is included
in the declarative system specification of a desired FlyDB variant. Due
to the automatic generation of unit tests and functional tests, adjust-
ments in terms of qualification assets are reduced to the specification
of generic test cases. Whenever functionality is removed, as in memory
optimization, no additional effort for qualification is required. Overall,
I approximate the total development time for the technical realiza-
tion of this scenario for the FlyDB to the best of my ability at about
80 person hours.

As a second negative effect of using a clone-and-own approach, in-
creased costs related to maintenance and evolution were identified af-
ter cloning. This situation occurs if a PR or ECR concerns code clones.
Assume that changes were found that affect the original source-code
files as well as the two clones A and B. Analyzing the software repos-
itory of the NH90 in this hindsight, 14 intersecting SCNs were found
in the original system and clone A, 5 intersecting SCNs in the orig-
inal system and clone B, and no intersecting SCNs in clones A and
B. In total, such additional effort was identified in 19 cases. The time
intervals of these intersecting SCNs was added up and the ratio to
the sum of the time interval of all SCNs in the original system was
determined (74 found). This way, the overhead in development time
is estimated for the 19 intersecting SCNs related to the clone-and-own
approach in the LSTM at 24%. Figure 65 illustrates this effect as an
increased slope after cloning.

In summary, asset-based development improves maintenance and
evolution in terms of code re-use regarding two aspects: It reduces
the effort required to realize changes with conditional units and code
generation, and it entirely eliminates the drawbacks arising from us-
ing a clone-and-own approach.
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8.2.5 Software Changes in Generic Parts vs. Specific Parts

So far, only non-severe requirement changes were considered, real-
ized in the LSTM by means of a modification of the generic package,
as in the scenario hardware platform (see Section 8.1). Severe require-
ment changes, as in the scenario navigation list (see Section 8.1), how-
ever, require a specific solution. To explore the factors of maintenance
and evolution effort related to changing generic and specific parts of
the source code, we analyzed the implementation of the LSTM in this
regard. As generic part, each line of source code is considered that
is re-used either by parametric polymorphism in a generic package
or by clone and own. The remaining lines of code constitute specific
functionality, which constitute the specific part.

Overall, 57,181 revisions were parsed in the generic part of the
LSTM. 21,907 (38.3%) of the revisions contain an SCN and thus are
considered as relevant for maintenance and evolution. In total, 90

SCNs were identified, which are related to 94 PRs and 10 ECRs.
The effort for these tasks is basically the same for code-based and
asset-based development, since the technical realization affects the
generic part of the software and the qualification assets to equal
shares (i.e., generic packages of the LSTM and source-code templates
of the FlyDB).

Analogously, the specific part of the LSTM was analyzed. It con-
tains 165,278 revisions in total, where 83,023 (50.2%) are relevant for
maintenance and evolution. In total, 536 SCNs were identified, re-
lated to 474 PRs and 97 ECRs. With 6 times more SCNs targeting spe-
cific parts, the data indicates a considerable increase in occurrences
of software changes related to maintenance and evolution than in the
generic part. Regarding the number of revisions, which has increased
by a factor of 3, the frequency of software changes in the specific part
of the LSTM is doubled compared to the generic part. In particular,
there is an exceptionally higher number of ECRs (almost factor 10).
This shift clearly shows the increased significance of realizing new re-
quirements in specific variants of the considered software. Next, the
scenario navigation list from the developer interview is discussed as
representative example for the severity of changes of this kind.

The interviewees explained that the navigation-list requirement
was realized in the LSTM by implementing a wrapper around the in-
stantiation of navigation lists with an additional interface for data ac-
cess, to maintain referential integrity and consistency. For the FlyDB,
this scenario required the adaption of the domain-specific language
to specify a model element that relates entity types in the declarative
system specification. To this end, instances of SysML::Association

are used to link SysML::Blocks — the model elements that represent
entity types in the FlyDB data model (see Section 4.2.3). This complex
requirement was realized by implementing MOFM2T IfBlocks that
were integrated in the MOFM2T template that produces the source
code for query processing.

Regarding qualification, a generic test set was defined that covers
the additional functionality. It was integrated into the same MOFM2T
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Figure 66: Effort required to realize a severe evolution task

template to automatically generate suitable test cases, amenable for
requirement-based testing. Finally, these test cases have been automat-
ically instantiated with valid data from the data generator, to create
actual unit tests and functional tests compliant to DO-178.

Figure 66 compares the development time required to realize the
scenario navigation list in the context of the LSTM and the FlyDB.
The axes are as in Figure 65. The grey area illustrates the phase in
which a new requirement arose. The effort for realizing this severe
requirement in the LSTM is illustrated with ∆(navigation_list) as
a stark increase in development time. The developers of the LSTM
estimated the effort at about 12 person months in total, that is 1,432

person hours. The ratio of required effort associated to qualification
is the same as for new developments, which was estimated in the
interview at about 45%. In the case of the FlyDB, I estimate the devel-
opment time to 504 person hours, where 24 person hours are spent
on extending the domain-specific language, 400 person hours to de-
velop model-transformation rules, and 80 person hours to define and
implement the set of test cases.

In summary, asset-based development can reduce the effort and
cost for implementation and qualification compared to code-based in
a severe scenario, such as navigation list, by almost two third, which
may compensate the higher initial effort that is required by asset-
based development.

8.3 summary

The case study presented in this chapter deals with data management
in the embedded software of the NH90 helicopter manufactured by
Airbus Helicopters. It provides deep insights regarding maintenance
and evolution of avionics software. To this end, it reports from a devel-
oper interview with senior developers at Airbus Helicopters, which
identifies factors that significantly impact implementation, qualifica-
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tion, maintenance and evolution of multi-variant avionics software.
These insights are reflected in a qualitative and quantitative discus-
sion regarding the practicability and efficiency of asset-based devel-
opment in practise by means of a systematic comparison between the
LSTM and the FlyDB. It examines the effects on the evolution of the
data management from the perspective of both systems.

As a result, answering the question of whether code-based, tool-
based, or asset-based development is the most suitable approach for
a specific subject matter depends on an estimation of the initial effort
and a detailed assessment of potential tasks related to maintenance
and evolution. In safety-critical application domains, where the soft-
ware has to pass a qualification process, strict coding constraints of-
ten demand a tailored solution for a specific problem. This case study
demonstrates the potentially high severity of maintenance and evolu-
tion tasks in these domains. Real-world scenarios considering severe
new requirements have shown that the technical realization requires
up to one third of the initial development cost. However, the efficiency
of a development approach depends on the parameters of the target
system. If the system requirements are stable or changes are very
unlikely, code-based development may still outperform asset-based
development. In cases where maintenance and evolution is likely,
such as in the data-management of the NH90, asset-based develop-
ment is an efficient and practical development approach. Regarding
tool-based development, further studies are required to explore its
application in software systems, in which maintenance and evolution
contribute to a majority of the effort.
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R E L AT E D W O R K

This chapter provides an outline over published works related to
this thesis. It addresses the following areas of reasearch: Section 9.1
lists approaches towards assembling database-management variants
based on pre-fabricated components. Section 9.2 discusses applica-
tions of the tool-based development approach. Section 9.3 contains
software product lines from the avionics and aerospace industry.
Section 9.4 lists metamodels in domains where certification plays a
key role. Section 9.5 elaborates on model-based techniques applied
in these domains. Finally, the chapter closes with overlay-based ap-
proaches for memory optimization in embedded- and avionics sys-
tems.

9.1 component-based database engineering

The approach to assemble variants of database-management systems
based on components was becoming increasingly popular since the
early 2000’s [Bro01].

Chaudhuri et. al. were the first who rethought the architecture of
a database-management system (DBMS) [CW00]. The authors iden-
tified shortcomings regarding maintainability, feature management,
and performance predictability of current DBMS and proposed to
simplify the software architecture in a RISC-style manner. That is,
decomposing the large and complex software into smaller compo-
nents called data managers, which are equipped with self-assessment
mechanisms and the capability to auto-tune. However, the work of
Chaudhuri et. al. only describes a high-level approach and a research
agenda, but lacks an evaluation or a proof of concept.

Nyström et. al adopted the component-based approach in the
COMET development suit [Nys+04]. COMET is a framework to gen-
erate the configuration of a real-time DBMS for automotive systems.
The suit consists of a set of pre-defined software artifacts, as well
as set of data management, analysis, and configuration tools. To al-
low fine-grained customization, aspect-oriented programming (AOP)
[LA03] is used. This way, different data-management variants can be
generated from pre-fabricated components.

With the FAME DBMS, Rosenmüller et. al. present a tailor-made
data-management solution for embedded systems [Ros+08]. It tack-
les challenges regarding resource restrictions and heterogeneity of
hardware by applying a software product-line approach. Concrete
instances of a DBMS are derived by composing features of the prod-
uct line according to a specific application scenario. Therefore, Rosen-
müller et. al. forked the Berkeley DB [SSL14] and transformed it from
C to FeatureC++ [Ape+05]. This way, the database engine of Berke-
ley DB was refactored into features. To derive a new DBMS product,

143
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software developers can select from the set of features to specify a
tailor-made variant for the specific needs of the target area of appli-
cation.

9.2 tool-based approaches

With Matlab Simulink1 and Esterel SCADE2, there are two commer-
cial products that can be considered as the de facto standard tool set
for tool-based development. Both provide model-based design and
code-generation capabilities. Esterel SCADE was successfully applied
at Airbus to develop the software for the flight control computers of
multiple aircrafts, such as the Eurocopter EC 135/155 and the Air-
bus A340/500 [CD03]. The share of automatically generated code
was 70%, which reduced the change cycle time by a factor of 3 to
4 compared to manual coding. Both projects showed compliance to
Design Assurance Level A. However, these tools aim at generating
source code for the most critical components of a system and require
a model-based specification at a very low level of abstraction, which
is inappropriate to handle complex data-management functionality.

9.3 avionics software product-lines

As a first systematic report on achieving benefits from adopting
product-line technology in complex avionics software, Sharp sug-
gested a logical pattern-driven design to facilitate the integration of
predefined components in the avionics software in the context of the
Bold Stroke Initiative at the Boeing Company [Sha98]. Doerr et. al.
refined the idea by adding aspects towards the physical architecture
to the previously published work by Sharp [DS99]. It defines the de-
sign goals relevant to physical product-line engineering and discusses
methods to achieve these goals in context of the Bold Stroke Initiative.
A year later, the outcome of this product-line approach is validated in
the work of Popp, which discusses two main benefits [KLJ11]. As pri-
mary benefit, savings in terms of time and resources are gained by a
high degree of software reuse. However, Popp states that the level of
reuse that can be gained is directly related to the degree of commonal-
ity that is shared among the members working on the product-line. If
only a common domain, but no common requirements are shared, lit-
tle application reuse is to be anticipated. As secondary benefit, Popp
reports from a positive impact regarding the collaboration between
departments in the development of the product line. Due to common-
ality across members, communication is enhanced, which leads to
closer co-development and a reduction of effort duplication.

At the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, a similar approach was
proposed by Ganesan et al. The authors use a layered architecture to

1 http://de.mathworks.com/products/simulink/, last checked May 30, 2018

2 http://www.esterel-technologies.com/products/scade-suite/, last checked May
30, 2018
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re-use modules, configurable for mission-specific needs in the Core
Flight Software (software platform for NASA missions) [Gan+].

Bridges et al. and Dorodwsky et al. describe the successful applica-
tion of a product-line approach at Airbus Helicopters without apply-
ing commercial tools [Bri07] [DBT]. They use tool-based development
based on an in-house tool chain based on a fully qualified code gen-
erator. It produces software artifacts for low level components of the
NH90 System Software, such as the real-time tasking model, proces-
sor allocation, and raw data I/O. The authors identified qualification
as key factor, but did not provide any details on the process.

These approaches rely on product-line engineering to build
hardware- and mission-specific variants of the avionics software. The
authors focus on exploring domain and application design rather
than facilitating the development process by addressing the chal-
lenges of qualification that prevail in the avionics domain.

9.4 metamodels

To add a notion of resource and a notion of time to UML, Graf et. al.
propose Omega-RT, a real-time profile for UML [Apv+01]. The meta-
model introduces events that represent an instance of state change.
Duration constraints are realized in the form of OCL-like constraints.
The approach was validated by tools and case studies.

Medina et. al. describe the design of hard real-time systems writ-
ten in Ada using MARTE, an UML profile for modelling and analysis
of real-time and embedded systems [MC11]. MARTE is a core frame-
work that introduces basic model elements and concepts to support
real-time constraints in UML models [09]. Medina et. al. report from
experiences gained by applying MARTE and provide methodologi-
cal guidelines to generate Ada source code described by high-level
application models.

Showing compliance to safety standards, such as the DO-178, is
a complex and tedious process. To designate the assets required to
demonstrate compliance, De la Vara et. al propose a model-based
approach [Var+16]. The authors present a generic and holistic meta-
model for the specification of safety compliance needs in the form
of Reference Assurance Frameworks. It aims to create a consistent repre-
sentation of the safety standard being used and link it to the product
being certified. De la Vara et. validate the approach by creating ex-
emplary specifications according to different standards from various
domains including automotive, avionics, and healthcare.

In the work of Nejati et al., a SysML-based framework to enable
systematic and efficient software design inspections during safety
certification is proposed [Nej+12]. It supports safety engineers and
certifiers by extracting fragments from SysML models that keep just
enough context information to be easy to inspect and understand. In
addition, the framework introduces a traceability information model,
an approach to establish traceability on the one hand, and use the
traceability information on the other hand for extracting model frag-
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ments relevant for a specific requirement. The authors provide formal
proof that the fragmenting algorithm is sound for temporal safety
properties.

A similar approach was proposed by Biggs et. al. in a work towards
modelling safety information with design information in SysML
[BSK16]. The authors present SafeML, a SysML metamodel to spec-
ify the safety-related aspects of a system design. It provides a mean
to integrate safety and design information. SafeML aims at improv-
ing information consistency and communication, which is considered
as an important source of faults during development. The approach
is demonstrated by modelling concepts in exemplary scenarios.

A more narrow approach for modelling safety is proposed by
Zoughbi et. al. [ZBL11]. The authors target the avionics domain by
presenting SafeUML, an UML metamodel defined on basis of DO-178

(revision B). Its main purpose is to provide tools to express the safety-
related concepts of DO-178 in a language customary to software de-
velopers. As in the work of Biggs et. al., this research aims to improve
communication and collaboration among safety engineers, software
developers, and certification authorities. The approach is validated by
a case study on developing an avionics navigation controller.

The idea has been adapted by Grant et. al. [GD16] and Wu. et. al.
[Wu+15]. Both works address DO-178 in revision C and propose a
technique to model safety-related concepts of the standard. In addi-
tion, Wu. et. al. [Wu+15] present an own UML metamodel to spec-
ify safety-related requirements on a component-based architecture
model, as well as design guidelines on avionics software. The method
was applied on an industrial autopilot system, which revealed sev-
eral previously uncaught faults. The approach of Grant et. al. lacks
an evaluation.

In 2014, the Architecture Analysis & Design Language (AADL) was
released by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE). Feiler et. al.
provide a technical note to introduce the concepts, language, struc-
ture, and the application [Ben11]. AADL uses formal modelling for
the description and analysis of system architectures based on dis-
tinct components and their interactions. It includes the analysis and
specification of real-time embedded systems, dependability systems,
systems of systems, and specialized performance capability systems
with respect to performance critical attributes. AADL is efficient in
terms of model-based analysis and specification, but is not suitable
for data-management related models, such as a data schema.

9.5 model-based approaches

Regarding the application of model-based methods in the aerospace
industry, Batory et al. suggest GenVoca, a domain-independent model
for hierarchical systems as compositions of reusable components,
to create a reference architecture for avionics software synthesis
[Bat+95]. Similar to the work of Sharp and Ganesan et al., the au-
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thors present lessons learned in applying model-based techniques to
improve the application design, but do not target qualification.

Hovsepyan et al. report on an enhancement of the development
life cycle at Space Applications Services by means of a model-based
development process to establish traceability of system requirements
across the phases of the V model [Hov+14].

In the work of Dubois et al. at the Thales Group, model-based meth-
ods have been applied in the form of a domain-specific language in
SysML to support domain engineering in context of product-line engi-
neering in the CEASAR project [Dub+12]. Analogous to Hovsepyans
work, Dubois et al. used models for maintaining traceability of sys-
tem requirements to application components, but they do not target
code generation or qualification.

There are model-based and generative approaches to develop soft-
ware systems based on the ARINC 653

3 specification [06]. Horváth
et al. [HVS10] discuss model-driven engineering as an approach to
systematically develop configuration data. A similar strategy is de-
scribed by Choi et al. [CHJ14]. They present a tool to generate XML
configuration files for an ARINC 653 compliant operating system. In
contrast to my approach, the authors apply code generation to derive
configuration assets, not qualification assets.

In context of the DREAMS project, Barner et. al propose a model-
based approach to support engineering of mixed-criticality systems4

[Bar+17]. It addresses the deployment of mixed-critical applications
to shared resources and tackles challenges in terms of design-time
configurations, such as real-time constraints or separation constraints.
As a solution, the authors present a set of proprietary metamodels to-
gether with a wide-ranging, integrated, and model-driven toolchain
that covers all aspects of mixed-critical systems. This includes ap-
plications, timing, platforms, deployments, configurations and safety
annotations. To evaluate the approach, Barner et. al demonstrate an
application in a product-line for a wind power control application
[Bar+16], as well as an undisclosed avionics subsystem.

Robati et. al. applied a model-based approach in the design
and simulation of distributed IMA architectures using TTEthernet
[Rob+17]. By extending the AADL modelling language, the authors
propose a metamodel to represent the entire TTEthernet standard and
its concrete syntax in the form of AADL models. For verification pur-
poses, the system models are transformed into a representation that
serves as input for a simulation that is performed based on a discrete
event system specification formalism. The approach is evaluated by
means of two examples from the avionics domain.

Delange et al. propose model-based engineering to capture ar-
chitecture requirements using the AADL modeling language. Their
approach exploits AADL models to validate non-functional require-
ments, such as resource dimensioning through simulation [Del+09].

3 A standard for space and time partitioning in avionics operating systems
4 Hard- and software that is capable of running multiple applications of different

criticality levels.
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All these approaches emphasise the applicability of model-based
techniques for avionics software, but none of the presented works ad-
dress qualification obligations as the main driver in avionics software
engineering.

9.6 overlay-based memory optimization

The problem of insufficient memory capacity in avionics computers
exists since the development of computer-aided aircrafts. However,
addressing memory shortage with an overlay-based technique rarely
found application in the avionics industry. To the best knowledge
of the authors, the only available example in literature is Robert et.
al.’s work [RH10]. It discusses challenges at NASA regarding the Pri-
mary Avionics System Software of the Orbiter5 in their book on scientific
and engineering legacies. The avionics computers available at that
time (1970s) could not cope with the memory requirements of the al-
ready deep and complex avionics software. To overcome the problem,
the engineers grouped functions and variables specific for a mission
phase into collections and overlapped their memory areas similar to
my optimization method.

Regarding memory optimization techniques for embedded soft-
ware, Catthoor et. al. propose a method to improve the memory foot-
print by downsizing the allocated space for arrays [CGS98]. The ap-
proach is to divide an array into parts whose lifetimes do not over-
lap. By mapping these parts to the same physical memory area, the
authors achieve a considerable reduction of the array’s length. The
authors report from an experiment conducted in context of signal
processing, in which they decreased an array from 26400 to 33 inte-
ger elements. Finding suitable mappings (which is known as the In-
Place Mapping problem [Ver+91]) is not trivial. CAD6 techniques are
required to explore and examine the many opportunities [Pan+01].

However, memory overlays were used in applications at a time
when the whole program code did not fit into the main memory. The
best known examples being the database-management system dBase
IV7 and the word processing program WordStar 3.38, released 1988,
respectively 1983. Both programs were larger than 640k and there-
fore did not fit into the main memory of an average home computer,
which was typically equipped with 64k RAM [Man83]. To tackle this
problem in case of WordStar 3.3, the software engineers divided the
program code into a main program executable and multiple chunks,
which contain most of the functionality [Sel94]. The main program
is designed with a small memory footprint to fit into the main mem-
ory. Depending on the users input, it loads function code from the
chunks on the disk into a predefined, reserved space in memory. The

5 Reusable spaceplane of the Space Shuttle program used to bring astronauts and
payload into the orbit.

6 Computer-aided design
7 https://ipfs.io/ipfs/QmXoypizjW3WknFiJnKLwHCnL72vedxjQkDDP1mXWo6uco/wiki/

Ashton-Tate.html, last checked May 30, 2018

8 https://winworldpc.com/product/wordstar/330-z-100, last checked May 30, 2018
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main program remains in the memory for the whole runtime while
the chunks are loaded in and out of the reserved space in the form of
an memory overlay.

Verma et. al use memory overlays to minimize the energy consump-
tion of memory subsystems in embedded environments [VWM04].
The authors propose an allocation method to overlay variables and
code segments stored in the main memory with redundant copies
in the scratchpad memory9. They reduce the problem of dynami-
cally overlaying scratchpad to the Global Register Allocation [Yan+09]
problem and ultimately solve it by an ILP formulation. Experiments
show a reduction of 34% in energy consumption on average.

9 High-speed internal memory used to temporary store calculation results similar to
the L1 cache
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C O N C L U S I O N A N D F U T U R E W O R K

This work focused on the research and development of a multi-
variant data-management solution that is qualifiable in the avionics
domain. The term qualification was defined as the safety-related in-
spection of avionics software as part of the legally mandated certifica-
tion process, conducted by a national certification authority. In a semi-
structured interview, deep insights into industrial practice of develop-
ing qualified avionics software were gained. Based on these findings,
established development approaches were assessed in context of im-
plementation, maintenance, and evolution of multi-variant avionics
software. It turned out that established development approaches are
not feasible to cope with the challenges of realizing data management
in such an highly sensitive environment.

To address problems regarding implementation and qualification
effort, especially in the face of software evolution, asset-based devel-
opment was proposed as a novel generative approach. Using model-
based and product-line technology, it provides a mean to generate
both highly specific variants of a target software system, as well
as additional assets to substantially facilitate the qualification pro-
cess (qualification assets). The feasibility of the approach was demon-
strated by means of the FlyDB - a novel framework to realize data
management in the avionics domain. It is designed as a software
product line to generate fully qualifiable variants of real-time embed-
ded database management systems. In a nutshell, the FlyDB frame-
work derives the source code of a customer-tailored variant, as well as
corresponding qualification assets such as unit tests, functional tests,
and traceability evidence, from a declarative system specification in
the form of SysML models. The thesis introduced a method to create
such a declarative system specification in context of data manage-
ment and proposed an innovative software architecture that serves as
blueprint for generated data-management variants. In terms of gener-
ation techniques, the model transformation to convert the declarative
system specification into implementation and qualification assets was
presented using a template-based approach. The source code is pro-
duced by means of the MOF Model to Text Transformation Language
(MOFM2T), the data that is required to feed unit tests and func-
tional tests is produced by means of the Parallel Data Generator Frame-
work (PDGF). In combination, these technologies form the generator
infrastructure of the FlyDB and thus, put asset-based development
into practice. An experimental evaluation addressing memory con-
sumption and runtime performance, conducted on real-world avion-
ics hardware using a real-world application scenario, has shown that
data-management components derived from the FlyDB framework
significantly outperform the former system and exceed the require-
ments of the domain, including real-time capabilities. The framework
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is fully operational and integrated in the development environment
of the NH90 helicopter at Airbus Helicopters. The European certifi-
cation authority EASA accepted the FlyDB framework and qualified
the data-management components derived so far at Design Assur-
ance Level C (mission-critical software).

By a systematic comparison of the former data-management com-
ponent and the solution presented in this thesis, significant improve-
ments were identified in terms of flexibility and efficiency of realizing
tasks related to maintenance and evolution. Discussing a number of
real-world evolution scenarios with data collected from the NH90

software repository, the likelihood and the potential severity of these
tasks were demonstrated. In addition, the main cost drivers of evo-
lution were identified. The suitability of asset-based development in
terms of maintenance and evolution was further demonstrated by
a domain-specific optimization, targeting the memory footprint of
FlyDB variants. An overlay-based approach was presented, which ac-
complished an improvement of the total memory consumption. By
means of a strategy to overlap memory areas, a reduction of 29.1%
was achieved in context of a real-world use case. Finally, the outcomes
of this thesis are not restricted to data management in the avionics
domain and may help developers to choose a suitable development
strategy in domains where qualification plays a key role.

Limitations in this work regarding internal validity arise from the
assumption that the NH90 software repository is free of defective en-
tries. After manually reviewing the textual description of all affected
entries, no duplicates were found. However, there is no guarantee that
the repository does not include invalid items (e.g., problem reports
that could not be replicated). Regarding external validity, one could
argue that insights gained from an interview of two developers can-
not be used to justify general statements. Nonetheless, one of the in-
terviewees is the head developer of the data-management component
and has, much like the second interviewee, decades of experience in
the field of avionics software engineering. Furthermore, their approx-
imation of the ratio of effort for implementation and qualification of
the former system, as case example of a complex avionics software,
agrees with the results of previous work [AS02] (coding makes up
16%, where unit tests, functional tests, and design reviews sum up to
9% of the total development costs of military avionics software).

In future work, I aim to conduct a comparison between the FlyDB
and a data-management component that was built with tool-based
development. The insights gained in this future study will help to fur-
ther assess the strength and weaknesses of asset-based development
and provide a more specific answer regarding the question which de-
velopment approach fits best in which situation. In addition, I will
change in perspective and perform further case studies in domains
where certification plays a key role. Potential areas are nuclear power
plants, railroad industry, or the automotive sector. Besides, I intend to
make asset-based development more accessible by developing meth-
ods to facilitate the creation of the declarative system specification. In
context of the FlyDB, I intend to ease the development of type- and re-
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quirements models. The idea is to perform a reverse transformation
that generates appropriate SysML models out of legacy code, such
that stakeholders may use an existing code base and can focus on
data- and variability models. Based on these additional endeavours, I
aim to establish asset-based development as third major development
approach in safety-critical domains.
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L A B S T U D Y: R E P L I C AT I N G P E R F O R M A N C E D ATA

This appendix contains a description and the results of a study to
replicate the runtime performance evaluation of Section 6.2.

a.1 hard- and software setup

We carried out the experiments on the same Raspberry Pi 2 single-
board computer that was used to evaluate the memory consumption
of the FlyDB. Subsection 6.1.2 describes the hardware specification.

In terms of software environment, the same stand-alone applica-
tion introduced in Subsection 6.1.3 was used. It includes functionally
equivalents of the LSTM and the FlyDB. However, the following ad-
justments were made:

• The original kernel of the Raspbian operating system was re-
placed by the linux kernel 4.4.9 LTS, patched with Ingo Mol-
nars realtime preemption and Thomas Gleixner’s generic clock
event layer [Wik]. Thus, the operating system obtains hard real-
time capabilities including a fully preemptible kernel. As part
of the patch, the of-the-shelf linux timer API is replaced by high
resolution kernel timers, which also affects the timing accuracy
of the GNAT GPL runtime.

• The 4th CPU core was deactivated in the kernel balancing- and
scheduler algorithm by adding the parameter isolcpus=3 to the
grub bootloader configuration. Using Ada’s multiprocessor sup-
port [Bar13], the task running the experiments was forced to be
executed on the unscheduled 4th CPU core. This way, measure-
ment accuracy was increased by keeping the experiments free
from interferences.

• All CPU cores were underclocked to 100Mhz, which decreases
the overall runtime performance by approximately factor 9.
However, in light of barely measurable runtimes at microsec-
ond level, a positive impact on measurement accuracy was an-
ticipated.

• The size of the entity type waypoint was modified to its maxi-
mum extent. This parameter is limited by the List Management
to a value of 999.

a.2 conduct

The runtime performance tests were executed according to the same
procedure as described in Subsection 6.2.2. That is, for each CRUD
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operation, the runtime performance of both data-management com-
ponents was repeatedly measured using the entity type Waypoint and
a varying number of pre-filled tuples.

a.3 results

create Figure 67 shows the result for the median measurement
of the create operation. The x-axis gives the number of tuples that
are pre-filled before the operation is executed. The y-axis depicts the
runtime of inserting one tuple in microseconds. The blue curve repre-
sents the List Management, the orange curve represents the FlyDB.
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Figure 67: Runtime of the create operation performed on the Raspberry Pi 2

Both curves show smaller jumps that occur when the number of
pre-filled tuples is a power of two (i.e., at x = 2j, j ∈ {1..7}). Fur-
thermore, bigger jumps occur on x-values halfway between smaller
jumps (i.e., at x = (2j + 2j+1)/2, j ∈ {1..6}). In the remainder, we refer
to these jumps as of type Ja, respectively Jb.

Regarding the List Management, the function is a step function
showing logarithmic asymptotic behavior that exhibits jumps of type
Ja, as well as jumps of type Jb. Between two jumps, the curve has
piecewise constant segments. The timing values have an absolute in-
crease of 130.89µs, which corresponds to a relative increase of 262.88%
over the whole range of experiments. In case of the FlyDB, the func-
tion is also a step function that exhibits tiny jumps of type Ja, as well
as an overlapping periodic noise. The timing values have an absolute
increase of 17.14µs, which corresponds to a relative increase of 26.74%
over the whole range of experiments.

As performance indicators to compare the data-management com-
ponents in terms of the create operation, the runtime at x = 1 (Rt min),
the runtime at x = 999 (Rt max), the runtime at x = 140, the average
height of jumps of type Ja (Hgt(Ja)), the average height of jumps of
type Jb (Hgt(Jb)), and the standard deviation of the piecewise seg-
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ments (Std Dev) is highlighted. Table 16 provides the corresponding
values.

list management flydb ratio

Rt min 49.79µs 64.11µs 0.78

Rt max 180.68µs 81.25µs 2.22

Rt 140 144.53µs 71.35µs 2.03

Hgt(Ja) 13.39µs± 0.11µs 0.38µs± 0.10µs 35.06

Hgt(Jb) 3.04µs± 0.06µs 0.08µs± 0.03µs 36.65

Std. Dev. 0.70µs 1.52µs 0.46

Table 16: Key results of the create operation (Raspberry Pi2)

read Figure 68 shows the result for the median measurement of
the read operation. As for the create operation, the x-axis gives the
number of tuples that are pre-filled before the operation is executed.
The y-axis depicts the runtime of retrieving one tuple in microsec-
onds. The blue curve represents the List Management, the orange curve
represents the FlyDB.
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Figure 68: Runtime of the read operation performed on the Raspberry Pi 2

Regarding the List Management, the function is a step function
showing logarithmic asymptotic behavior that exhibits jumps of type
Ja. Between two jumps, the curve has piecewise constant segments.
The timing values have an absolute increase of 98.54µs, which cor-
responds to a relative increase of 214.5% over the whole range of
experiments. In case of the FlyDB, the function is also a step function.
Although barely visible in Figure 68, the function exhibits jumps of
type Ja. The timing values have an absolute increase of 2.97µs, which
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corresponds to a relative increase of 5.04% over the whole range of
experiments.

To demonstrate the logarithmic asymptotic behavior of the FlyDB,
the jump at a size of 256 is pointed out in a detail enlargement, pre-
sented in Figure 69. The range of the x-axis to [200, 300] and the range
of the y axis was narrowed down to [60.25µs, 61.5µs]. This way, the
jump at x = 256 gets clearly recognisable.
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Figure 69: Detail enlargement of the read operation performed on the Rasp-
berry Pi 2

As performance indicators to compare the data-management com-
ponents in terms of the read operation, the runtime at x = 1 (Rt min),
the runtime at x = 999 (Rt max), the runtime at x = 140, the average
height of jumps of type Ja (Hgt(Ja)), and the standard deviation of
the piecewise constant segments (Std Dev) is highlighted. Table 17

provides the corresponding values.

list management flydb ratio

Rt min 45.94µs 58.91µs 0.78

Rt max 144.48µs 61.88µs 2.33

Rt 140 115.89µs 60.68µs 1.91

Hgt(Ja) 13.47µs± 0.11µs 0.30µs± 0.05µs 44.34

Std. Dev. 0.62µs 0.04µs 15.74

Table 17: Key results of the read operation (Raspberry Pi2)

update (performance mode) Figure 70 shows the result for
the median measurement of the update operation in performance
mode. As for the create operation, the x-axis gives the number of
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tuples that are pre-filled before the operation is executed. The y-axis
depicts the runtime of retrieving one tuple in microseconds. The blue
curve represents the List Management, the orange curve represents the
FlyDB.

Figure 70 shows the result for the median measurement of the up-
date operation in general purpose mode.
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Figure 70: Runtime of the update operation performed in general purpose
mode on the Raspberry Pi 2

Regarding the List Management, the function is a step function
showing logarithmic asymptotic behavior that exhibits jumps of type
Ja. Between two jumps, the curve has piecewise linear segments.
The timing values have an absolute increase of 23.57µs, which cor-
responds to a relative increase of 72.88% over the whole range of
experiments. In case of the FlyDB, the function is also a step function
that exhibits tiny jumps of type Ja, as well as an overlapping periodic
noise. The timing values have an absolute increase of 26.93µs, which
corresponds to a relative increase of 36.82% over the whole range of
experiments.

As performance indicators to compare the data-management com-
ponents in terms of the update operation in performance mode, the
runtime at x = 1 (Rt min), the runtime at x = 999 (Rt max), the run-
time at x = 140, the average height of jumps of type Ja (Hgt(Ja)),
the average height of jumps of type Jb (Hgt(Jb)), and the standard
deviation of the piecewise segments (Std Dev) is highlighted. Table
18 provides the corresponding values.

update (general purpose mode) Figure 71 shows the result
for the median measurement of the update operation in general pur-
pose mode. As for the create operation, the x-axis gives the number of
tuples that are pre-filled before the operation is executed. The y-axis
depicts the runtime of retrieving one tuple in microseconds. The blue
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list management flydb ratio

Rt min 32.34µs 73.12µs 0.44

Rt max 55.91µs 100.05µs 0.56

Rt 140 46.61µs 83.54µs 0.56

Hgt(Ja) 2.24µs± 0.07µs 1.08µs± 0.07µs 2.08

Std. Dev. 0.31µs 2.53µs 0.12

Table 18: Key results of the update operation in general purpose mode
(Raspberry Pi2)

curve represents the List Management, the orange curve represents the
FlyDB.
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Figure 71: Runtime of the update operation performed in performance
mode on the Raspberry Pi 2

Regarding the List Management, the function is a straight that raises
with a gradient of 2.67. The timing values have an absolute increase
of 2656.93µs, which corresponds to a relative increase of 12688.25%
over the whole range of experiments. In case of the FlyDB the curve
is the same as in performance mode, except for minor deviations of
not more than ±0.50µs.

As performance indicators to compare the data-management com-
ponents in terms of the update operation in general purpose mode,
the runtime at x = 1 (Rt min), the runtime at x = 999 (Rt max), the
runtime at x = 140, the average height of jumps of type Ja (Hgt(Ja)),
the average height of jumps of type Jb (Hgt(Jb)), and the standard
deviation of the piecewise segments (Std Dev) is highlighted. Table
19 provides the corresponding values.
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list management flydb ratio

Rt min 20.94µs 72.97µs 0.29

Rt max 2677.86µs 100.10µs 26.75

Rt 140 382.39µs 83.80µs 4.56

Hgt(Ja) 16.02µs± 0.13µs 1.18µs± 0.04µs 13.57

Std. Dev. 75.35µs 2.53µs 29.84

Table 19: Key results of the update operation in performance mode (Rasp-
berry Pi2)

delete Figure 72 shows the result for the median measurement of
the delete operation. As for the create operation, the x-axis gives the
number of tuples that are pre-filled before the operation is executed.
The y-axis depicts the runtime of retrieving one tuple in microsec-
onds. The blue curve represents the List Management, the orange curve
represents the FlyDB.
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Figure 72: Runtime of the delete operation performed on the Raspberry Pi 2

Regarding the List Management, the function is a straight that raises
with a gradient of 1.34. The timing values have an absolute increase
of 1330.21µs, which corresponds to a relative increase of 11556.99%
over the whole range of experiments. In case of the FlyDB, the func-
tion is a step function that exhibits tiny jumps of type Ja, as well as
an overlapping periodic noise. The timing values have an absolute
increase of 15.26µs, which corresponds to a relative increase of 20.7%
over the whole range of experiments.

As performance indicators to compare the data-management com-
ponents in terms of the delete operation, the runtime at x = 1 (Rt min),
the runtime at x = 999 (Rt max), the runtime at x = 140, the average
height of jumps of type Ja (Hgt(Ja)), the average height of jumps of
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type Jb (Hgt(Jb)), and the standard deviation of the piecewise seg-
ments (Std Dev) is highlighted. Table 20 provides the corresponding
values.

list management flydb ratio

Rt min 11.51µs 73.70µs 0.16

Rt max 1341.72µs 88.96µs 15.08

Rt 140 192.60µs 79.64µs 2.42

Hgt(Ja) 7.98µs± 0.02µs 0.77µs± 0.08µs 10.32

Hgt(Jb) 13.21µs± 0.08µs 0.08µs± 0.07µs 159.52

Std. Dev. 37.74µs 1.23µs 30.59

Table 20: Key results of the delete operation (Raspberry Pi2)

a.4 summary

This chapter presents a replication study performed to corroborate
the results obtained in the runtime performance evaluation of Section
6.2. The same series of experiments was conducted using a different
hard- and software setup. That is, instead of the CMTC computer, a
Raspberry Pi 2 was used. It was operated by a Raspbian operating
system, patched to obtain hard real-time capabilities including a fully
preemptible kernel.

The results based on the Raspberry Pi agree with the results based
on the CMTC computer. Both curves show logarithmic asymptotic
behaviour and a consistent relative increase. However, regarding the
create operation of the List Management, the piecewise segments be-
tween two jumps are constant on the Raspberry Pi 2 as opposed to
linear on the CMTC computer. In addition, all jumps are considerably
smaller on the Raspberry Pi 2. The effects are especially visible regard-
ing the update operation in performance mode. As opposed to the
experiment conducted on the CMTC computer, the FlyDB does not
reach a break even point. However, due to confidentiality reasons, an
in-depth examination of the CMTC platform was not feasible. There-
fore, no conclusive statements can be made regarding the factors that
contribute to the divergence.

Nonetheless, the replication study revealed two valuable findings.
First, it was possible to port a FlyDB variant to a new hardware plat-
form without any major problems. Second, it showed that the FlyDB
variant can easily cope with a much larger data volume, which makes
the data-management component well-equipped for future applica-
tions in the avionics domain.
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